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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (“PIAC”) and National Pensioners Federation (“NPF”), collectively
“PIAC/NPF””, is intervening on behalf of Canadian consumer-citizens.

2.

In this submission, PIAC/NPF provides its consumer-citizen interest perspective on the licence renewals for
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation/Société Radio-Canada’s (“CBC-Radio-Canada”, “CBC/SRC”, “CBC”, or
“the Corporation”)1 English- and French-language radio and television programming services.

3.

PIAC/NPF believes that CBC has a critical role to play in the 21st century. Canada needs a strong national
public service broadcaster more than ever to reflect and meet the needs of all Canadians and as a
benchmark for high-quality Canadian programming (“Cancon”) and broadcasting services, both radio and
television (“legacy”) and digital media (“digital media broadcasting” or “DMB”). CBC best serves the public
interest by providing universal access to its programming and by maximizing delivery – to Canadian
(primarily) and foreign audiences – of Cancon in categories that are of the greatest interest to Canadians as
consumer-citizens:



original, high-quality, independent, distinctively Canadian, and distinct from private Canadian
broadcasters (i.e., across all genres); and
genres that are valued by Canadians and/or under-served, specifically news (all levels), local, PNI, kids’,
and Canadian diversity.

(“public interest in CBC”)
4.

PIAC/NPF strongly supports a renewed licence for CBC, for a five (5) year term. However, we have three
major and inter-related concerns. First, PIAC/NPF is concerned this “licence renewal” proceeding is a stealth
policy proceeding on the regulation of the Corporation’s DMB services, in that CRTC is proposing a new
regulatory – specifically licensing – approach to CBC that is multi-platform (i.e., covers legacy and DMB
services)2 and has elements that are cross-platform (i.e., apply across legacy-DMB services), including crossplatform programming licence commitments that are fundamentally problematic. Second, PIAC/NPF is
concerned that CBC’s Application and current strategic plan Your Stories, Taken to Heart3 (“Strategy 2022”)
collectively minimize the Corporation’s performance of its statutory mandate and contributions to the
Canadian broadcasting system and depart from serving the public interest in CBC. Third, PIAC/NPF is
concerned about the significant evidentiary gap in the public record of this proceeding, which we believe
impedes full and informed participation by interveners and the ability of CRTC to make its decisions in the
public interest.

5.

Further, PIAC/NPF acknowledges the January 2020 release of the Broadcasting and Telecommunications
Legislative Review (“BTLR “) panel’s final report, which contains recommendations on the future CBC role
and relationship with CRTC, as well as broader but CBC-related matters. These recommendations are
technically beyond the scope of this licence renewal proceeding. However, we believe the Government of
Canada’s public commitment to act by the end of 2020 on certain matters addressed in the
recommendations – especially the issue of mandated Cancon contributions (financial and non-financial) by
providers of DMB services (potentially including CBC) – means these particular recommendations are
necessary considerations for CRTC in determining whether and how to adopt its proposed new licensing
approach to CBC and what commitments to impose in CBC’s new licence.

6.

In light of the foregoing, this PIAC/NPF intervention is comprehensive, and has three parts:




methodological recommendations and considerations;
assessment of CBC’s performance in delivering on its statutory mandate (retrospective and
prospective); and
substantive recommendations and considerations, which are predicated on the preceding analysis.

In our substantive recommendations, we urge the Commission to take a new licensing approach to CBC that
rejects cross-platform programming (notably Cancon) licence commitments and delays decision on whether
and how to regulate programming on all DMB services (CBC’s and others’) to a separate CRTC policy
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proceeding on whether and how to revise the Digital Media Exemption Order (“DMEO”). We also urge CRTC
to ensure that CBC’s licence commitments – programming and operational – hold CBC strongly and
transparently accountable for delivering on its statutory mandate and serving the public interest over the
new licence term.
7.

PIAC/NPF requests to appear at the public hearing and reserves the right to make additional comments in
subsequent phases of this proceeding.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF POSITION

PIAC/NPF
8.

PIAC/NPF is pleased to provide the Commission with our comments on Broadcasting Notice of Consultation
CRTC 2019-379 (25 November 2019) (“BNC 2019-379”) respecting the licence renewal application for CBC’s
English- and French-language radio and television programming services4 (“CBC Application” or
“Application”).

9.

PIAC/NPF is intervening on behalf of Canadian consumer-citizens, including the seniors who are members of
NPF. We believe this submission offers a consumer-centric and unique perspective on the important issues
that CRTC must address in this proceeding.

10.

PIAC/NPF strongly supports a renewed licence for CBC, for a five (5) year term, conditional on the
Commission’s adoption of our recommended changes to the CRTC-proposed new licensing approach to
CBC and the CBC-proposed new licence commitments.

11.

PIAC is a national non-profit organization and charity that represents the interests of ordinary and
vulnerable consumers in important public services delivered by the private sector.5 PIAC has pursued this
work for over 40 years and has previously intervened in CRTC broadcasting proceedings where the
consumer interest in broadcasting – detailed below – is engaged. Notably, PIAC has participated in
significant change of ownership and control applications (e.g., Bell Media’s proposed acquisition of Frenchlanguage over-the-air [“OTA”] television network V interactions Inc. from Groupe V Media Inc., proposed
acquisition of Historia and Séries+ French-language discretionary services from Corus Entertainment Inc.,
and two proposed acquisitions of Astral Media Inc.) as well as key policy proceedings (e.g., “Let’s Talk TV”).

12.

NPF is a national, not for profit, non partisan, non sectarian organization of 350 seniors chapters, clubs,
groups, organizations, and individual supporters across Canada with a collective membership of 1,000,000
seniors and retirees devoted entirely to the welfare and best interests of ageing Canadians.6 NPF’s mission
is to stimulate public interest in the welfare of aging Canadians and our goal is to help seniors and retirees
have a life of dignity, independence and financial security.

13.

PIAC/NPF emphasizes the importance of CRTC making its decision in this and other broadcasting
proceedings based on a full evidentiary record that reflects participation by public (especially consumer)
interest groups, which the Commission recently recognized “are typically not-for-profit, volunteer-run
organizations with limited monetary resources to develop similarly sophisticated submissions” to those of
well-resourced industry players.7 The current cost awards process under the Broadcasting Act (specifically,
the Broadcasting Participation Fund [“BPF”]) is proceeding-based and temporary (since funding is
dependent on CRTC directing to it a portion of broadcasting tangible benefits)8, thus limiting the ability of
PIAC/NPF and other public and consumer interest groups to fully contribute to the regulatory policy
discourse. For this reason, outside of this proceeding, PIAC/NPF calls for the federal government to adopt a
model for supporting public participation in broadcasting proceedings with stable, predictable funding for
qualified public interest participants and, in the interim, for CRTC to ensure that an appropriate portion of
broadcasting tangible benefits are directed to the BPF.
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THE CONSUMER INTEREST IN BROADCASTING
THE CONSUMER INTEREST IN BROADCASTING (OVERALL)
14.

The term “consumer” has evolved and continues to evolve alongside changes in the communications
system and broader communications environment. As CRTC recently stated:
“The Internet and digital technology have transformed social, economic, cultural and civic participation by
Canadians, making way for a new type of citizen – one who is engaged as a creator, consumer and a full
participant in the digital society and economy”.9

15.

Breaking down barriers and systemic issues that prevent or limit meaningful participation by Canadians – as
consumers and citizens – in the digital economy remains a fundamental mandate of PIAC/NPF. For this
reason, all references to “consumers” in this intervention should be read as references to “citizenconsumers”. PIAC/NPF acknowledges that “much academic ink has been spilt over whether there is a
genuine distinction between citizens and consumers, who are after all the same people”10, so suffice it here
to state PIAC/NPF’s belief that citizen-consumers have integrated interests rather than an oft-attributed
“duality of interests”11.

16.

The primary consumer interest in broadcasting is ensuring a dynamic Canadian broadcasting system that:


empowers consumers (ordinary and vulnerable) to affordably, accessibly, and fairly access a wide
variety of programming12 that caters to their mass and niche tastes and that is appropriately balanced
between categories including:
– information, education, and entertainment, that is high-quality13, original14, innovative15, and
challenging16
– made by non-Canadians17 (“programs by non-Canadians” or “foreign programs”) and Canadians18
(“programs by Canadians”19), including those certified as “content of Canadian origin” (“Canadian
content [Cancon])”20, that are produced at the national, regional21, local, and community level
– made by broadcasters (“in-house programs”) and independent producers (“independent
programs”)22




fosters consumer informed choice, value, and flexibility in selecting programming23 and broadcasting
services24; and
provides consumers with efficient and effective recourse mechanisms in the case of disputes.

(“consumer outcomes”)
17.

Ideally, the aforementioned consumer outcomes would be achieved without government or CRTC
intervention, through the organic evolution of a competitive broadcasting marketplace (i.e., “reliance on
market forces”, “market-based solution” or “market-driven approach”). Consumers are best – but not
perfectly – served when competition effectively disciplines the market by delivering pricing efficiency and
choice. However, PIAC/NPF believes that government or CRTC intervention is warranted where specific
consumer outcomes would not be achievable without it.

THE CONSUMER INTEREST IN “PROGRAMS BY CANADIANS” (CANCON AND NON-CANCON)
18.

Given the statutory mandate of CBC to provide predominantly Cancon programs, PIAC/NPF wishes to clarify
its position on the consumer interest in Cancon, the broader category of “programs by Canadians” and,
even more broadly, on “Canadian production” of content, which is an intellectual property (“IP”),
specifically copyright, asset.

19.

Cancon, used in this intervention to mean certified Cancon25, is generally defined as content that is owned
and controlled by Canadian producers and meets a minimum threshold for Canadian creative contributions,
including treaty coproductions and CRTC co-ventures:
“At the federal level, Cancon is certified by CAVCO and the CRTC using a content point scale based on key
creative positions held by Canadians. This scale is used together with other eligibility criteria to determine if
10

Cancon is eligible for federal financial and regulatory supports. To be certified, Cancon generally requires a
low of 6/10 points to a high of 10/10.”26
It is helpful for consumers to think of Cancon, in basic terms, as content that is created, produced, and
owned by Canadians, with the fundamental variable being the degree of creation. According to the BTLR
Final Report27:
“There is no question that productions in which all key creative positions are occupied by Canadians — which
have a Canadian writer, a Canadian director, and Canadian lead actors — are more likely to reflect a
Canadian perspective” and “(m)aximizing the Canadian creative inputs can enhance the Canadian
perspective of such programs without affecting freedom of expression”.28
20.

The supply of Cancon and its commercialization along the value chain in domestic and foreign markets
means that revenues from the monetization of Cancon flow back to Canada and that Canadian producers
and creators29 (collectively, “Canadian talent”) are employed in Canada, thereby driving economic impacts
(e.g., GDP and jobs).30 In addition to these economic benefits, Cancon has socio-cultural benefits, of which
many are detailed in the body of this intervention. The 2014 “Let’s Talk TV: Quantitative Research Report”31
(“CRTC Quantitative Research Report”) on television programming indicates that Canadians find Cancon in
general to be important (62%), and that Cancon is more important to older Canadians. A 2014 survey
conducted on behalf of PIAC/NPF by Environics32 (“PIAC/NPF Environics Survey”) revealed strongly held
views of Canadians about the importance of Cancon obligations for television broadcasters and
broadcasting distribution undertakings (“TV BDUs” or “BDUs”) – with levels of support ranging from 75% to
83%, depending on the kind of Cancon requirement being measured. Few believed broadcasters and BDUs
should not have any requirement at all to support Canadian television programs (20%) (see Table below).
Significant support for Canadian programming obligations33
Item

Support

Having to help promote and market Canadian programs
Having to seek out, train and promote more Canadians in the television broadcasting
industry
Having to direct a certain percentage of their annual revenues to funding Canadian
television production
Having to financially contribute to funds that support independent Canadian
producers

83%

Broadcasters should not have any requirement at all to support Canadian television
programs

80%
79%
75%
20%

21.

In addition to Cancon productions, Canada’s screen-based industry34 ecosystem features “Canadian foreign
location and service (FLS) productions” (aka “Canadian service productions”), defined as content that is
produced in Canada, using Canadian crews and infrastructure, that is typically not owned and controlled by
Canadian producers and/or does not meet the minimum threshold for Canadian creative contributions.35
Canadian service productions have economic benefits, such as providing training and employment
opportunities to Canadian talent and technical crews, contributing production spending in Canada, and
helping build relationships with global partners who choose to invest in Canada.36

22.

Collectively, Canadian service and Cancon productions are referred to as “Canadian productions” or more
specifically, in the broadcasting context, “programs by Canadians”. While Canadian productions, overall,
have both economic and socio-cultural benefits, Cancon productions by definition generally employ more
Canadian creators and historically, have been perceived as the exclusive or at least primary source of sociocultural benefits37. Another key difference is that Canada provides financial support to both Canadian
service and Cancon productions (e.g., federal, provincial, and territorial tax credits) but only provides
regulatory support to Cancon productions and Canadian talent.
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23.

In addition to their general interest in Cancon, Canadian consumers have a particular interest in certain
Cancon categories, including38:
Across Cancon Genres39





Original: defined operationally as new/first-play40 (aka “first-run”), which necessitates “investing in” or
“financing” (i.e., producing/commissioning) it. This contrasts with “repeats”.
High-quality: defined operationally as well-financed (i.e., high program spend) and well-produced (i.e.,
high production value).
Independent: defined operationally as independently-produced.
“Distinctively, distinctly or identifiably Canadian”: defined operationally as telling Canadian stories or
having Canadian elements such as Canadian places, notable individuals and characters, historical
events, attitudes, issues, symbols, and styles.41 This contrasts with “industrial Cancon”, defined as not
identifiably Canadian.

Specific Cancon Genres
 News: defined operationally as information about current events, whether at the local, regional,
national, or international level.
 “Programming of national interest (PNI)”: defined by CRTC to include drama, comedy, long-form
documentary, and specified award shows.42
 “Canadian diversity”43: defined operationally as reflecting and serving the needs of Canadian “diversity
groups”44.
 Kids’: defined operationally as targeted to children (0-12 years of age, including pre-school 0-5 years of
age) and youth (13-17 years of age).
 Local: defined operationally as relevant to local communities.
Some of these genres are inherently distinctively Canadian (e.g., news, Canadian diversity, and local,
whereas others can be distinctively Canadian or industrial (e.g., PNI and kids).
24.

Details on the consumer interest in the aforementioned Cancon categories are provided in the body of this
intervention. Of note here, the PIAC/NPF Environics survey found that 80% of Canadians support
requirements for television broadcasters to air a certain number of original Cancon programs.45 The CRTC
Quantitative Research Report found that news programs are the most important types of television
programming to Canadians, whether local (81% saying it is important), national (78%), or international
(68%) and that Canadians also value: PNI, whether documentary Cancon (72%), comedy Cancon (62%) or
drama Cancon (51%); local Cancon (53%)46; Canadian diversity Cancon (48%); and kids’ Cancon (40%).47

25.

PIAC/NPF’s perspective on the proposed CBC licence renewal and its impact on the consumer outcomes and
Canadian broadcasting system is provided below.

OVERVIEW OF PIAC/NPF POSITION
26.

PIAC/NPF is pleased to provide the Commission with comments outlining our concerns with the proposed
licence renewal.

27.

This intervention has three key parts:




28.

Methodological Recommendations and Considerations
CBC Performance Assessment (Retrospective/Prospective) (Preliminary)
Substantive Recommendations and Considerations

PIAC/NPF has 3 main methodological submissions:
#1 Do not grant CBC unfettered discretion to interpret and fulfill its statutory mandate pursuant to
Strategy 2022.
#2 Consider the outcomes of PIAC/NPF’s CBC Performance Assessment, which reveals significant
shortcomings, powerful challenges, and laudable but deficient Strategy 2022 plans to address them.
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#3 Do not “bake” Strategy 2022 deficiencies into the new licensing approach to CBC (if any) or CBC licence
commitments.
29.

PIAC/NPF has 3 main substantive submissions:
#1 Renew CBC’s licences, for a five (5) year term, conditional on adopting PIAC/NPF’s recommended
changes to the CRTC-proposed new licensing approach to CBC and the CBC-proposed new licence
commitments, which are intended to both:
 ensure the Corporation fulfills its statutory mandate, maximizes its contributions to the Canadian
broadcasting system, and is held accountable to Canadians (i.e., the taxpayers who pay its
Parliamentary appropriation); and
 grant the Corporation the necessary flexibility to overcome challenging financial and market conditions,
better meet its mandate, and increase its contributions in new, innovative ways enabled by
technological developments.
#2 Adopt a new licensing approach that is outcomes-focused and adaptive to multi-platform CBC services,
with three (3) elements:
Element #1 – Programming Objectives


Replace CRTC-proposed cross-platform programming objectives with PIAC/NPF’s:
– In delivering programming that is “predominantly” Cancon, maximize the ratio of Cancon to foreign
– Maximize delivery – to Canadian (primarily) and foreign audiences – of Cancon in categories of
greatest interest to Canadians as consumer-citizens: original, high-quality, independent,
distinctively Canadian, and distinct from private Canadian broadcasters (i.e., across all genres); and
genres that are valued by Canadians and/or under-served, specifically news (all levels), local, PNI,
kids’, and Canadian diversity



Do not implement cross-platform programming objectives (PIAC/NPF’s or CRTC’s) on a cross-platform
(specifically, DMB) basis in this proceeding; take a staged approach

Element #2 – Programming Licence Commitments



Reject cross-platform licence commitments for legacy services that include Cancon on DMB services
Suspend all other ongoing CRTC proceedings about Cancon requirements for DMB services (e.g., CPE
Policy Review)

Element #3 – Performance Measurement (“PM”) Framework
 Adopt strong, multi-platform PM framework that maximizes transparent accountability
 Adopt indicators that are core to CBC’s statutory mandate
 Require compliance via rigorous reporting requirements, for legacy services (pursuant to operational
licence commitments) and for DMB services (pursuant to DMEO data collection power)
#3 Adopt PIAC/NPF recommendations for new licence commitments, including:
 Holistically review/revise all current licence commitments to ensure achievement of cross-platform
programming objectives (PIAC/NPF’s or CRTC’s)
 Retain expectation to exceed minimal levels set out in COLs
 Reject reduced COLs to exhibit PNI, kids’, and local programming on television in favour of higher
overall exhibition expectations across television and DMB services
 Require CBC to vigorously defend its refusal to adopt Local TV Policy definitions for “local
programming” and “local news” and to convert television commitments for Cancon exhibition to
Cancon expenditure
30.

PIAC/NPF reserves the right to modify its position pending its review of new evidence that is put on the
public record in subsequent phases of this proceeding.

31.

We request to appear at the public hearing.
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THIS IS AN HISTORIC PROCEEDING
32.

Before elaborating on PIAC/NPF’s principal submissions, it is important to provide an overview of this
licence renewal proceeding.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PROCEEDING
33.

This CBC licence renewal proceeding is not only significant, but historic, for several reasons. It is the first
comprehensive retrospective assessment by CRTC – and by proxy Canadians, CBC’s 35 million48
shareholders49 and the taxpayers that pay for its parliamentary appropriation – of the Corporation’s
performance in achieving its statutory mandate50 in nearly a decade, since the proceeding launched in 2011
that led to the 2013 renewal of its current licenses51 (“2011-2013 licence renewal proceeding” or “last
licence renewal proceeding”). This proceeding is also the first opportunity for CRTC and Canadians to
prospectively evaluate CBC’s plans for the next licence term (“CBC’s plans”), primarily set out in the
Corporation’s three-year strategic plan, Strategy 2022 and its Application. These plans are intended to
address powerful changes52 in the Canadian broadcasting and media market53 since the last licence
renewal, prompted by technological disruption, that pose new challenges for CBC in meeting its statutory
mandate which remains the same as it was in 1991 (notwithstanding an ongoing Government of Canada
review that could result in alterations). Finally, this proceeding has significant impacts for the future of
Canadian broadcasting regulation, because CRTC is proposing a new licensing approach to CBC that,
amongst other things, would for the first time permit its DMB activities to “count” towards its licence
commitments for legacy services.

34.

The Corporation’s ability to meet its mandate as the national cornerstone of the public element of the
Canadian broadcasting system depends not only on CBC’s plans but also on another primary factor,
government funding, which is beyond the scope of this proceeding.54 This elevates the importance of the
Commission’s oversight role, which Friends of Canadian Broadcasting55 rightly encapsulates as “ensuring
that the Corporation’s plans can be reasonably codified” (in licence commitments) and “do not diverge from
the public interest”. To elaborate, CRTC’s vital role is to support CBC’s plans and ensure that CBC is
accountable to Canadians, by ensuring it fulfills its mandate (within budgetary constraints), through the
establishment of a licensing approach and licence commitments that codify the joint priorities of CBC and
CRTC. Informing the Commission about where the public interest lies is the crucial role of interveners and
Canadians, directly and represented by PIAC/NPF and other public/consumer interest groups. As CRTC
media relations manager Patricia Valladao said in January 2020, floating the possibility the comment period
could be extended because this proceeding has not been widely advertised: "The CBC is the public
broadcaster, it has to reflect the Canadian reality", thus "(i)t's important for people to have their say."56

35.

PIAC/NPF’s concern is that neither CRTC, interveners, nor Canadians can fully discharge their roles in this
proceeding due to incomplete information, especially limited knowledge of what the Corporation did over
its last licence term and plans to do over the next licence term. Additionally, PIAC/NPF is concerned about
the absence of a transparent, evidence-based CRTC analytical framework for determining the appropriate
CBC licensing approach and licence commitments. This further undermines PIAC/NPF’s confidence in the
Commission’s ability to make an informed decision that is in the public interest and denies interveners –
especially under-resourced public/consumer interest groups – a reliable compass to efficiently frame their
thoughts and concerns. We need a clear framework to help guide our efforts.

36.

For these reasons, PIAC/NPF takes a first principles approach to this submission, focusing both on the
process of determining the appropriate CBC licensing approach and licence commitments (“methodological
recommendations and considerations”) and their substantive content (“substantive recommendations and
considerations”). For clarity, the latter discussion does not directly respond to all of the consultation
questions set out in BNC 2019-379. Following our review of other interveners’ filed submissions, at the
hearing phase, PIAC/NPF expects to be in a better position to provide detailed, informed answers from a
public interest perspective.
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OVERVIEW OF PROCEEDING
BNC 2019-379
37.

On November 25, 2019, CRTC issued BNC 2019-37957 to consider applications by CBC to renew the
broadcasting licences for its English- and French-language radio (OTA) and television (OTA and
discretionary) programming services (“CBC licences” or “licences”), which expire 31 August 202058, and
certain distribution orders issued under section (9)(1)(h) of the Broadcasting Act that run concurrently with
the licence term (as noted, collectively “CBC Application” or “Application”).

38.

The Application set outs a CBC-proposed approach to renewal of the licences and distribution orders (“CBC
Proposal”) that includes proposed changes to its licence commitments59 – both programming and
operational – and, in response to the Commission’s questions, a novel approach that would, for the first
time, count Cancon on its DMB services towards its legacy (specifically television) programming
commitments. The Corporation contends the CBC Proposal “support(s) the priorities set out in” Strategy
2022 and “align(s)” with its January 2019 submission to the BTLR, “Our Culture, Our Democracy: Canada in
the Digital World” (“CBC BTLR submission”).

39.

In BNC 2019-379, CRTC proposes a new approach to regulating – specifically, licensing – the Corporation in
the next licence term, with three elements, including the ostensibly CBC-proposed novel approach to its
programming commitments (“CRTC-proposed new licensing approach to CBC” or “CRTC Proposal”), and
asks interveners to comment on:




40.

the CRTC Proposal;
the CBC Proposal; and
“any issues relevant to the renewal” of the Licences60.

Finally, CRTC notes that it has commissioned a report to inform the record on “the evolution of services
offered by public broadcasters” in other jurisdictions, their governance, and measurement frameworks
(“CRTC Jurisdiction Scan”) and commits to “make this report publicly available at a later date and ensure
that the public has the opportunity to provide comments as part of this proceeding”.61

CBC APPLICATION TO RENEW BROADCASTING LICENCES FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICES
41.

CBC seeks to renew the licences for the following radio and television services:
Radio Services
OTA

Radio One63 and CBC Music64 (formerly Radio 2) (English-language65)

(network & stations62)

ICI Première Chaîne66 and ICI Musique67 (Formerly Espace Musique) (Frenchlanguage68)
Television Services

OTA

CBC Television (English70)

(network and
stations69)

Télévision de Radio-Canada (French-language71)

Discretionary72

CBC News NetworkA and Documentary (English-language73)
ICI RDI (“RDI”)A, ICI ARTV (“ARTV”)B, and ICI Explora (“Explora”) (Frenchlanguage74)

Distribution Orders:
A

CBC News Network and ICI RDI must be distributed on the basic package of TV BDUs in their respective
Official Language Minority Communities (“OLMCs”).75
B

ICI ARTV must be offered to TV BDU subscribers in English-language markets across Canada.76 CBC is not
applying to renew this distribution order.77
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42.

The licences, which cover 88 OTA radio stations, 27 OTA television stations, and 5 discretionary services,
were originally renewed in 2013 (for a 5-year term to August 31, 2018)78 and administratively renewed in
201779 (to August 31, 2019) and 2018 (to August 31, 2020)80.

OVERVIEW OF CBC SERVICES
43.

As noted above, the last comprehensive review of the CBC licences occurred in the 2011-2013 licence
renewal proceeding, in a vastly different broadcasting environment. Today, according to CRTC, “Canadians
are increasingly consuming programming in a platform- and service-agnostic way”.81 How CBC provides its
services has correspondingly changed and continues to evolve to meet the needs and interests of
Canadians. Knowledge of the current composition of CBC is vital for PIAC/NPF and other interveners to
understand, evaluate, and comment on the CRTC and CBC proposals.

CBC SERVICES (OVERALL)
44.

CBC is Canada’s “national public service broadcaster”82 or “national public broadcaster”83, specifically a
public84, non-vertically integrated (“independent”85), broadcasting programming undertaking
(“broadcaster”), providing English- and French-language programming (Cancon and foreign), in audio
format (“audio programming”) and video format (“video programming”), delivered by its:



radio and television services (collectively “traditional services” or “legacy services), OTA and by BDUs86
(cable, satellite, and IPTV) (collectively “traditional platforms”87 or “legacy platforms”); and
digital media broadcasting services (“DMB services”, “digital media services”, “digital services”88, or
“online services”89), over the Internet90 and mobile wireless networks (“digital media platforms” or
“online platforms”91).

(collectively “CBC services/platforms”)

DMB SERVICES (AUDIO AND VIDEO)
45.

In its capacity as a provider of DMB services, CBC in regulatory terms is a digital media broadcasting
undertaking (“DMBU”). In common parlance, DMBUs are often conflated with “digital media broadcasters”,
however this term is technically inaccurate.92

46.

CBC’s proprietary DMB services (audio and video) are English- and French-language and have multiple
delivery models (e.g., over-the-top [“OTT”93], apps, and websites; linear94 [“live”] and on-demand95;
streaming and download) and business models (e.g., free/ad-supported, subscription, and transaction). CBC
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also leverages third-party DMB services (“third-party platforms”96), including social media services (“social
media platforms”97), to deliver, promote, and increase discoverability of CBC programs that are made-forradio and television (“radio/television-first” or “legacy first”) and made-for-digital media (“digital-first”98).99
See Table for non-exhaustive examples.100
CBC DMB Services
Proprietary DMB Services

Third-Party DMB Services

“We have a large digital network of services that give
Canadians the option of personalizing sites and apps for an
enhanced experience tailored to their interests”101

Non-Social Media

Social Media

Websites

YouTube

Twitter

CBC.ca and SRC sites

Netflix

Facebook

CBC Indigenous and Espaces Autochtones

AppleiTunes/Apps/Podcasts/News

Instagram

RCInet.ca102

Smart speakers

Snapchat

OTTs

SiriusXM

LinkedIn

ICI TOU.TV (French)103

Radioplayer

CBC Gem (English)104

Spotify

Apps

Luminary

News/Info (English, French)
Music, podcasts and audio apps (CBC Listen, SRC OHdio)
TV5MONDE Plus (French)
Kids app (French)
Sports apps (English/French)
RCI apps (English, French, Spanish, Mandarin, Arabic)
RCI partnership app (Eye on the Arctic - English, French)

CBC IS VITAL IN A DIGITAL WORLD AND, PARADOXICALLY, IT IS AT A CRITICAL JUNCTURE
47.

According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the
fundamental question about public broadcasting (“public broadcasting” or “public service broadcasting
[PSB]”105) is: “What is the place of public broadcasting in the digital era?”106 The same question is being
asked about broader public service media, especially in countries like Canada where “(f)or more than fifty
years, the public service has been a nexus of media organization, development, and regulation”107. As
Trembly puts it, the “grounding existential question” is whether public service media is “still relevant in the
age of the Internet and digital networks” and “(i)n the age of digital networks and an abundance of
programs and services of every kind, is there still a place for public service media?”108

48.

PIAC/NPF submits that in the digital era, PSB in general, and CBC in particular, continue to play a vital role.
Indeed, this role has never been more important, and the long-standing principles and mandate of PSB
remain not only relevant but essential. Paradoxically, however, CBC is at a critical juncture, due to
challenges posed by the rapidly evolving Canadian broadcasting system and broader media environment.

PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING (“PSB”) HAS NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT AND ITS
LONGSTANDING PRINCIPLES AND MANDATE REMAIN RELEVANT
PSB SERVES THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND ACTS AS A PUBLIC SPACE AND POINT OF NATIONAL REFERENCE
AND IDENTIFICATION
49.

UNESCO asserts that PSB has never been more important than it is in the digital world, because it serves the
public (i.e., citizen-consumer) interest and acts as a public space (aka “public sphere”) and point of national
reference and identification at a time of increasing audience fragmentation. In UNESCO’s words:
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“The public-service model… was based on the idea that neither the market nor the State could adequately
meet the public-service objectives of broadcasting and act in the public interest…”109 “Neither commercial
nor State-controlled, public broadcasting’s only raison d’etre is public service…it speaks to everyone as a
citizen. Public broadcasters encourage access to and participation in public life. They develop knowledge,
broaden horizons and enable people to better understand themselves by better understanding the world and
others.”110
“(G)eneral interest media, in a multimedia universe, interactive and cluttered with networks, will have an
even more important role that yesterday, because they will be one of the few links in the individualist mass
society…”111 “Public broadcasting institutions… are even more critical today as we see the disappearance of
public space, and the atomization of audiences into special interest constituencies.”112 “The more
diversification and individualization of information sources there is, the more audiences become
fragmented, the more important it will be to maintain at least one strong service which performs the
function of a national point of reference and of national identification, and the role of the market place (sic)
for opinion.” 113
50.

This UNESCO position is echoed in a November 2019 report by the UK House of Lords entitled “Public
Service Broadcasting: as Vital as Ever”114 (“House of Lords Report” or “PSB as Vital as Ever”) to reflect the
report’s conclusion that “evidence overwhelmingly indicated that public service broadcasting was
essential”115 in the rapidly changing UK media landscape. In particular:
“Many witnesses felt that pubic service broadcasting existed to serve the ‘citizen’ or ‘public’ interest, as
distinct from the consumer interest served by the market. The Voice of the Listener and Viewer explained:
‘Citizen interests go beyond our choices as private consumers, to provide broader social benefits to
democracy, culture, identity, learning, participation and engagement. Citizen interests tend to have a
longer-term focus than consumer interests which are influenced by ongoing market trends.’”116

51.

In PIAC/NPF’s view, this global perspective on the continued importance of PSB applies to Canada and CBC.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PSB PRINCIPLES (UNIVERSALITY, DIVERSITY, INDEPENDENCE, DISTINCTIVENESS)
AND MANDATE (INFORM, EDUCATE, ENTERTAIN) REMAIN ESSENTIAL
52.

PIAC/NPF agrees with UNESCO that the long-standing principles and mandate of PSB remain relevant in the
digital age and the primary opportunity of PSBs, including CBC, is to improve on and complement them using
new technologies.117

53.

According to UNESCO, “(p)ublic broadcasting rests on certain basic principles, defined in an era of generalinterest media” that “remain essential today… in a world characterized by media fragmentation”118. These
basic principles include:






universality: accessible to every citizen, in the sense of making “the whole of its programming
accessible to the whole population” 119;
diversity: “in terms of the genres of programs offered, the audiences targeted, and the subjects
discussed”120 (noting that PSB need not reach everyone through each program rather through
programs overall121l);
independence: from political influence and commercial pressures122 (noting that historically, except for
the UK’s British Broadcasting Corporation [“BBC”], PSB in Western countries has been financed by both
government funds and commercial revenue, primarily from advertising123 and that the “key is to find an
appropriate balance between public and commercial revenues”124); and
distinctiveness: from purely commercial (aka “private”) broadcasting services.125 This means “the public
must be able to identify what distinguishes this service from other services. It is not merely a matter of
producing the type of programs other services are not interested in, aiming at audiences neglected by
others, or dealing with subjects ignored by others. It is a matter of doing things differently, without
excluding any genre. This principle must lead public broadcasters to innovate, create new slots, new
genres, set the pace in the audiovisual world and pull other broadcasting networks in their wake.” 126

(“PSB principles”)
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54.

Further, UNESCO explains that “(m)ost public broadcasting services have a threefold mandate to inform,
educate, and entertain”127, which is generally viewed as political and socio-cultural in nature128. Notably,
PSBs with joint government and commercial financing sources, such as CBC, “must behave according to
their public service mandate and the imperatives of competition imposed by the market”129. In addition to
the PSB mandate, a specific mission (aka “duties”) may be entrusted to PSBs, depending on the country
(e.g., common mission to strengthen national identity).130 This common mission is one of approximately 30
specific legislated objectives of CBC (see details below).

CBC IS VALUED BY CANADIANS AND THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA (“GOC”)
55.

PIAC/NPF is disappointed that CRTC did not put on the public record for this proceeding its own research on
the value that Canadians place on PSB and CBC, albeit we acknowledge that the latter topic is part of a
broader conversation on the Corporation that is part of the ongoing BTLR.

56.

Regrettably, due to ongoing resource constraints that are shared by other public/consumer interest groups,
PIAC/NPF is unable to provide the Commission with proprietary survey or expert evidence on this point.

57.

However, PIAC/NPF submits that third-party evidence (quantitative and qualitative) contained in sources
external to this proceeding provides ample proof that Canadians and the Government of Canada (“GoC”)
place high value on CBC. These sources include surveys and position papers by CBC and other stakeholders,
as well as major federal government policy consultations, policy decisions, and policy statements since the
October 2015 federal election, by the Liberal majority government (October 2015-October 2019) and
Liberal minority government (Oct 2019-present). Illustrative examples are provided below. PIAC/NPF
anticipates that additional supporting evidence will be filed on the public record of this proceeding, in the
interventions of other interested parties and subsequent phases.

58.

PIAC/NPF notes that the high value placed by Canadians on CBC is consistent with their dissatisfaction with
certain aspects of the Corporation’s services and programming that are examined later in this submission.
As the Canadian Media Guild (“CMG”) states, “We won’t all agree on a daily basis about CBC’s programming
decisions and news coverage, but the debate itself demonstrates that the services themselves are essential
to nourishing our country’s distinct cultures and democratic practices”.131

PROOF #1: SURVEYS
59.

In 2018-19, 81% of Canadians believe it is very important for Canada to have a national broadcaster like
CBC132, 58% say CBC is very important to them133, and 69% strongly agree there is a clear need and role for
CBC in future134. A May 2017 Nanos survey found that investment by Canadians in CBC is broadly supported,
with 82% believing that CBC funding should be increased (43%) or maintained at then-current levels
(39%).135

PROOF #2: GOC POLICY CONSULTATIONS, POLICY DECISIONS, AND POLICY STATEMENTS
FEDERAL BUDGET (MARCH 2016)
60.

Prior to the election of the Liberal majority government in October 2015, CBC suffered from major budget
cuts under the Conservative (Stephen Harper) government.136 The March 2016 Federal Budget137 (“Federal
Budget 2016”) proposed to (re)invest in CBC a total of $675 million over 5 years (2016-2021)138,
emphasizing that:
“For more than 75 years, the CBC/Radio-Canada has been a vital national institution that brings Canadians
together, promotes and defends our two official languages and supports our shared culture and values. An
independent CBC/Radio-Canada continues to adapt to the changing broadcasting landscape and is
transforming the way it engages with Canadians—providing us with high-quality relevant content how,
where and when Canadians want it.”139
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CREATIVE CANADA POLICY FRAMEWORK (SEPTEMBER 2017)
61.

The former Liberal majority federal government, in its September 2017 “Creative Canada Policy
Framework”140 (“CCP Framework”), asserted that in a digital world public broadcasting and CBC are
“critically important”141. Public broadcasting “connects Canadians to each other, and to diverse Canadian
perspectives on culture and current affairs in Canada and abroad”, “broadcast(s) news and information to
local communities”, and “champion(s) great Canadian entertainment and public interest programming”, in
both official languages, via radio, television, and DMB services.142 “Canadians take pride…with a sense of
shared experience” in CBC143, which “plays a valued role” in “reporting the news across multiple platforms”
and “can also be a powerful platform to showcase the best of Canadian content to a global audience,
building partnerships and growing its trusted brand to a global advantage”144.

BROADCASTING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS LEGISLATIVE REVIEW (“BTLR”) (JUNE 2018-PRESENT)
62.

The BTLR, a joint review by the Ministers of Innovation, Science and Industry (“ISI”) (formerly Innovation,
Science and Economic Development [“ISED”]) and Canadian Heritage, was announced in the March 2017
Federal Budget (“Federal Budget 2017”) and launched in June 2018145. The purpose of the review was to
“update and modernize the legislative framework in a balanced way that takes into account the realities of
Canadian consumers and businesses, and our artists, artisans and broadcasters without increasing the cost
of services to Canadians”.146 Key phases included: the federal government’s “Terms of Reference”147 for the
BTLR panel, appointed in June 2018 (“BTLR Terms of Reference”); the September 2018 BTLR panel
consultation document, “Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative Framework: Responding to
the New Environment: A Call for Comments”148 (“BTLR Consultation Document”); the June 2019 BTLR Panel
“What We Heard Report”149, summarizing cross-Canada stakeholder input that included 2,085 letters and
formal submissions and 12 conferences; and the January 2020 final “recommendations” report of the BTLR
panel, “Canada’s Communications Future: Time to Act”150 (“BTLR Final Report”).

63.

The BTLR Terms of Reference and Consultation Document identify CBC as a topic for inquiry, subject to
provisos that are detailed below, notably preserving and strengthening the Corporation’s current statutory
mandate. In particular, GoC has “expressed its determination to maintain the three key purposes of (CBC’s)
mandate: to inform, enlighten and entertain”.151

64.

In their submissions to the BTLR, Canadians proposed changes to CBC’s mandate that are generally
intended to strengthen CBC’s role. According to the What We Heard Report, “many interested parties”
recognized the “fundamental role” of CBC in Cancon creation and distribution on all platforms and its
“important role” in local news broadcasting and within OLMC and Indigenous communities, whereas
“several interested parties” called for CBC’s independence to be protected through more stable funding or
increased funding to levels comparable to PSBs in other countries.152

65.

The BTLR Final Report puts forward “a comprehensive set of recommendations for a modernized
communications legislative and regulatory framework that would better prepare the country for an era of
constant and rapid technological change”153 (“new framework”) (see Appendix A: Key BTLR Final Report
Recommendations on Broadcasting and PIAC Response [“Appendix A”] for details). The new framework
builds on the present and historical “critical role” of CBC as a “key cultural institution in Canada, with
Canadian content as its central focus” and its “important role in producing and promoting all types and
genres of television and radio programming” through “the operation of over 30 services across all media
platforms” (as well as international service RCI)154 by strengthening the Corporation – in terms of its
mandate, objects, and powers. This expanded role is “aimed at transforming Canada’s public broadcaster
into Canada’s public media institution”, specifically a “public media institution with a singular focus on
serving a public rather than a commercial purpose; one prepared to experiment and increase the diversity
of its content while remaining committed to high-quality standards”.155 This transformation would be
achieved in ways that include eliminating advertising on all platforms over the next 5 years and a revised
government funding model to ensure that CBC is “well-resourced”.156
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66.

The recommended new framework also includes broader but CBC-related changes such as mandated
Cancon contributions – financial and non-financial – by DMBUs that are “media curation undertakings”
(Canadian and foreign, public and private), to be achieved on an urgent basis via legislative revisions
(specifically, a new registration regime) and on an interim, immediate basis via CRTC review and revision of
the DMEO (see details below).

KEY POLICY STATEMENTS BY CURRENT GOC (OCTOBER 2019-PRESENT)
67.

Parliamentary appropriation for CBC. Federal Budget 2016 created confusion around whether its
commitment to increase CBC’s Parliamentary appropriation by $675M over 5 years was temporary (ending
in 2021) or permanent, the 2019 election platform of the Liberal Party of Canada (“LPC”) was silent on the
matter of CBC funding, and the new Liberal minority government budget is not expected until later in 2020,
after the deadline for interventions in this proceeding. This situation begged an important question for the
Commission: “How much money will the Corporation be able to draw upon to meet its (licence) obligations,
and how can the CRTC impose obligations in the absence of budgetary certainty?”157 However, the
budgetary uncertainty was resolved in December 2019 by a Department of Canadian Heritage (“DCH” or
“PCH”) email to industry trade website Cartt.ca confirming the funding is permanent:
“As the national public broadcaster, CBC/Radio-Canada plays a vital role in providing access to programs
and services in the digital era. That is why in Budget 2016 the Government reinvested $675 million in
CBC/Radio-Canada over five years and $150 million per year on an ongoing basis. This permanent funding is
provided to support investments in enhanced services such as digital Canadian content”.158
This means that federal government funding to CBC has increased to, and will remain at, $1.2B per year.159

68.

Response to BTLR Final Report recommendations on CBC and related matters. The federal government
has indicated that it is carefully considering the BTLR Final Report recommendations and plans to
implement them – albeit to a still uncertain degree160 – by the end of 2020161 (which, depending when it
occurs, would be either before the end of CBC’s current licence term or soon after the start of the new
one). For this reason, PIAC/NPF submits that certain of the BTLR Final Report recommendations, both CBC
and CBC-related, should be considered by CRTC in this licence renewal proceeding. For details, see
Methodological Recommendations and Considerations.

CBC IS AT A CRITICAL JUNCTURE DUE TO POWERFUL CHALLENGES POSED BY RAPIDLY CHANGING
MEDIA MARKET CONDITIONS
69.

Paradoxically, at a time when PSB is critically important at the global level, it “is now at a crucial juncture”
because it faces “many challenges brought on by global political, economic, commercial and technological
forces” that make its future uncertain.162 This uncertainty arises due to “questions about what form these
services should take in order to withstand these challenges”163, or put differently, what PSB “strategies” are
needed to overcome (i.e., successfully address) these challenges, which are global in nature but have
different implications for different countries.

70.

The concept of critical juncture, also referred to with terms such as “turning point” and “crisis”, “refers to
situations of uncertainty in which decisions of important actors are causally decisive for the selection of one
path of institutional development over other possible paths”.164 CBC faces powerful challenges, primarily
posed by financial pressures and changing media market conditions (see details below), and its future
success or failure will depend on the enduring impact of choices made by the government of Canada
(“GoC”), CRTC, and the Corporation over the span of the new licence term.

71.

PIAC/NPF believes that with the right CBC strategies, supported by CRTC through an appropriate licensing
approach and licence commitments, the Corporation can maximize its potential (within budgetary
constraints) to overcome the challenges of the digital age and better meet its mandate, increase its
contributions to the Canadian broadcasting system, and strengthen its value to Canadians. We elaborate
on this fundamental message in the remainder of our intervention.
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THE CENTRAL ISSUE FOR CRTC IS TO ENSURE CBC – THE NATIONAL CORNERSTONE OF THE PUBLIC
ELEMENT OF THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM – IS ACCOUNTABLE TO CANADIANS (AS
CITIZEN-CONSUMERS) BY ENSURING IT MEETS ITS CURRENT STATUTORY MANDATE
72.

PIAC/NPF submits that the central issue for CRTC is to ensure that CBC – the national cornerstone of the
public element of the Canadian broadcasting system – is accountable to Canadians (as citizen-consumers)
by ensuring it meets its current statutory mandate.

CBC IS STATUTORILY MANDATED TO BE THE NATIONAL CORNERSTONE OF THE PUBLIC ELEMENT
OF THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM AND TO PROVIDE “PREDOMINANTLY AND
DISTINCTIVELY CANADIAN” PROGRAMMING THAT INFORMS, ENLIGHTENS, AND ENTERTAINS
73.

The Broadcasting Act describes CBC as the “national public broadcaster”, a term which is not defined.165
According to CRTC, pursuant to the current legislative framework relating to CBC – consisting of its statutory
mandate and broader broadcasting policy objectives – the Corporation performs a vital role as the “national
cornerstone of the public element” of the Canadian broadcasting system. In the words of BNC 2019-379:
“The Canadian broadcasting system is comprised of the public, private and community elements that
together contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of national identity and cultural sovereignty. The
activities and programming provided by the Corporation form the national cornerstone of the public element
and serve as a key source of information, enlightenment and entertainment for Canada’s diverse population
across the country.”166

STATUTORY MANDATE (PROGRAMMING AND RELATED ACTIVITIES)
74.

The statutory mandate of CBC is set out in section 3(1)(l) and (m) of the Act (regarding programming) and
the section 46 objects and powers of the Corporation (regarding activities).

75.

BNC 2019-379 explains167 that pursuant to section 3(1)(l), in providing television and radio services
incorporating a wide range of programming that informs, enlightens and entertains, the Corporation's
programming should (not “shall”), as set out in section 3(1)(m):
(i) be predominantly and distinctively Canadian;
(ii) reflect Canada and its regions to national and regional audiences, while serving the special needs of
those regions;
(iii) actively contribute to the flow and exchange of cultural expression;
(iv) be in English and in French, reflecting the different needs and circumstances of each official language
community, including the particular needs and circumstances of English and French linguistic minorities;
(v) strive to be of equivalent quality in English and in French;
(vi) contribute to shared national consciousness and identity;
(vii) be made available throughout Canada by the most appropriate and efficient means and as resources
become available for the purpose; and
(viii) reflect the multicultural and multiracial nature of Canada.
(“CBC programming objectives”)

76.

Section 46(1) of the Act states that to further the foregoing CBC programming objectives, and subject to
applicable licences and regulations, the Corporation may, among other activities:
(c) originate programs, secure programs from within or outside Canada by purchase, exchange or otherwise
and make arrangements necessary for their transmission;
(d) make contracts with any person, within or outside Canada, in connection with the production or
presentation of programs originated or secured by the Corporation;
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(g) with the approval of the Governor in Council (“GiC”), distribute or market outside Canada programming
services originated by the Corporation (additionally, s. 46[2] provides that CBC “shall” provide an
“international service”, in accordance with any GiC directions);
(i) collect news relating to current events in any part of the world and establish and subscribe to news
agencies;
(j) publish, distribute and preserve, whether for a consideration or otherwise, such audio-visual material,
papers, periodicals and other literary matter as may seem conducive to the attainment of the objects of the
Corporation;
(k) produce, distribute and sell such consumer products as may seem conducive to the attainment of the
objects of the Corporation;
(o) acquire broadcasting undertakings; and
(p) make arrangements or agreements with any organization for the provision of broadcasting services.
77.

PIAC/NPF notes that s. 46(1) prima facie permits CBC to engage in these crucial activities:






78.

produce, commission, acquire, broadcast, and otherwise distribute programs (foreign and Cancon);
partner on CBC Cancon financing, production, and broadcasting, with industry players (e.g., producers,
broadcasters, distributors), both legacy and digital media, and Canadian and foreign. Examples include
CBC Cancon co-productions with other PSBs and private broadcasters and deals with foreign
broadcasters to broadcast CBC Cancon;
archive CBC programs and related content;
with GiC approval, distribute and market CBC programming services outside Canada; and
produce, distribute, and sell consumer products that achieve the CBC programming objectives.

According to the Forum for Research and Policy in Communications (“FRPC”), CBC’s statutory mandate sets
out a total of 29 objectives (programming and related activities) for the Corporation168:

























Contribute to development of national unity
Provide for expression of Canadian identity
Provide programming that informs
Provide programming that enlightens
Provide programming that entertains
Provide predominantly Canadian programming
Provide distinctively Canadian programming
Reflect Canada to national audiences
Reflect Canada to regional audiences
Reflect regions to national audiences
Reflect regions to regional audiences
Serve regions’ special needs
Contribute to exchange of cultural expression
Provide English-language programming
Provide French-language programming
Reflect needs of English language community
Reflect circumstances of English-language community
Reflect needs of French-language community
Reflect circumstances of French-language community
Reflect particular needs/circumstances of English-language linguistic minorities
Reflect particular needs/circumstances of French-language linguistic minorities
Provide equivalent quality in English and in French
Contribute to shared national consciousness
Contribute to shared national identity
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Be made available in Canada using most appropriate means
Be made available in Canada using most efficient means
Reflect Canada’s multicultural nature
Reflect Canada’s multiracial nature
Provide an international service

BROADER BROADCASTING POLICY OBJECTIVES
79.

In its operations, CBC must also consider broader broadcasting policy objectives set out in the Broadcasting
Policy for Canada in section 3 of the Act.169 For example, CBC must take into account that English- and
French-language broadcasting function under different conditions and may have different requirements
(section 3[1][c]), “programming originated by broadcasting undertakings should be of high standard” (s.
3[1][g]170), and programming reflecting the Indigenous cultures of Canada and accessible by disabled
persons should be provided “as resources become available for the purpose” (sections 3[1][o] and [p]).171

80.

In addition to complying with its statutory mandate and broader broadcasting policy objectives, CBC is
required to comply with any requirements under the Radiocommunication Act that could apply to its use of
radiocommunication spectrum.172

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR PERFORMING/DELIVERING ON STATUTORY MANDATE (“OVERSIGHT REGIME”)
81.

CBC is required to be accountable for “performing” or “delivering on” its statutory mandate, via an
oversight regime with multiple oversight authorities.173 The BTLR Final Report explains that CBC is overseen
by “a host of government actors” including the GiC, Canadian Heritage Minister, and CRTC.174

GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL (“GiC”)
82.

The GiC appoints the CBC president and board members.175

CANADIAN HERITAGE MINISTER
83.

CBC must submit an annual report to the Minister (“CBC Annual Report” or “Annual Report”) (who tables it
before Parliament176) and a corporate plan encompassing its businesses and activities (including
investments)177 (“CBC Corporate Plan” or “Corporate Plan” and “Corporate Plan Summary”).

84.

These corporate reports exist amongst a myriad of other reports178 and documents, including the CBC
strategic plan (see details below).

CRTC
85.

CBC must obtain licences for its legacy services but not its DMB services (pursuant to the Commission’s
decision to exempt all DMB services, Canadian and foreign, from licensing pursuant to the DMEO), report
annually on its licences (“CBC Annual Report to CRTC” or “Report to CRTC”), and seek their renewal based
on the term granted for each.179

86.

CBC must comply with CRTC-established licence commitments (programming and operational) and other
regulatory obligations180, including regulations and DMEO exemption conditions. It cannot be sufficiently
stressed that the current “regulatory approach” to CBC includes licenced legacy services (regulated using
licence commitments) and licence-exempt DMB services (regulated using exemption conditions), a point
that is revisited below.

87.

CRTC’s supervisory authority over CBC is statutorily limited, for example: CRTC is not required to grant CBC’s
applications for licences or to renew or amend its licences, but the Commission may not suspend or revoke
CBC’s licence without CBC’s agreement; and CRTC may set conditions on CBC’s licences that CRTC “deems
consistent” with the CBC programming objectives, however if CRTC proposes to impose conditions then CBC
may request a prior consultation with the Commission and may then also refer the CRTC proposal to the
Canadian Heritage Minister for consideration.181
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88.

The Act also grants CBC certain “regulatory privileges”, for example: CRTC must resolve conflicts between
the CBC programming objectives and interests of any other broadcaster “in the public interest” (s. 3[1][n] of
the Act); and CBC is exempted from the general requirement for broadcasters to pay licence fees (ss. 11[1]
and [3] of the Act).182

CRTC’S DUTY IS TO ENSURE CBC IS ACCOUNTABLE TO CANADIANS, BY ENSURING IT MEETS ITS
STATUTORY MANDATE
89.

The challenges facing global PSBs beg the question – for governments and regulators – of whether there is a
need for a new framework – legislative and/or regulatory – for PSB, to ensure it survives and thrives in
future. This question is being actively debated in certain countries, including the UK (in context of an
ongoing “national debate” on the future of PSB involving the July 2019 launch of a nation-wide forum called
“Small Screen: Big Debate”183) and Canada (in context of the ongoing BTLR).

90.

The role of governments and regulators in the debate over the need for a new PSB legislative and/or
regulatory framework differs. Governments decide whether an updated statutory mandate for PSBs (or
regulators) is needed and, if yes, decide on its substance. Regulators identify key issues that could inform
the debate and make recommendations to governments on the foregoing decision points but, until
government decisions are made and implemented, their duty is to use their existing regulatory powers to
ensure that PSBs deliver on their existing statutory mandates (to the maximum extent possible within
financial constraints) and thereby continue to deliver benefits to audiences. For example, UK
communications regulator Ofcom acknowledged that its role in the national debate on the future of PSB, as
established by Parliament, is “where appropriate, to make recommendations to Government to maintain
and strengthen the system”184 and, otherwise, to use its current regulatory powers to “ensure that the PSB
system continues to deliver benefits to UK audiences”185 and that “each of the public service broadcasters
delivers on its remit”186.

91.

For these reasons, PIAC/NPF emphasizes that in the context of the BTLR, GoC’s role is to decide whether an
updated CBC (or CRTC) statutory mandate is needed and, if yes, decide on its substance, whereas CRTC’s
role is to identify key issues that could inform this debate and make recommendations to GoC. However, in
the context of this licence renewal proceeding – and in advance of new legislation (if any) – the
Commission’s duty is to ensure CBC is accountable to Canadians187 (as citizen-consumers188) by using its
existing regulatory powers to ensure the Corporation delivers on189 its current mandate as the national
cornerstone of the public element of the Canadian broadcasting system, specifically by establishing an
appropriate:




licensing approach;
licence commitments on its legacy services; and
monitoring mechanisms to ensure those licence commitments are met.

92.

In BNC 2019-379, CRTC recognizes the importance of ensuring CBC remains accountable to Canadians in
ways that include the licensing process.190 PIAC/NPF believes that GoC’s commitment since Federal Budget
2016 to strengthen CBC’s statutory mandate191, now supported by the BTLR Final Report recommendations,
reinforces the importance for CRTC to ensure the Corporation is accountable to Canadians for achieving its
current mandate in the context of this proceeding.

93.

This said, in PIAC/NPF’s view, the nature of the BTLR Final Report recommendations and GoC’s commitment
to implement them to some degree before the end of 2020 raises questions about whether and how certain
recommendations – if implemented – would impact the new licences for CBC’s legacy services and the
regulatory status of CBC’s DMB services. For present purposes, the fundamental BTLR Final Report
recommendation is for (see details in Appendix A):


on an urgent basis, the Broadcasting Act to be revised to retain the licensing regime for legacy services
(with “increased flexibility”) and introduce a new “registration regime” for DMB (“online”) services that
includes requirements for Cancon contributions – financial and non-financial - for “media content
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undertakings”, including spending and discoverability obligations for “media curators” (by definition
including CBC); and
on an immediate, interim basis (pursuant to a GiC direction/order), the DMEO to be reviewed and
revised by CRTC to include exemption conditions that impose spending and discoverability
requirements on “media curators” with more than $10M in Canadian programming revenue
(advertising and subscription) (would include CBC if it meets this threshold).
(Note: “discoverability” requirements including broadcasting [e.g., exhibition] requirements)

(“BTLR fundamental recommendation”)
The implication is that whether or not the BTLR fundamental recommendation is implemented, CBC’s legacy
services would continue to be governed by licences, including the new licenses.192 Further, if this
recommendation is implemented, CBC’s DMB services would, in the short-term (pursuant to new DMEO
exemption conditions) and long-term (pursuant to the new statutory registration regime for online media
curation undertakings) be subject to Cancon obligations, specifically spending and discoverability
requirements, provided the relevant revenue threshold(s) are met.
94.

PIAC/NPF submits that in light of the foregoing potential (if not likely) implications of the BTLR Final
Report recommendations (if implemented) for CBC, it is even more important for CRTC to get the new
CBC licences right, and to refrain from muddying the legacy/DMB regulatory waters by changing its
approach to CBC’s licence commitments and counting CBC video programs delivered via CBC DMB
services towards the Corporation’s television Cancon obligations. It is also more important than ever for
CRTC to carefully consider the question of whether to convert at least some of CBC’s television licence
commitments to broadcast (i.e., exhibit) Cancon into spending requirements. These points are revisited
and elaborated upon below.

95.

Finally, PIAC/NPF notes that CRTC and CBC made separate January 2019 written submissions, with detailed
recommendations, to the BTLR panel.193 We believe these recommendations provide valuable insight into
the Commission and Corporation proposals for a new licensing approach and licence commitments set out
in BNC 2019-379 and, for this purpose only, they are referenced in the remainder of this intervention.

96.

The rest of this intervention takes a first principles approach, focusing both on the process of determining
the appropriate CBC licensing approach, licence commitments, and monitoring mechanisms
(“methodological recommendations and considerations”) and their substantive content (“substantive
recommendations and considerations”). For clarity, the methodological discussion provides the necessary
foundation for the substantive discussion.

PART 1: METHODOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONSIDERATIONS
ADOPT TRANSPARENT EVIDENCE-BASED ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR DETERMINING THE
APPROPRIATE CBC LICENSING APPROACH AND LICENCE COMMITMENTS (“PIAC/NPF ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORK”)
97.

PIAC/NPF notes that CRTC’s analytical framework for determining the appropriate CBC licensing approach
and/or licence commitments in licence renewal proceedings is unclear. The lack of a clear framework
undermines the Commission’s ability to make an informed, evidence-based decision on the appropriate CBC
licencing approach and licence commitments, which is problematic given that CBC exists for Canadians. It
also undermines the ability of PIAC/NPF and other public interest/consumer groups, who are significantly
under-resourced, to fully and effectively participate in CBC renewal proceedings, which are complex and
technical, by leaving them adrift without a reliable compass to frame their thoughts and concerns.
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98.

PIAC/NPF therefore submits that the CRTC should adopt a transparent, evidence-based approach to
determine the appropriate licencing approach to CBC and CBC licence commitments that is guided by the
following principles (“PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework”).

DO NOT GRANT CBC UNFETTERED DISCRETION TO INTERPRET AND FULFILL ITS STATUTORY
MANDATE PURSUANT TO ITS STRATEGIC PLANS
99.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should not grant CBC unfettered discretion to interpret and fulfill its statutory
mandate pursuant to its strategic plans, including Strategy 2022.

CBC HAS DISCRETION TO INTERPRET AND DECIDE HOW TO FULFILL ITS STATUTORY MANDATE,
PURSUANT TO STRATEGIC PLANS, SUBJECT TO MONETARY CONSIDERATIONS AND CRTC-IMPOSED
CONSTRAINTS
100.

The legislative framework relating to CBC “gives the Corporation wide discretion to serve the Canadian
public in a manner that the Board and Management believe appropriate, subject only to monetary
considerations, and any constraints imposed by the CRTC”194 (e.g., licence commitments). In practice, this
discretion has permitted CBC to launch successive “strategic plans”, defined as management’s roadmap
setting out the Corporation’s future plans (“our roadmap to the future”195), often with different visions196
and priorities that require a redirection of resources197. Since 2011, CBC has launched three strategic plans,
ranging from 3 to 5 years, to “address our many challenges and opportunities, and strengthen the public
broadcaster for the digital age”198, including:





2015: Everyone. Every Way199 (“Strategy 2015”): 5-year plan launched in 2011, and considered by CRTC
in the 2011-2013 licence renewal proceeding, with “three strategic thrusts”, namely to be: more
distinctly Canadian (network programming and national public spaces); more regional (regional
presence and community spaces); and more digital (new platforms and digital spaces).200 The plan also
implicitly stated CBC’s intent to be more commercial by increasing reliance on ad revenues.
Strategy 2020: A Space for Us All201 (“Strategy 2020”): 5-year plan launched in 2014, with “three core
priorities”, namely to: become a digital-first organization; create more distinctive quality Cancon for all
Canadians; and become more local to better serve communities.202
Your Stories, Taken to Heart203 (“Strategy 2022”): 3-year plan launched May 22, 2019, which focuses on
creating "audience centric, audience-driven, tailored content"204 and has 5 core priorities: customized
digital services; engaging with young audiences; prioritizing its local connections; reflecting
contemporary Canada; and taking Canada to the world (see details below).

CRTC HAS DISCRETION TO DEFER, AND HAS BEEN HIGHLY DEFERENTIAL, TO CBC IN INTERPRETING AND
DECIDING HOW TO FULFILL ITS STATUTORY MANDATE PURSUANT TO STRATEGIC PLANS
101.

The Commission has discretion to determine how it exercises its regulatory powers over the Corporation,
including the degree of deference it grants CBC in interpreting its mandate and re-conceptualizing the ways
it fulfills that mandate (pursuant to its strategic plan[s]) over a given licence term. A minimal, moderate, or
high degree of deference is reflected respectively in licence commitments that are minimally, moderately,
or highly interventionist.

102.

According to Friends of Canadian Broadcasting, CRTC historically has been highly deferential to the
Corporation, by being “relatively sparing in its regulation of the CBC”, specifically limiting itself to licence
commitments – typically CBC-proposed – that ensure the Corporation’s distinctiveness.205 These licence
commitments have taken the form of “encouragements” and “expectations” as well as “conditions of
licence (COLs)”206, which have “different legal effect”, with a COL (defined as an obligation, specifically
requirement or prohibition) “being the most binding, and an encouragement having no legal effect, but
something that can prompt questions if clearly not adhered to”.207 In particular, CRTC has “demonstrated
considerable flexibility and understanding regarding (CBC’s) budgetary challenges”, whether caused by a
drop in parliamentary appropriations or commercial revenues, by authorizing “generous reductions” in
CBC’s “regulatory burden” that “allowed (CBC) to save several tens of millions of dollars”.208
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103.

The CBC licences (collectively and confusingly, in CRTC’s words, the “regulatory framework” or
“framework”209) are illustrative of this highly deferential CRTC approach. In the 2011-2013 licence renewal
proceeding, pursuant to Strategy 2015, CBC sought increased regulatory flexibility, including flexibility on
programming (e.g., modified licence commitments) and flexibility to pursue new revenue, especially
advertising, sources. CRTC generally granted this request210, explaining that the regulatory framework
“builds on Strategy 2015, while seeking to ensure that the objectives of the Act are met and that CBC has
sufficient flexibility to adjust to a constantly changing broadcasting environment and the financial
constraints under which it operates”211 over the course of its licence term. In particular, CRTC took a
minimally interventionist approach to CBC’s Cancon programming commitments:




104.

introduced “in several instances” COLs “that set out minimum levels of certain types of programming
and expenditures… to ensure minimum levels of programming… even if further adjustments to the
CBC’s programming priorities and strategies occur”212;
in some cases, set minimum levels that were below CBC’s historical levels of programming and
expenditures213; and
“encouraged” CBC to exceed the minimum levels and “considered” that CBC “is well positioned to
surpass them” due to “several other factors (that) contribute to the attainment of the CBC’s objectives,
making detailed programming regulation unnecessary”214.

This minimally interventionist regulatory framework enabled the Corporation to implement Strategy 2015
and successor Strategy 2020 by launching streaming DMB service Gem, introducing commercial (aka “paid”)
national advertising on Radio 2 and ICI Musique for 3 years, experimenting with the format of flagship
television news program “The National” (with disastrous results – see details below), and emphasizing/deemphasizing local programming depending on the circumstances of individual markets.215 In 2016, in a rare
show of defiance, CRTC denied CBC’s application for an extension to continue advertising on Radio 2 and ICI
Musique, on grounds that CBC failed to satisfy one of four licence criteria by failing to maintain its level of
investment in radio and thereby failing to demonstrate that ad revenues had helped to preserve the
services’ distinct nature and high-quality programming.216

DO NOT GRANT CBC UNFETTERED DISCRETION TO INTERPRET AND FULFILL ITS STATUTORY MANDATE
PURSUANT TO STRATEGY 2022 AND SUCCESSOR STRATEGIC PLANS
105.

In the past, CRTC has been criticized for being too deferential to CBC in context of its licence renewals, by
stakeholders and presiding Commissioners (e.g., Vice-Chair Pentefountas in his dissenting opinion in the
2013 licence renewal decision on the issue of radio advertising – see details above).

106.

Friends of Canadian Broadcasting correctly observes that BNC 2019-379 is framed in terms of CBC’s five
strategic priorities, thereby “show(ing) due respect for the Corporation’s expertise and independence” and
its “right – and obligation even – to innovate and evolve”.217 However, PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should
not grant CBC unfettered discretion to interpret and fulfill its statutory mandate pursuant to Strategy 2022.
Put differently, the Commission should not “rubber stamp” Strategy 2022 by taking an excessively
flexible/adaptive (“hands-off” or “facilitative”) licensing approach to CBC or automatically approving the
CBC-proposed licence commitments, especially if these take an approach that is “minimalist” (minimal
obligations, oversight, and accountability) or “unbalanced” (regulatory privileges218 without corresponding
obligations, oversight, and accountability). The potential adverse effects of such a Commission decision
could be difficult if not impossible to reverse, especially since the next available opportunity for CRTC to
comprehensively assess CBC’s performance likely is in 5 or 7 years, depending on what licence term is
chosen. As former Commission Vice-Chair Pentefountas put it, “it’s very hard to put the toothpaste back in
the tube”.219

107.

These risks are exacerbated by the duration of Strategy 2022 (which ends mid-way through the next likely
licence term) and the resulting potential for a successor strategic plan that could demonstrate an aboutface with respect to the Corporation’s current vision and priorities, as well as the uncertainty of CBC’s plans
under Strategy 2022. The full substance, scope, and scale of these plans are impossible for Canadians to
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discern due to a paucity of published details about Strategy 2022, both on and off the public record in this
proceeding. For example:




notwithstanding a press release stating that the “full plan” is available on the CBC website220, only a
minimal summary (2 pages) (“CBC Strategy Summary”) is posted with a corresponding web page221;
BNC 2019-379 provides CRTC’s summary of CBC’s summary222 (2 paragraphs) (“CRTC Strategy
Summary”); and
CBC’s Application, including its “Supplementary Brief” (12 pages), provides little insight.

108.

In November 2019, cartt.ca commented that “we have not seen an extensive Strategic Plan beyond a short
summary. We trust it will be made available before the hearing”223 and Friends of Canadian Broadcasting
made a procedural request for the full Strategy 2022 to be provided by December 16, 2019. However, the
Commission’s January 2020 response to this request effectively approves moving forward with the minimal
summary (see details below).

109.

This situation flies in the face of historical CBC and CRTC practice, for example, Strategy 2015 was filed by
CBC as an appendix to its previous licence renewal applications224. It is also ironic, given that in its most
recent administrative CBC licence renewal decision, BD 2018-407, the Commission stated the term of thennew CBC President and Chief Executive Officer Catherine Tait would afford her and the board of directions
“the opportunity to examine the CBC’s ongoing strategies so as to participate more effectively in the licence
renewal process”225. PIAC/NPF submits that Canadians should have been afforded the same consideration
to review the full Strategy 2022 (if its exists), at the BNC phase (or at least prior to the intervention
deadline), so as to participate more effectively in this licence renewal proceeding.

110.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits that the appropriate degree of CRTC deference to CBC in pursuing Strategy 2022
and strategic plans in future licence renewal proceedings and, by corollary, the appropriate degree of CRTC
constraints on these strategies (in terms of licence commitments), should be predicated on the following
principles and considerations:






aim to maximize CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate, contributions to the Canadian
broadcasting system, and value to Canadians (within budgetary constraints226);
conduct, and consider outcomes, of a comprehensive performance assessment of CBC in achieving its
statutory mandate (retrospective and prospective);
consider limits on CRTC’s licensing and exemption powers but do not take ad hoc, piecemeal action on
CBC’s DMB activities;
keep what works and fix only what is broken; and
holistically review CBC’s licence commitments (existing and proposed).

AIM TO MAXIMIZE CBC’S PERFORMANCE OF ITS STATUTORY MANDATE, CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
CANADIAN BROADCASTING SYSTEM, AND VALUE TO CANADIANS (WITHIN BUDGETARY
CONSTRAINTS)
111.

PIAC/NPF submits the overall aim of CRTC in establishing a new licensing approach and licence
commitments in CBC licence renewal proceedings should be to maximize CBC’s performance of its statutory
mandate, contributions to the Canadian broadcasting system, and value to Canadians, to the extent
reasonably feasible within the Corporation’s budgetary constraints. Put differently, CRTC should support
CBC to exploit technological developments pursuant to its strategic plans in a financially feasible way that
better meets its statutory mandate, increases its contributions to the Canadian broadcasting system, and
strengthens its benefits to Canadians. The Canadian Media Producers Association (“CMPA”) made a similar
argument in its submission to the 2011-2013 CBC licence renewal proceeding:
“Technological developments should allow the CBC to meet its legislated mandate going forward in new and
innovative ways. The CBC should exploit the opportunities that new technologies offer in order to better
meet its mandate and to increase its contributions to the Canadian broadcasting system. However, neither
budget cuts nor new technologies should be used as an excuse for the CBC to abandon important parts of its
mandate or be held accountable to the Canadian public.”227
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112.

PIAC/NPF believes that ensuring CBC maximizes performance of its statutory mandate is, in the
Corporation’s recontextualized words, “critical to ensuring a strong Canadian culture and a vibrant
democracy”228.

CONDUCT AND CONSIDER OUTCOMES OF A COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF
CBC IN ACHIEVING ITS STATUTORY MANDATE (RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE)
CONDUCT AND CONSIDER OUTCOMES OF COMPREHENSIVE CBC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
113.

To support the Commission’s pursuit of the foregoing aim, PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should conduct, and
carefully consider the outcomes of, a comprehensive performance assessment of CBC in achieving its
statutory mandate that is both retrospective and prospective (“CBC performance assessment”). This CBC
performance assessment would be based on interveners’ submissions as well as the Commission’s internal
research and analysis, to ensure that confidential information filed by CBC is considered. Ideally, the
assessment would be published by the Commission at the time of its licence renewal decision, with any
confidential information redacted, to complete the public record and inform future CBC licence renewal
proceedings.

114.

Retrospective CBC Performance Assessment. The retrospective assessment would identify CBC’s successes
and failures in achieving its statutory mandate and licence commitments over the current licence term. This
information is essential for CRTC to know what elements of the current CBC licensing approach and licences
are working and broken. Potential measures, which are consistent with PSB global best practices (see
details below) are: “output” (programming229), including compliance with programming licence
commitments (i.e., failed to meet, met, or exceeded); “impact” (reach and consumption230), and “value”
(perception/opinion). PIAC/NPF notes this retrospective assessment would be facilitated by a new CRTC
performance management framework for CBC that aligns with PIAC/NPF’s recommendations on that topic.

115.

Prospective CBC Performance Assessment. The prospective assessment would identify
challenges/opportunities and strategic options for CBC in achieving its statutory mandate over the new
licence term. This information is essential for CRTC to evaluate the CBC strategic plan (i.e., on its merits and
for consistency with global best practices, to know what degree of Commission deference is justified) and
CBC-proposed licence commitments (i.e., on their merits and for consistency with the CBC strategic plan)
and to determine whether the challenges are sufficiently powerful to warrant a new CBC licensing approach
and/or changed licence commitments overall.

PUT PRELIMINARY CBC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT ON PUBLIC RECORD AT BNC STAGE
116.

Ideally, PIAC/NPF submits that the Commission should place on the public record of CBC licence renewal
proceedings, at the BNC stage, a preliminary CBC performance assessment. This would enable prospective
interveners to make-well informed contributions, establish a common evidentiary basis, and ease the
participatory burden for public/consumer interest groups who must otherwise allocate scarce resources to
conducting extensive primary research and analysis (quantitative and qualitative) using publicly available
data sources231, which are often incomplete and conflicting.

AT LEAST, FACILITATE INTERVENERS’ ASSESSMENT OF CBC’S PERFORMANCE BY ENSURING ESSENTIAL
INFORMATION IS ON PUBLIC RECORD AT BNC STAGE
117.

At the very least, PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should facilitate interveners’ preliminary assessment of CBC’s
performance by requiring full disclosure from the Corporation of information related to its licence renewals
and placing on the public record essential CRTC-developed foundational materials.

118.

Essential information from CBC includes: full strategic plan; analysis of how its services will be impacted by
known or expected changes to its parliamentary appropriation; financial information related to its legacy
(licensed) and DMB (unlicensed) activities, detail on its historical and proposed Cancon expenditures and
broadcasting levels (across platforms and genres); and detail on its advertising plans (across platforms) and
their impact on programming.
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119.

Essential foundational materials from CRTC include: an up-to-date, detailed scan of market changes and
challenges these pose for PSBs (global and Canadian) (“market scan” or “environmental scan”); and a scan
of best practices in PSB and regulator responses to those challenges (“jurisdiction scan”), to enable the
Commission and interveners to consider how PSB problems have been framed in other countries and, based
on action taken in them, to comparatively evaluate CBC’s strategic plans and CRTC’s proposed licencing
approach to CBC.

THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT EVIDENTIARY GAP IN THE PUBLIC RECORD OF THIS PROCEEDING
EVIDENTIARY GAP
120.

Given the importance of the aforementioned evidence for CRTC and interveners, especially
public/consumer interest groups, PIAC/NPF is extremely concerned about the absence from the public
record, at the BNC stage of this licence renewal proceeding, of the following information (“evidentiary
gap”):
CRTC Materials





CRTC preliminary assessment of CBC’s performance (retrospective or prospective);
CRTC market scan, noting BNC 2019-379 references Canadian broadcasting market changes and
challenges identified in the Commission’s May 2018 “Harnessing Change” report, which is already
outdated (e.g., in July 2019, Ofcom released an updated version of its March 2018 market scan on
grounds it was already outdated due to the accelerated pace of change); and
CRTC jurisdiction scan, noting BNC 2019-379 advises that a scan has been commissioned on services
offered by PSBs in other countries, their governance, and measurement frameworks, and undertakes to
release it at some undetermined future point in this proceeding. PIAC/NPF acknowledges that this
scan232, “Harnessing public broadcasting for Canadians in the digital age: International benchmark study
for the CRTC”233 (“CRTC Jurisdiction Scan”), was published on January 28, 2020 with a corresponding
one week extension of the deadline for submitting interventions to 20 February 2020234 in order to
“provide interested persons with sufficient time to fully assess the information contained within the
report and take that information into account when formulating their interventions”. We do not agree
that this short extension provided interveners with sufficient time for a full assessment and
incorporation.

CBC Information
 Complete Strategy 2022 and other items detailed in the aforementioned November 2019 Friends of
Canadian Broadcasting procedural request for further disclosure235, to which CRTC has since responded
(see below), including:
– Financial information related to CBC’s DMB activities, “which the Corporation has advised will be
used to ‘develop a greater local presence and greater community connection across the country’
over the next licence term, but for which the Corporation has provided scant disclosure”;
– Detail on how it spent its Federal Budget 2016 incremental funding, and plans to spend it in future,
between different Cancon genres (e.g., PNI, news, and local programming) and platforms (e.g.,
radio, television, digital);
– Detail on news, PNI, and local programming expenditures, both historical and proposed, including
total proposed national and local/regional expenditures on a cross-platform basis; and
– More details on its cross-platform advertising plans and their impact on programming choices.
121.

In a letter sent to Friends of Canadian Broadcasting ("FCB") on January 28, 2020, responding to its
procedural request for information ("CRTC Letter Response to FCB Procedural Request"), the Commission
granted only one request (for “DMB services – total aggregate revenues”, revisited below) and denied the
others. In particular, CRTC denied these FCB’s request on grounds that:
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Full and complete Strategy 2022: in its Application, CBC “provided significant additional information” in
response to questions from Commission staff and “other CBC/SRC financial information and corporate
documents are available in the public domain”; and
Financial information on aggregate spending (historical and projected) by platform (radio, TV, DMB)
and genre (PNI, news, local): on grounds that “financial information” on “historical news and regional
expenditures, CPE, PNI, and other related information is provided on the Commission’s website” and
the Application includes CBC’s responses to questions from Commission staff.

122.

PIAC/NPF’s concerns about these evidentiary gaps are exacerbated by CRTC’s contention in BNC 2019-379
that, in developing the CRTC-proposed approach to licensing CBC, it “carefully reviewed” CBC’s statutory
mandate and Strategy 2022 and also considered the changing viewing and listening behaviours of
Canadians (as well as the Commission’s views regarding “flexible regulation of the broadcasting system in
the future”).236

123.

These PIAC/NPF concerns are further strengthened by the non-transparent nature of CBC financial
information and corporate documents that are “available in the public domain” (e.g., Annual Reports) and
“on the Commission’s website”, a point that will be revisited later in this intervention. The exhaustive
February 2020 study by FRPC of the history of government funding to CBC, entitled “An Analysis of CBC’s
Financial History from 1937 to 2019: We tried to follow the money. Frodo had it easier”237 (“FRPC CBC
Study”), concludes that “CBC’s Annual Reports do not permit its legislative mandate to be evaluated”238. In
particular:
“CBC’s annual reports provide too little objective information describing how it fulfills its legislative
mandate from Parliament to permit its role in the broadcasting system to be understood, and provide so
little consistent historical financial information that Parliament’s financial support of Canada’s national
broadcasting service cannot easily be assessed.”239
“It is unclear why CBC’s annual reports do not currently provide accurate historical overviews of its finances
in a consistent format. The result, however, is that CBC today provides little, if any, detailed information
about the availability of its services in Canada and their use by the public, or about the programming that it
produces each year – this includes data about the original and repeat hours of programming that it
broadcasts on its conventional services and which it already collects, as well as reliable audience data to
indicate how its programming is serving different groups within Canada – matters that are at the core of
CBC's mandate from Parliament.”240
“CBC’s recent Annual Reports acknowledge the importance of ‘data analytics’ as a “necessary core
competency” in today’s digital world, but do not provide Canadians or Parliament with any data describing
the hours of informative, enlightening or entertaining programming that CBC broadcasts – even though CBC
collects precisely this information for regulatory purposes. Nor do CBC’s Annual Reports show how its
programming is innovative rather than imitative or how it serves the needs and interests of different
audiences. [new para] CBC’s Annual Reports instead provide a wealth of data needed by advertisers, from
average minute audiences, to monthly digital interactions.” 241

124.

PIAC/NPF emphasizes that it is the role of CRTC to use its existing powers and tools under the Broadcasting
Act to ensure CBC provides the information needed by the Commission – and Canadians – to conduct an
informed analysis of the Corporation’s performance of its statutory mandate.

CBC HAS BEEN PERMITTED TO CLAIM UNWARRANTED CONFIDENTIALITY
125.

PIAC/NPF is troubled by CBC’s argument for confidentiality in failing to disclose certain information,
including detailed financial information on its DMB activities and information about the number of news
and information employees.

126.

In a procedural request by FRPC dated January 23, 2020 ("FRPC Procedural Request") – predating the CRTC
Response to FCB Procedural Request – the organization asked CRTC to deny CBC's requests for
confidentiality with respect to its Application answers to the Commission's questions about CBC's DMB
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services (echoing FCB’s request) and the number of news and information employees. PIAC/NPF agrees
with the reasons for FRPC’s request, including:
Disclosure is in the public interest


would “provide interested parties with a clear, empirically based understanding of “the financial
position of CBC’s online services, along with evidentiary context for discussions of CBC’s shift towards
the online world” and “CBC’s allocation of its employees to news and information – a critical part of
CBC’s role as Canada’s national broadcaster – along with evidentiary context for discussions of CBC’s
commitment to local, regional and national news and information, and to the reflection of Canada’s
regions to the nation”.

CBC’s request for non-disclosure




127.

is not clearly stated in terms of the criteria set out in CRTC Bulletin 2010-691242 (“2010 Bulletin” or
“Confidentiality Procedures), which also appends a list of information that it “will generally require to
be disclosed or maintain as confidential” in radio and television broadcastings;
does not meet the requirement of the Rules with respect to confidentiality because none of the
reasons provided relates to the 3 categories of confidential information set out in Bulletin 2010-691;
and
has negative potential future implications for CRTC and Canadians because it presents a “no-data-dueto-uncertain-outcome argument” (that information on DMB services should not be disclosed because
CBC does not know what CRTC will decide, specifically, in CBC’s words, “what types of regulatory
oversight the Commission may choose to impose on CBC/Radio-Canada’s digital services, if any”) that
would pertain to the majority of CRTC decisions that are unknown prior to their publication and
therefore on which “all broadcasters may seek to rely”.

FRPC’s disclosure request for employee information was ultimately granted in part, however it was
otherwise provided with the same “additional” information on DMB activities as FCB. Regarding DMB
activities, we agree with the position of FCB that CRTC should have rejected all of the Corporation’s
requests to keep this information confidential:
“The Corporation’s argument for confidentiality is, in this instance, incoherent: it claims that online activities
should therefore be considered as upholding its conditions of license, as determined by the Commission,
while simultaneously arguing that the Commission should not exercise its jurisdiction over these activities.
Moreover, despite the fact that the DMEO requires exempt undertakings to provide such information as
the Commission may require, the Corporation argues that no detailed financial data on its digital activities
should be provided, and in any event it should not be disclosed because it ‘would be misleading’.”243

CONSIDER OUTCOMES OF PIAC/NPF’S PRELIMINARY CBC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
128.

In light of the aforementioned significant evidence gap, and to provide an evidentiary basis to inform our
Substantive Recommendations in Part 3, PIAC/NPF conducted its own preliminary CBC Performance
Assessment, retrospective and prospective, from the perspective of Canadians as citizen-consumers. The
outcomes of this assessment (“PIAC/NPF Preliminary CBC Performance Assessment” or “PIAC/NPF CBC
Performance Assessment”) are detailed in Part 2. It is subject to change, pending our review and analysis of
additional relevant evidence (if any) that is filed by other stakeholders in their interventions.

129.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should consider the outcomes of the PIAC/NPF CBC Performance Assessment
to help it determine the proper degree of deference to give to Strategy 2022, and to establish an
appropriate licensing approach to, and licence commitments for, CBC.

CONSIDER LIMITS ON CRTC’S LICENSING AND EXEMPTION POWERS BUT DO NOT TAKE AD HOC,
PIECEMEAL ACTION ON CBC’S DMB ACTIVITIES
130.

PIAC/NPF is sympathetic to CRTC’s overarching dilemma, expressed in its BTLR submission and Harnessing
Change report, of trying to achieve current broadcasting policy objectives (which it believes are outdated)
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using existing powers and tools (which It believes are limited and insufficient). However, as noted above,
absent legislative change, CRTC has to make its decision regarding this licence renewal pursuant to the
current Act and the Commission’s existing legislated mandate.
131.

PIAC/NPF submits that in determining the appropriate CBC licensing approach and licence commitments,
CRTC should consider limits on its licensing, exemption, enforcement, and data collection powers but not
take ad hoc, piecemeal action on CBC’s DMB activities.

CONSIDER LIMITS ON LICENSING AND EXEMPTION POWERS
LICENSING POWER
132.

“Broadcasting undertakings (BUs)” must be licensed (“licensed undertakings” or “licensees”) or licenceexempt (often shortened misleadingly to “exempt”).244 CRTC is not permitted to license foreign BUs (e.g.,
foreign OTTs) due to current restrictions on foreign ownership (i.e., Canadian ownership and control
requirements), specifically a Cabinet direction prohibiting issuing licences or granting licence renewals to
governments other than GoC and to persons who are not Canadian citizens or “eligible Canadian
corporations”.245

EXEMPTION ORDER POWER
133.

An exemption order lets a class of BUs operate without a licence (“exempt undertakings”, “unlicensed
undertakings” or “licence-exempt undertakings”)246 provided they – at all times – meet the
criteria/conditions in the exemption order (“exemption conditions”)247. This means that CRTC’s exemption
order power can only be exercised in respect of a class of BU and, by corollary, not in respect of specific
BUs. PIAC/NPF emphasizes that licence-exempt BUs may or may not also be regulation-exempt, because
exemption orders attach to exemption conditions, which are a form of regulation. This is a distinction with a
significant difference that is routinely ignored and obfuscated in regulatory policy discourse.

134.

The class of DMBUs is subject to the Digital Media Exemption Order (“DMEO”)248, which has exemption
conditions, resulting in DMBUs being accurately referred to as “unlicensed but regulated”. The DMBU
exemption conditions are relatively light and do not pertain to Cancon and, by extension, DMBUs are
unlicensed but regulated, lightly, and not with respect to Cancon. CRTC does not have jurisdiction to
consider (let alone change) this situation in the context of any licence renewal proceeding for an individual
legacy broadcaster that also operates DMB services (“X”). The reason is that CRTC:



has power to regulate the class of DMBUs with respect to Cancon, either by introducing a new Cancon
exemption condition that applies to all DMBUs or by deleting the DMEO and thereby requiring DMBUs
to be licensed and subject to Cancon licence commitments; but
lacks power to regulate only X-as-DMBU with respect to Cancon, either by introducing a new Cancon
exemption condition that applies specifically to X or by deleting the DMEO specifically for X and thereby
requiring it to be licensed and subject to Cancon licence commitments.

ENFORCEMENT POWER
135.

The enforcement power of CRTC is limited with respect to licensed and licence-exempt undertakings, for
example: the Commission lacks power to issue administrative monetary penalties (“AMPs”); “the primary
sanction available is suspension or revocation of licence or the exemption order, which is a drastic
measure”249; licensees that fail to comply with their licence commitments risk a mandatory order, shortterm licence renewal, or licence suspension, revocation, or non-renewal250; and unlicensed undertakings
that fail to comply with their exemption conditions risk a mandatory order251. As noted, CRTC’s
enforcement power also has CBC-specific limitations.

DATA COLLECTION POWER
136.

The Commission’s data collection power applies to licensees (e.g., radio and television broadcasters,
including CBC as such) and licence-exempt DMBUs (including CBC as such).252 Recently, CRTC has sought to
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increase the exercise of its data collection power vis-à-vis DMBUs. In March 2019, in BNC 2019-90 Call for
comments on a new, annual digital media survey253 (“Annual DMB Survey Proceeding”), the Commission
announced its intent to launch a new, annual digital media survey, for “all currently licensed Canadian
broadcasting undertakings (radio, television and distribution)” to be part of its Annual Broadcasting Survey
for the fall of 2019.254 CRTC has not yet issued its decision.
137.

Currently, CRTC collects data on legacy broadcasting activities via its Annual Broadcasting Survey. However,
in regard to DMB activities, CRTC “collects financial information for hybrid video-on-demand services, and
has access to third-party estimates, but does not collect primary data on the other digital media activities of
Canadian broadcasters”255 (including CBC). In BNC 2019-90, CRTC emphasized that it “has the authority to
collect data relating to the activities of digital media broadcasting undertakings”256 pursuant to paragraph
4 of the DMEO, which states:
“The undertaking submits such information regarding the undertaking’s activities in broadcasting in digital
media, and such other information that is required by the Commission in order to monitor the development
of broadcasting in digital media, at such time and in such form, as requested by the Commission from time
to time.”
CRTC said that while the survey ”would place an additional administrative burden on Canadian licensees”257,
the burden is justified because the data collected would “inform the Commission and stakeholders on the
evolution of online business models and their impact on traditional broadcasting services” and “help ensure
the creation of an accurate picture of the digital media activities of licenced Canadian broadcastings”.258

138.

In another ongoing policy proceeding, the CPE Policy Review259 (see details below), CRTC asked 20 licenced
Canadian broadcasters that operate both legacy and DMB services (including CBC) to provide data on
revenues and expenditures associated with their DMB activities with the intent of publishing some of the
collected data on an aggregated basis260. The Commission emphasized, “the Exemption order requires that
they submit such information regarding their digital media broadcasting activities, as well as other
information that is required by the Commission in order to monitor the development of broadcasting in
digital media”.261 14 of the broadcasters (excluding CBC) refused to comply with the request, for various
reasons (e.g., difficulty involved in separating traditional and digital data and the commercially-sensitive
nature of the data), but CRTC directed them to do so262, on grounds the data “is necessary to fulfilling its
objective of updating its current policy relating to CPE” and “recourse to comprehensive information is
fundamental for its understanding of the digital media broadcasting activities of Canadian broadcasters and
of the impact of those activities on traditional television services”263. Ultimately, all 20 broadcasters
(including CBC) submitted the data, which was published by the Commission, except for the CBC data,
which was excluded because “(g)iven that CBC/Radio-Canada is subject to a unique regulatory framework
and operates under a different business model to that of private commercial broadcasters, the inclusion of
CBC/Radio-Canada’s data would have inaccurately portrayed the state of investment in Canadian
programming in the digital environment in Canada”264.

139.

PIAC/NPF notes the BTLR Final report recommends enhancing CRTC’s data collection power (see details in
Appendix A).

CURRENT REGULATORY APPROACH TO CBC: LICENSED LEGACY SERVICES AND LICENCE-EXEMPT DMB
SERVICES
140.

The Commission’s current “regulatory approach to CBC” is licensed legacy services and licence-exempt DMB
services.

LICENSED LEGACY SERVICES
141.

In BNC 2019-379, CRTC describes its current approach to licensing CBC as “traditional service-based”265,
meaning focused on CBC’s legacy services. The Corporation’s legacy services are not only licensed266 but
also regulated (pursuant to licence commitments and regulations of general application), heavily, including
with respect to Cancon. Legacy services are subject to CRTC-mandated Cancon contributions, both financial
and non-financial, including, for television services:
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142.

Financial: CRTC-mandated expenditures on Cancon (“spending quotas”); and
Non-financial: CRTC-mandated broadcasting of Cancon (“broadcasting quotas”), which takes the form
of exhibition commitments (for linear/scheduled services).

This said, CBC’s television service Cancon obligations are primarily exhibition requirements. This contrasts
with the current Cancon licence obligations of private Canadian television broadcasters, especially the large
television ownership groups, which are primarily expenditure requirements (see details below).

LICENCE-EXEMPT DMB SERVICES
143.

In contrast to CBC’s legacy services, its DMB services are unlicensed (pursuant to the DMEO) but regulated
(pursuant to the DMEO exemption conditions), lightly, including with respect to data collection (see
details above) but not with respect to Cancon. PIAC/NPF emphasizes that CBC’s DMB services are not, as
frequently claimed , “unregulated”, because they are effectively regulated by way of exemption conditions.
CBC’s DMB services must, at all times, meet the criteria in the DMEO in order to continue operating as
licence-exempt.

144.

As noted, pursuant to the DMEO, CRTC does not have the power to set CBC-specific rules for its DMB
services, by way of CBC-specific exemption conditions, because exemption conditions can only be set for a
class of DMBUs. This means that if the Commission wants to make rules related to programming (notably
Cancon) for CBC’s DMB services then it must review and revise (“re-open”) the DMEO and impose those
rules – by way of new exemption conditions – on the class of DMBUs. This would require CRTC to launch a
DMEO policy review proceeding. As CRTC explained in BD 2013-263267, when it considered whether or not to
introduce CBC licence conditions related to accessibility of DMB services: all DMBUs are exempt from
licensing, which precludes the imposition of a “condition of licence”, and for a requirement concerning
accessibility to be imposed, it would be necessary for CRTC to initiate a new DMEO public process to
examine accessibility in digital media.

145.

The bottom line is that CRTC has two options under the current legislative framework if it wants to change
its “regulatory approach” to CBC with respect to Cancon delivered by its DMB services:



directly regulate Cancon in the context of a DMEO policy proceeding, by way of new exemption
conditions; or
indirectly regulate Cancon in context of this licence renewal proceeding, by introducing cross-platform
licence commitments for CBC’s legacy services that “count” Cancon delivered by DMB services (a “new
licensing approach”).

The new licensing approach is the option that CRTC has chosen in this licence renewal proceeding.
DO NOT TAKE AD HOC, PIECEMEAL ACTION ON CBC’S DMB ACTIVITIES
146.

PIAC/NPF believes that a, if not the, key reason for CRTC’s proposal of a new licensing approach to CBC in
this proceeding, particularly a new approach to its programming license commitments, is the Commission’s
unwillingness to conduct a review of the DMEO, which certain stakeholders for many years have publicly
suggested is long overdue, and which the Commission appears to have been delaying in anticipation of
DMBU-related legislative changes pursuant to the BTLR (which CRTC hoped would align with its Harnessing
Change report and BTLR submission recommendations for a service agreement-based regime).

147.

However, this CBC licence renewal proceeding was launched before the release of the BTLR Final Report,
and PIAC/NPF submits the report’s recommendations must be taken into account to the extent they impact
on the Commission’s view – at the date of BNC 2019-379 – of the potential timing and substance of a new
broadcasting framework. As noted, PIAC/NPF understands that if the report’s recommendations are
implemented, urgently with respect to the new framework and on an immediate interim basis with respect
to the DMEO (see details in Appendix A):


CBC legacy services: would continue to be subject to the current licensing regime (and to its thenextant new licences); and
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148.

CBC DMB services: would ultimately be subject to the new registration regime, as it pertains to “online
media curation undertakings”; but, in the immediate interim, would be subject to the revised DMEO,
which would include new exemption conditions requiring DMBUs (audio and video) that are “media
curation undertakings” (which would include CBC) to make Cancon contributions, both spending and
discoverability (including broadcasting, whether exhibition or shelf-space) (if the revenue threshold is
met).

If the foregoing understanding is correct, and if GoC carries through on its current commitment to revise
the Broadcasting Act by the end of 2020 if not sooner, then PIAC/NPF believes it is reasonable to anticipate
that a DMEO review by CRTC – voluntary or at the behest of GoC via a GiC direction – will be launched in the
very near term. This would be an exponentially better venue for CRTC to consider whether and how to
regulate CBC’s DMB services, as well as the DMB services of private Canadian broadcasters, for whom CRTC,
in a separate proceeding, is effectively exploring a new cross-platform approach to television licence Cancon
spending commitments that would include their DMB activities (see details below).

KEEP WHAT WORKS AND FIX ONLY WHAT IS BROKEN (“DON’T THROW BABY OUT WITH
BATHWATER”)
149.

In establishing a new CBC licensing approach and licence commitments, PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should
keep what works and fix only what is broken or, in other words, “don’t throw the baby out with the bath
water”. This means retaining essential elements of the current CBC licensing approach and licences (if any)
and changing the inessential elements (e.g., by revising or deleting them or adding new elements).

150.

As noted above, identifying what is working and what is broken would be one of the beneficial outcomes of
CRTC’s retrospective performance assessment of CBC.

COMPREHENSIVELY REVIEW CBC LICENCE COMMITMENTS (EXISTING AND CBC-PROPOSED)
HOLISTICALLY REVIEW LICENCE COMMITMENTS (EXISTING AND CBC-PROPOSED)
151.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should holistically review the CBC licences (i.e., review all licence
commitments) to determine whether and how they should be changed and, by corollary, should not limit its
review to the CBC-proposed changes to specific licence commitments.

152.

In particular, PIAC/NPF submits that notwithstanding the changes to specific licence commitments that CBC
is proposing, the Commission should review all of CBC’s current commitments – programming and
operational – to determine whether they require rebalancing in the context of market developments
(especially movement from linear to on-demand services and from legacy to digital platforms).

153.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits this is especially true for programming commitments. As the Commission
emphasized in its 2017 Introductory Decision to the French-language private television group licence
renewals268, licences confer benefits and obligations on the groups “so that they have the flexibility they
require to create compelling and diverse programming".269 Individual requirements “cannot be viewed in
isolation” but rather must be viewed collectively because “had a particular requirement been changed or
removed” the Commission “might have come to a different set of determinations”.270

CONSIDER ALL APPLICABLE REGULATIONS AND POLICIES (NOT JUST CBC-IDENTIFIED)
154.

PIAC/NPF submits that in the interest of transparency and facilitating full, effective participation by
interveners, especially public/consumer interest groups, in CBC licence renewal proceedings, the
Commission should identify all applicable regulations and policies, and ideally provide a brief summary, in
its BNCs. Otherwise, potentially relevant policies and ongoing policy proceedings could fly under
interveners’ radar.

155.

PIAC/NPF believes that post-2013 CRTC policies and ongoing policy proceedings that are pertinent to this
CBC licence renewal include:
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156.

2010 Group Policy271, which established an ownership group-based approach to licence renewals for
private television broadcasters that, amongst other things, re-focused Cancon requirements on
spending (i.e., “Canadian programming expenditure [CPE]”) rather than broadcasting), and, together
with the 2015 Let’s Talk TV Cancon Policy (which reinforced the CPE approach), is reflected in the
broadcasters’ current licences (with 5 year terms starting 1 September 2017 and ending 31 August
2022;
2016 Local TV Policy272 , which re-defined “local programming” (as locally relevant) and “local news” (as
locally reflective) (but not for CBC273) and is reflected in private television groups’ current licences;
ongoing CPE Policy Review, which pertains to CBC (see details above) and seeks to “update” the policy
“to take into account the digital media broadcasting environment”274 by “consider(ing) digital media
programming as eligible expenditures for the purpose of meeting the CPE requirements of licensed
television services”275; and
ongoing co-development of a new Indigenous broadcasting policy (phase one in process, phase two
starting 2020, and phase three TBD)276.

Regarding the CPE Policy Review, PIAC/NPF notes that during the consultation phase (which preceded
release of the BTLR Final Report) certain interveners recommended that CRTC should either:



suspend the proceeding – as well as the Annual DMB Survey Proceeding – and commence an urgent
review of the DMEO to transparently and directly determine whether and how to regulate DMBUs
within the current legislative framework (e.g., Friends of Canadian Broadcasting277);
suspend the proceeding, “or otherwise bring it to a close” by deciding other issues but “without any
mandatory application of CPE policy to the digital activities of Canadian licensees”, on grounds that
CRTC “should not apply its policy on Canadian programming expenditures…to the digital activities of
Canadian licensees, unless and until such policy is applied to all digital broadcasting activity in Canada”
and that “if and when the Commission decides to bring digital media activities into the regulated
framework, it must… keep an open mind as to what should count as an eligible expenditure in the
digital context” (e.g., Canadian Association of Broadcasters [“CAB”]278).

157.

PIAC/NPF believes that both of these perspectives are strengthened by the BTLR Final Report
recommendations for an immediate review/revision of the DMEO with respect to Cancon requirements for
media curators.

158.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits that either of these perspectives could pertain to this CBC licence renewal
proceeding, in context of the CRTC-proposed approach to licensing CBC, specifically with respect to CBC’s
Cancon broadcasting obligations, notably the proposal for CBC to count Cancon delivered by its DMB
services towards its television licence commitments on Cancon exhibition. This point will be revisited in the
Substantive Recommendations section.

REQUIRE CBC TO MAKE AND BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR CLEAR, UNEQUIVOCAL, AND BINDING
LICENCE COMMITMENTS
159.

To achieve the PIAC/NPF-recommended aim of maximizing CBC’s achievement of its statutory mandate, we
submit that CRTC should generally require the Corporation to make clear, unequivocal, and
binding/enforceable licence commitments (i.e., COLs versus expectations and encouragements), including
programming commitments to reach specified targets, and to be held accountable for those commitments
(e.g., via annual reporting requirements and published data). This is especially important in areas where the
Application and Strategy 2022 are insufficiently specific about the Corporation’s plans/strategies, “to
require the CBC to be more specific about its plans, and to employ effective regulatory tools to hold the CBC
to those plans”279. In the words of CMPA:
“(i)f the Commission does not establish a clear set of obligations for the CBC, Canadians will have no way of
knowing what the CBC plans to do with their tax dollars” over the licence term and “absent a continued
requirement that the CBC report annually on how it has met those obligations, Canadians will have little if
any opportunity to monitor the CBC’s year-to-year use of their money”.280
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160.

CBC’s acknowledges in its Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024, that “(a)s defined in CBC/Radio-Canada’s
new licences, effective since September 1, 2013, Canadian content levels are conditions of licence. In the
previous regulatory framework, Canadian content levels were expectations”281. PIAC/NPF emphasizes this
should continue in any new or future CRTC approach to licensing CBC.

REQUIRE CBC TO ALLOCATE AVAILABLE RESOURCES ON PRIORITY BASIS TO PROGRAMMING IN EVENT
OF SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL CHALLENGES
161.

Finally, PIAC/NPF submits that if CBC faces significant financial challenges (especially major budget cuts),
CRTC should require it to allocate its available resources on a priority basis to programming. This approach
would be consistent with the 2000 CBC English-language Licence Renewal Decision.282

162.

The rest of this intervention applies the PIAC/NPF-recommended Analytical Framework to provide our own
assessment of CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate and then to develop substantive
recommendations and considerations on the proper licensing approach to CBC and CBC licence
commitments.

PART 2: PIAC/NPF PRELIMINARY CBC PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT (RESTROSPECTIVE/PROSPECTIVE)
163.

This section details the outcomes of the PIAC/NPF Preliminary CBC Performance Assessment and It is
subject to change, pending our review and analysis of additional relevant evidence (if any) that is filed by
other stakeholders in their interventions.

PIAC/NPF PRELIMINARY CBC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT REVEALS SIGNIFICANT
SHORTCOMINGS, POWERFUL CHALLENGES, AND LAUDABLE BUT DEFICIENT STRATEGY 2022
PLANS TO ADDRESS THEM
164.

PIAC/NPF’s preliminary assessment of CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate – overall – reveals
significant shortcoming, powerful challenges, and deficient Strategy 2022 plans to address them.

RESTROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF CBC’S PERFORMANCE REVEALS SIGNIFICANT SHORTCOMINGS
(AND ACHIEVEMENTS)
165.

PIAC/NPF’s preliminary retrospective assessment of CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate (and
licence commitments) reveals that CBC partly fulfilled its statutory mandate over the last licence term. That
is, there are some significant shortcoming (as well as achievements) in the Corporation’s effectiveness,
particularly with respect to Cancon in categories that matter most to Canadians. Due to the paucity of
publicly available information, we cannot comment on whether and to what degree CBC has fulfilled its
licence commitments and correspondingly, whether there are shortcomings in its compliance.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES/INDICATORS
166.

CBC measures its own performance against both its statutory mandate and strategic plan – or in its words,
how well the CBC services fulfill “both the Corporation’s mandate and the vision”283 – and reports on it, in a
variety of ways, including through key performance indicators (“KPIs”) that are presented in its Corporate
Reports (e.g., Corporate Plan and Corporate Plan Summary, Financial Quarterly Reports, and Annual
Reports).284 CBC also reports to CRTC on its performance of its statutory mandate, including its licence
commitments, through periodic licence renewals, annual reports covering each of its radio and television
services, and OLMC reports285, but does not provide detailed information on its DMB services286.
Additionally, CRTC reports on certain CBC KPIs (e.g., revenues) in its annual “Communications Monitoring
Report” (“CMR”)287 and annual “Broadcasting Financial Summaries” (Highlights and Complete)288.

167.

Since CBC does not compile a comprehensive catalogue of its programming and expenditure statistics, the
burden is on interveners to track down various sources of statistics, identify the relevant statistics, organize
them for analysis, and draw conclusions. This piece-meal approach is not only time-consuming but also
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introduces several stages for errors or oversight. Problems with specific sources, such as CBC’s Annual
Reports, have been extensively documented elsewhere (see e.g., FRPC CBC Study).
168.

The immediate question that concerns PIAC/NPF is how best to measure CBC’s performance for purposes of
licence renewal proceedings, in a way that is meaningful to CRTC and Canadians (noting this issue is
revisited in the Substantive Recommendations section). According to UNESCO, “(a)s a rule, any judgment of
the overall performance of the public broadcaster should take two elements into account: the fulfilment of
its mandate, on the one hand, and public satisfaction, on the other hand”289. PIAC/NPF agrees, and believes
that for these elements, appropriate evaluation mechanisms – aligned with PSB best practice – include:
Fulfilment of mandate



output
impact

(Note: ratings are a useful metric for private broadcasters but ill-suited for PSBs because their goal is not to
attract the biggest possible audience at all times.290)
Public satisfaction
 value, noting surveys are useful, especially regarding what people think about whether CBC is carrying
out its mandate and how public broadcasting compares to private broadcasting291.
169.

The next section provides an overview of CBC’s self-assessment and proceeds to objectively assess CBC’s
performance in terms of the foregoing measures, to the best of PIAC/NPF’s ability given publicly available
information and resource constraints. This preliminary assessment reveals that CBC has partially fulfilled its
statutory mandate over the current licence term, with some significant achievements as well as some
significant shortcomings.

170.

Before proceeding, PIAC/NPF recognizes that there are additional valuable CBC performance measures for
purposes of licence renewal proceedings, particularly financial performance. However, financial analysis is a
highly specialized area that is generally beyond PIAC/NPF’s expertise and resources to conduct and we
expect that expert analyses will be provided by other interveners. This said, in addition to the
aforementioned FRPC CBC Study, we wish to highlight a January 2020 10-year financial analysis of CBC
published by The Logic in January 2020292 that was summarized by its editor as follows:
“What I’ve learned surprised me. The CBC doesn’t spend recklessly. Its payroll has remained flat over the
past decade, while inflation has grown at an annual rate of 1.52 per cent. It’s far less reliant on advertising
than I expected, at less than 15 per cent of its overall revenues in 2019. And its programming spend is a
fraction of what private media companies spend on just one marquee show. For example, the CBC’s entire
English and French programming catalogue in 2019, at $316 million, was less than the $339.7 million Netflix
reportedly spent on the first two seasons of ‘The Crown.’”

CBC SELF-ASSESSMENT: “TREMENDOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS”
171.

CBC says it has “tremendous accomplishments”293 over the last licence term, especially from 2014-May
2019 pursuant to Strategy 2020, and “(t)hese successes are even more impressive when you consider the
deep pockets of the global digital competitors”294.

172.

Overall, CBC asserts that it has been “successfully transforming the way we engage with Canadians since we
launched our Strategy 2020 in June 2014”, delivered on its 3 priorities by “becom(ing) much more local,
more digital and more ambitious in our programming… to bring more great Canadian content to our
audiences”295, and “(brought) Canadians greater value for their investment by fundamentally transforming
its programming, operations and management”296. In particular, the Corporation “has transformed itself
from a traditional linear broadcaster to a digital and mobile content provider”297, specifically into a:


“digital-first media company”298 whose “‘one to many’ traditional broadcast model has evolved into a
more personalized one-to-one relationship with each Canadian”299; and
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173.

“modern digital public broadcaster and multiplatform media company, serving both those who have
embraced digital, as well as those who continue to rely on traditional services”300 and “creating unique
content for a multitude of platforms”301.

Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 reports the 2018-19 results of CBC’s implementation of Strategy 2020
for each of its 3 priorities. The results of priority #2, “more ambitious Canadian programming”, are of
greatest interest to PIAC/NPF, particularly for the following Cancon categories, and highlighting CBC’s
emphasis on its financing/investment in original (i.e., new302), high-quality Cancon (overall and distinctly
Canadian), both legacy-first and digital-first:
Cancon (overall)
 “(S)mart, unique and distinctly Canadian programming” and “developed more Canadian content and
expanded it to new platforms”.303
Entertainment Cancon
 Commissioned “premium scripted entertainment” that “achieved programing success” (e.g., with
Schitt’s Creek [2019 Critic’s Choice nominee]; Anne with an E [eighth most-binged show globally on
Netflix in 2018]; and Coroner [highest-rated drama premiere on CBC’s prime-time schedule in four
years]).304
 Developed Cancon “documentaries that are bold, risk-taking thought-provoking, point-of-view
programs” that were successful (e.g., Finding Fukue [2.5 million views on YouTube]).305
 Originated “factual entertainment” Cancon that “showcased Canada’s diversity” (e.g., The Great
Canadian Baking Show, Canada’s Smartest Person Junior, Kim’s Convenience and Blackstone).306
 Invested in “high-calibre digital original series and social content while diversifying feed content” (e.g.,
40 commissioned digital original series [totalling over 140 million visits to CBC’s digital feeds]); and
maintained “leadership in original podcasting” (e.g., number one podcast publisher in Canada with over
625 million downloads).307
News Cancon
 “(B)olstered CBC News’ position as a trusted provider of…investigative news” (e.g., by launching
updated Journalistic Standards and Practices and joining the International Trust Project).308
 “(C)ontinued transforming The National, relaunched the fifth estate ad pivoted CBC News Network
towards big-event news (e.g., the 2019 federal election)”309.
 Built reach on proprietary DMB services (e.g., grew mobile News app audience, relaunched news
websites in all regions), invested in digital-first content production and distribution (e.g., launched CBC
News podcasts with millions downloaded), and “expanded our offer on conversation interfaces” (e.g.,
voice-activated smart speakers like Amazon’s Alexa).310

174.

CBC believes that, notwithstanding its accomplishments, “we need to”311 do better, in particular to take “an
even stronger role in supporting Canadian culture”312 (aka the “cultural system for Canadians”313) –
specifically to better “reflect contemporary Canada in all its diversity; to provide more trusted news and
stronger links in communities; a Canadian children’s destination; and a powerful platform to share Canada’s
culture with the world”314.

PIAC/NPF ASSESSMENT: “YOU NEED TO, AND CAN, DO BETTER FOR CANADIANS”
175.

PIAC/NPF agrees that CBC has made some impressive achievements in certain areas, including some of its
self-identified accomplishments. Further, we agree with all of CBC’s self-identified shortcomings.
PIAC/NPF’s assessment of CBC’s performance over the last licence term in terms of its output, impact, and
value reveals additional failures as well as successes.

OUTPUT (PROGRAMMING)
176.

As noted above, this quantitative assessment is important to answer whether CBC has met its statutory
programming objectives and its programming licence commitments (i.e., failed to meet, met, or exceeded)
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over the last licence term, particularly for categories of Cancon of greatest interest to Canadians as
consumer-citizens. This in turn informs analysis of the CBC-proposed licence commitments (e.g., if output is
strong in areas where CBC is currently not regulated or only minimally regulated, then arguably these areas
should continue to get the same hands-off regulatory treatment in the new CBC licences).
177.

It is difficult for PIAC/NPF to provide a comprehensive quantitative analysis of CBC’s output, for reasons
including the quantitative deficiencies of the Application (detailed above) and the “truly remarkable opacity
of the CBC’s data”315, including its Annual Reports, which – as previously indicated – are characterized by
“the absence of information about programming”316. In particular, according to the FRPC CBC Study:
“(W)hile CBC’s Annual Report emphasizes the importance of data and says ‘[m]easuring and assessing
CBC/Radio-Canada’s performance is … important’, it does not actually provide any data describing






The hours of informative, enlightening or entertaining programming that it broadcasts
The hours of programming offered that are ‘distinctively’ Canadian
The hours of programming that originate from each region, or
The degree to which those on air reflect Canada’s multicultural and multiracial nature, or even
The different audiences – by age, by gender, by region, by linguistic group – to CBC’s programming.

Nor does CBC set out the numbers of original hours of programming that it broadcasts each year, or month,
or week – even though it gathers and reports this information for its television services every month to the
CRTC. Section 10 of the Television Broadcasting Regulations, 1987 requires CBC to track and keep in a
machine-readable format, the following information about each program it broadcasts, every day: (program
origin [e.g., foreign/Cancon]; exhibition; production source [e.g., independent, in-house, affiliated], target
audience [e.g., kids, adults], and genres) (table deleted).
…
CBC’s 2019 Annual Report does also show the levels of Canadian content it achieved over the broadcast day
and in prime time but for just two years making it difficult to evaluate changes over time.”317
Further, the CBC Annual Reports, “appear to present new accounting methods at least every second year of
its 83-year history”318, do not disclose spending or revenue data on its DMB activities319, are often
inconsistent regarding “the numbers of original radio and television programming hours that it produces for
each station and network”320, and have a single line item for “television, radio and digital services costs”321
that includes CBC’s programming expenditures322. The bottom line is that in its Annual Reports, “CBC no
longer reports statistics that are core to its objectives – the production and broadcast of Canadian radio and
television programming”323.
178.

PIAC/NPF hopes that better-resourced interveners who can afford to (try to) sort through the statistical
chaos will, to the extent humanly feasible, provide comprehensive quantitative analyses in their
submissions on the programming categories that are most important to Canadians. We look forward to
reviewing it as and when it becomes available.

FOREIGN PROGRAMS
179.

The only readily available statistics on CBC’s foreign/Cancon programming expenditure profile appear to be
for 2013, with foreign/Canadian programming expenditures of 3% foreign to 97% Cancon (English-language)
and 2% foreign and 98% Cancon (French-language).324 By comparison, the profile of “other conventional
broadcasters” combined was 60% foreign to 40% Cancon (English-language) and 13% foreign to 87% Cancon
(French-language).325

CANCON PROGRAMS
CANCON (OVERALL)
180.

The January 2019 CBC BTLR submission asserts the Corporation “spends significantly more than all private
broadcasters combined on Canadian programming”326, citing to a June 2014 Deloitte report327. Regarding
original and independent Cancon, the CBC Application states:
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“CBC/Radio-Canada commissions a large portion of its broadcast schedule from Canadian independent
producers. According to statistics published by the Canadian Media Producers Association (CMPA) in Profile
2018, Canadian public broadcasters (principally CBC/Radio-Canada), invested – by way of broadcast licence
fees – an estimated $387 million in the creation of original Canadian television programming in 2017/18.
This was more than the estimated amount ($360 million) invested by all private Canadian broadcasters,
combined.”328
181.

CBC’s Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 provides a table overview of “Canadian content results” (i.e.,
Cancon overall), for the Corporation’s OTA television networks, of broadcasting levels, for the broadcast day
(aka “all-day”) and prime time, spanning most of the last licence term (2013-2014 to 2017-2018).329
Canadian Content Results – September 1 to August 312
2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Yearly
Conditions of
Licence1

Broadcast
day

89%

82%

84%

82%

79%

75%

Prime time

90%

91%

94%

96%

92%

80%

Broadcast
day

94%

92%

84%

81%

82%

75%

Prime time

91%

87%

85%

87%

87%

80%

ICI TÉLÉ

CBC Television

1

As defined in CBC/Radio-Canada’s new licences, effective since September 1, 2013, Canadian content levels are
conditions of licence. In the previous regulatory framework, Canadian content levels were expectations.
2

The broadcast day covers Monday to Sunday, from 6 AM to 12 AM. Prime time covers Monday to Sunday, from 7
PM to 11 PM.

182.

The table shows that from 2013-2018, ICI TÉLÉ and CBC Television have exceeded their Cancon COLs, both
over the whole day and in prime time.330 However, levels have generally decreased over time (exception ICI
TÉLÉ, whose prime time levels increased), in some cases by more than 10% (e.g., -12% for CBC Television allday).

183.

In terms of conventional TV, the CBC spent the following amounts on programming and production from
2013-2018:331

Programming
Expense ($)
and %
variance
from
previous year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

821,553,788

897,932,051
(+9.30)

687,293,380

743,082,250
(+8.12)

604,169,973

675,949,855
(+11.8)

(-23.46)

(-18.69)
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184.

In terms of radio, the CBC spent the following amounts on programming and production from 2013-2018:332

Programming
Expense ($)
and %
variance
from
previous year

185.

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

216,053,738

206,489,628

196,004,158

(-4.43)

(-5.08)

203,579,066
(+3.86)

212,204,743
(+4.24)

223,708,603
(+5.42)

These tables show that For Cancon overall, broadcasting levels have generally decreased over time, on OTA
television. While spending on radio Cancon has risen, spending on OTA TV Cancon peaked in 2014 and then
fluctuated but in 2018 was lower than 2013 levels.

ORIGINAL CANCON (OVERALL)
128.

In its 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 Annual Reports, CBC reported that it aimed to increase spending on the
creation of new Canadian content from $36M in 2016-2017 to $92M in 2017-2018. Over the last licence
term, CBC has “increased levels of repeat programming”333.

INDEPENDENT CANCON (OVERALL)
186.

While there do not appear to be publicly available figures on the number of independently produced
Cancon (externally produced) compared to the number of CBC programs produced in-house (internally
produced), the CBC reported figures on the number of externally vs. internally produced conventional TV
programming overall in its 2017-2018 Annual report. Specifically, externally produced programming
increased from 93,401 in 2017 to 111,962 in 2018. Internally produced programming, on the other hand,
decreased from 4,886 to 3,734 over that same period.334 The CBC’s latest Annual Report (2018-2019) fails to
distinguish between the amount of external vs. internal programming completed during this time period,
citing, instead, an increase in total programs completed from 115,696 in 2018 to 143,227 in 2019.

187.

In its Corporate Plan Summary, CBC notes that “[p]ublic policy and funding mechanisms have evolved and
now mostly provide financing to independent producers for the making of television programs. To reflect
this reality, CBC/Radio-Canada is significantly adapting its internal production, excluding News, Current
Affairs and Radio. By partnering with independent producers, we support a broader range of Canadian
creators and producers and leverage other financial sources such as tax credits and the Canada Media
Fund.”335

DISTINCTIVELY CANADIAN CANCON
188.

No stats are available on distinctively Canadian Cancon.

LOCAL PROGRAMMING (OVERALL)
189.

No stats are available on local programming (overall), because CBC doesn’t track it.

190.

In its Application, CBC responds to CRTC’s request for a report on historical expenditure and exhibition
levels for local programming and local news that “CBC/Radio-Canada has not tracked expenditures and
exhibition levels based on this breakdown and therefore is unable to provide historical data in the manner
the Commission has requested”336, effectively because it has a CBC-specific definition of local programming
and local news (which should not be replaced with the Local TV Policy definitions) and CRTC has long
permitted it to count its regional Cancon towards its local Cancon licence commitments, for example337:


“CBC/Radio-Canada does not have a statutory mandate to provide local programming. The
Broadcasting Act refers solely to regional reflection as part of the Corporation’s mandate.”
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191.

However, “CBC/Radio-Canada has local programming exhibition conditions of licence, as set out in our
2013 licence renewal decision. We continue to meet these conditions of licence. As demonstrated in
the program logs, our local TV programming consists primarily of news programming…Furthermore,
the Commission has long recognized CBC/Radio-Canada’s regional mandate and has permitted us to
count regional content towards meeting our local programming obligations.”
“CBC/Radio-Canada does not believe that the Commission’s concerns which led to the Local
Television Policy are applicable to the Corporation since our local and regional programming already
consists primarily of news and public affairs.”

For stats on local news, see below.

NEWS (OVERALL, INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, REGIONAL, LOCAL)
192.

News (overall). In terms of conventional TV, CBC spent $147M (or 25%) on News, Analysis & Interpretation
programming of the total $580M it spent on Cancon for CBC television stations in 2018.338 In its Application,
CBC reports the following breakdown of its news coverage: local/provincial (33%), national (28%),
international (18%), US (15%), and OLMC (6%).339 This is comparable to CTV’s news coverage:
local/provincial (30%), national (28%), international (21%), US (17%), and OLMC (5%).340 As noted above,
the November 2019 Friends of Canadian Broadcasting Procedural Request for disclosure of “(d)etail on
historical and proposed news expenditures, including total proposed national and local/regional
expenditures on a cross-platform basis”341 was denied.

193.

Local news: Since 2013, CBC “has cut the budget of its local TV news programs in half, and its radio news
budgets have also suffered”342. On local television news, CBC has reduced its expenditures, both in currentand constant-dollar terms, from a high of $145/119.2M (2012) to a low of $79.7M/61.1M (2017)343:

194.

According to Friends of Canadian Broadcasting344:
“(W)hat financial data are available show material reductions in news expenditures on local TV. In
particular, CBC English news expenditures were reduced from $92.6 million in 2015-16 to $52.9 million in
2016-17, bouncing back up a bit to $55.2 million in 2017-18, with projected reductions to $52.5 in 202223.16 Radio-Canada news spending was also reduced, from $80.9 million in 2015-16 to $49.2 million in
2016-17, bouncing back up bit to $65.4 million in 2017-18 and $69.2 million in 2018-19, with projected
reductions to $67 million in 2022-23.17 And just recently, the Corporation announced layoffs at the Toronto
CBC newsroom ‘to manage a decrease to the CBC News operating budget’.”
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PROGRAMMING OF NATIONAL INTEREST (“PNI”)
195.

CBC is required to report, for each broadcasting year, the hours of PNI broadcast in prime time. During the
latest broadcasting year (2018-2019), the Corporation aired a total of 559.83 hours of English-language PNI,
of which 539.3 hours were independently-produced. This is an increase from the start of its licence term in
2013-2014 (total of 477.06 PNI hours, of which 417.56 hours were independently-produced) but a decrease
from 2016-17 (total of 608.52 PNI hours, of which 577.02 hours were independently-produced) (see table
below). In its Application, the Corporation submits that it spent over $96M on PNI on “original first-run”
programming in 2017-2018.345
Table: Total number of hours of English-language PNI, including independently-produced, aired during
prime time for broadcast years 2013-2014 to 2018-2019.
20132014346

20142015347

20152016348

20162017349

20172018350

20182019351

PNI total (hrs)

477.06

587.46

532.00

608.52

539.9

559.83

PNI produced
by
independent
producers
(hrs)

417.56

537.60

508.00

577.02

502.9

539.3

KIDS’ (CHILDREN’S + YOUTH)
196.

CBC does not appear to have any publicly available numbers on its broadcasting of kids’ content. In its
Corporate Plan Summary, CBC states that pursuant to Strategy 2022 it plans to introduce a new framework
to start measuring its programming, which includes monthly digital visits for kids’ content.352 However, CBC
does provide numbers on its kids’ programming expenditures. The Corporation’s spending on this
programming decreased significantly from 2015-2016 to 2017-2018 (see table below).
Table: CBC expenditure on children’s and youth TV programming from 2015-2016 to 2017-2018353

Expenditures ($)

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

9,439,450

8,408,642

6,477,204

CANADIAN DIVERSITY (REFLECTS/SERVES “DIVERSITY GROUPS”)
197.

“Diversity groups” is a new term deployed by CRTC in BNC 2019-379. For this reason, Canadian diversity
Cancon per se has not previously been measured. However, we were not able to find statistics on a
comparable genre basis.

IMPACT (REACH AND CONSUMPTION OF CBC SERVICES AND PROGRAMS)
198.

Overall (radio, television, and DMB services). 84% of Canadians use at least one CBC service in a typical
month.354

199.

Television services. According to CBC Annual Report 2018-19, for television services: CBC’s prime-time
audience share in television was 5% in 2018-19, down from 7.6% in 2017-18355; and CBC News Network’s
total audience share is 1.4% of all TV viewers356. For OTA, the average audience for CBC’s supper hour
newscast was 329,000 across Canada, compared to just one of CTV’s local supper hour newscasts (CFTO in
Toronto), which averaged 1.4 million viewers per night in the first week of 2020.357 The CMR 2019 reports
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that tuning shares for CBC’s French- and English-language television services were 19.3% and 8.0%,
respectively, in 2018.358
200.

Radio services. According to CBC Annual Report 2018-19, for radio services: In 2018-2019, the all-day
audience share for CBC Radio One and CBC Music (English-language programs) combined was 13.5%, up
from 12.8% in 2017-2018.359 The 2018-2019 all-day audience share for ICI Premiere and ICI Musique
(French-language programs) combined was 26.5%, up from 24.4 % in 2017-2018.360 The CMR 2019 also
notes that:
“ICI Radio-Canada Première and its English counterpart, CBC Radio One, are popular talk radio services. ICI
Radio-Canada Première, is the second most popular radio format, with 19% of French-language tuning
share, while CBC Radio One is the most popular English-language radio format with 15% of English-language
tuning share. Within the context of the total radio market, CBC/SRC’s combined talk and music radio
programming (in both languages) garnered 18% of the total tuning shares in 2018 (4.9% for Frenchlanguage stations and 13.1% for the English-language stations).
CBC/SRC French- and English-language radio services are available, over the air, in every province in both
official languages. In many places they are the most important source of over-the-air radio services for
Canadians in official language minority. Without CBC/SRC stations and rebroadcasters, population in official
language minority in Canada would lose 68% of radio services in their first official language spoken.”361

201.

DMB services. CBC says“(a)cross the country we are engaging with people all day long on digital and
mobile”362. In 2018-19, there were 163.1M monthly digital interactions with CBC.363 CBC’s DMB services are
used by more than 20M Canadians per month364 and consistently rank in the top 10 “online/digital
properties” used by Canadians (e.g., for Anglophones and Francophones respectively, CBC ranks #6 and
#5).365 CBC Gem reaches 1.2M Canadians/month366 and Ici Tou.TV (FR) reaches average 530,000
Francophones/week and gets 7 million average monthly views.367 For comparison purposes, according to
the BBC Annual Report 2018-19, 91% of UK adults use at least one BBC service each week each and total
time spent with BBC each week on average is 18 hours.368

VALUE (PERCEPTION OF HOW CBC IS DELIVERING ON ITS STATUTORY MANDATE)
QUANTITATIVE (SURVEYS)
202.

According to recent third-party surveys, 80% of Canadians believe CBC plays an important role in
strengthening Canadian culture and identity369 and CBC is most trusted by Canadians to protect Canadian
culture and identity on television, while Netflix and other “(I)nternet broadcasters” get the lowest trust
rating370.

203.

CBC conducts an annual survey of Canadians, the “Mandate and Vision perception survey”, and reports
results in its Annual Reports. According to Annual Report 2018-19:





204.

CBC (overall). 70% of Canadians strongly agree CBC is of high quality.371
Original Cancon. 65% of Canadians strongly agree CBC supports creation of original Cancon.372
News and information. In 2019, CBC was recognized in the Gustavson brand index as the most trusted
Media and Entertainment Brand (no other Canadian media brand was in the top 50).373 66% of
Canadians strongly agree CBC is informative374, 67% that it provides information they trust375, 66% that
it provides in-depth news coverage that fosters a better understanding of the issue376; 68% that it
provides international news from a Canadian perspective377, 56% that it covers major issues in a fair
and balanced way378, and 50% that it reflect a diversity of opinion379.
Regional and local programming, including local news. 68% of Canadians strongly agree CBC reflects
Canada’s regions.380

Global comparison. The Canadian audience ratings of CBC’s delivery of its statutory mandate are lower than
equivalent ratings by UK audiences of the BBC. For example, according to the 2018-19 BBC Annual
Report381, 74% of UK adults say BBC is effective at informing, educating, and entertaining (overall) (down
from 75% in 2017-18), 74% say it is effective at informing (down from 75%), 71% say it is effective at
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educating (down from 72%) and 76% say it is effective at entertaining (down from 77%).382 Audiences’
general impression of BBC is 7/10.383 Also worth noting is that according to a November 2019 UK House of
Lords report, Ofcom found that news was the aspect of PSBs that audiences valued most highly.384
CONCLUSION: YOU NEED TO, AND CAN, DO BETTER FOR CANADIANS
205.

In conclusion, PIAC/NPF’s retrospective assessment of CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate found
that, in terms of output/programming, CBC needs to do better – in terms of broadcasting and spending –
with respect to Cancon in categories that matter most to Canadians, for which (despite the paucity of
statistics), the following concerning observations can be made:








Cancon (overall). Broadcasting levels on OTA television have generally decreased over time, and
spending on Cancon on OTA television peaked in 2014 and then fluctuated but in 2018 was lower than
2013 levels.
News (overall). Spending comprised 25% of CBC’s total Cancon budget on OTA television, however
there is no detail on historical and proposed news expenditures (including total proposed national and
local/regional expenditures on a cross-platform basis).
Local news. Decreased spending on both television (down approximately 50%) and radio, coupled with
layoffs in newsrooms.
PNI. Broadcast levels peaked in 2016-2017, dropped in 2017-2018, and rose slightly in 2018-2019, but
are still below 2014-15 levels.
Kids’. Spending decreased significantly from 2015-2016 to 2017-2018.
Original. Levels of repeat Cancon have increased.
Distinctively Canadian, Canadian diversity, and local programming (overall). No statistics available.

PROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF CBC’S PERFORMANCE REVEALS POWERFUL CHALLENGES AND
LAUDABLE BUT DEFICIENT STRATEGY 2022 PLANS TO ADDRESS THESE AND THE CORPORATION’S
SHORTCOMINGS
206.

PIAC/NPF’s preliminary prospective assessment of CBC’s performance reveals powerful challenges and
deficient Strategy 2022 plans to address both the challenges and Corporation shortcomings identified
above.

CBC FACES POWERFUL CHALLENGES
207.

As noted above, global PSBs face powerful challenges, posed by global political, economic385, business386
(i.e., market) and technological forces (e.g., broadband Internet penetration), in meeting their legislated
mandates.

208.

For CBC, the primary challenges are posed by financial pressures and changing market conditions “as the
media industry undergoes a digital transformation”387. An overview of these challenges, which is not
intended to be exhaustive, is provided next. PIAC/NPF has made best efforts to describe the challenges in
CBC’s own words and to clarify, elaborate, and identify points of disagreement where these are warranted.

FINANCIAL CHALLENGES
209.

Government funding. Since the last licence renewal, there have been improvements in government funding
pressures faced by CBC in meeting its legislated mandate, including reinvestments starting in Federal
Budget 2016388 to remedy the $115M Federal Budget 2012 cut to the Corporation’s annual parliamentary
appropriation389.

210.

Revenues from commercial activities – overall. CBC is mandated to have a dual financing model
(government/commercial), thus it must engage in commercial activities (e.g., ad and program sales) in order
to supplement or replace government funding. This “necessarily forces the CBC to focus on commercially
popular (aka “profit maximizing”) programming (foreign and Cancon) while reducing expenditures
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elsewhere (such as local news) – thereby raising concerns that the CBC is neglecting other important
aspects of its mandate”.390 Unless/until CBC’s statutory mandate is changed, this is status quo.
211.

Advertising revenues. “(R)equiring the CBC to focus on advertising revenues necessarily forces the CBC to
compete with private broadcasters – thereby raising concerns that this competition is unfair as two thirds of
the CBC’s budget were provided by Parliament.”391 Unless/until CBC’s statutory mandate is changed, this
too is status quo. Aligned with broader broadcasting industry developments, CBC faces declining advertising
revenues, especially from its legacy services (see details below).

212.

PIAC/NPF notes the BTLR Final Report includes a recommendation for CBC to “gradually eliminate
advertising on all platforms over the next five years, starting with news content”392 (see details in Appendix
A). According to the report, eliminating advertising is essential because it “necessarily introduces a
commercial imperative into its decision-making” and “puts it directly on a collision course with private
broadcasters and even print media, as all pursue a dwindling pot of traditional advertising revenues and
compete with giant foreign operators for the online business”.393 However, eliminating advertising “will
have clear financial consequences” and “raises the issue of providing an offsetting increase in the
parliamentary appropriation”.394

CHALLENGES POSED BY CHANGING MEDIA MARKET CONDITIONS
213.

CBC faces challenges posed by changing market conditions, which are prompted by technological
disruption, specifically “rapid technological evolution (that) impacts every aspect of the value chain from
production to distribution to consumption”395. According to CBC, key challenges facing it include:




intense pressure on CBC’s business model;
media concentration, its impacts on “editorial programming” diversity, and crisis of trust; and
managing the pace of change with available resources.

INTENSE PRESSURE ON CBC’S BUSINESS MODEL
214.

According to CBC, there is “intense pressure” on its business model396 from:




changing audience demographics and the digital divide;
unparalleled media competition; and
Cancon economics.

CHANGING AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS AND DIGITAL DIVIDE
215.

Population. CBC says that “Canada’s population continues to grow across the country”.397 As of April 1,
2019, Canada’s population was 37.4 million398.

216.

Changing demographics. CBC says that it faces “(a) rapidly changing population that is more digitally savvy
than ever before.”399 For the first time, seniors (over 65) outnumber children (15 and under), representing
16.9% of Canada’s total population.400

217.

Linguistic diversity. CBC says that “linguistic diversity is increasing – Canadians speak many languages”.401
“Foreign-born” people represent a growing portion of the population, with more than 1 in 5 people born
outside Canada, in more than 200 places.402 19.4% of Canadians speak more than one language at home.403
The top 5 foreign languages spoken at home in Canada’s largest cities (Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal)
include Arabic, Cantonese, Creole, Italian, Korean, Mandarin, Punjabi, Spanish, Tagalog, and Urdu.404 The
English-French bilingualism rate is 17.9%, the highest proportion ever, and it is growing in most provinces
and territories, especially in Quebec.405 More than 70 Indigenous languages are spoken406 by approximately
260,550 Indigenous people407 and the overall number of Indigenous language speakers has grown by 3.1%
in the last 10 years408.

218.

Changing consumption (“media appetites”). CBC says that Canadians “have a wealth of ways in which to
access content” (audio and video, foreign and Cancon), in terms of platforms, services, and devices, and
reaching Canadians through all of these is essential for media companies to engage audiences.409 84% of
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Canadians own a smartphone, 57% own a tablet, 87% watch video online, 72% stream audio online, 76%
have a “paid TV” (i.e., TV BDU) subscription, 65% have an OTT (domestic/foreign) subscription and 73%
access social media sites.410 The BTLR Final Report emphasizes that some Canadians continue to rely on
free-to-air OTA services (e.g., “over-the-air television—historically a free and widely available alternative to
cable, satellite, and Internet Protocol television subscriptions—has declined to approximately 7 per cent of
viewership”411).
219.

Further, CBC says that Canadians continue to spend more time consuming video and audio, but usage is
now split across multiple platforms, and there is a shift from legacy to digital media platforms, which is
especially pronounced for millennials.412 However, CBC stresses that today “platforms co-exist” for video
and audio services413 (e.g., most video OTT/SVOD subscribers are also TV BDU subscribers414) and Canadian
“(a)udiences are not ‘one size fits all’ when it comes to consumption habits”415 (e.g., there are differences
among demographic groups such as Anglophones, Francophones, Foreign Born, and Indigenous416 and
between age groups417). For example, 45% of Canadians watch a combination of legacy and DMB video
programming, but this differs by age418 (see table below). Younger Canadians “pose a particular challenge”
because to satisfy them, CBC “must continually innovate: that means creating video…content targeted to
them; developing new content formats on new platforms; developing and producing compelling audio
content for podcasts and streaming audio; and engaging with them in as many ways as possible”.419 For
these reasons, CBC says “the ability to serve audiences on the platforms or through the distributions
channels they want will impact the overall consumption of our content and influence the public value of our
services, our advertising and subscription revenue, and our relevance”420.
Traditionals

Testers

Hybrids

Have It Alls

Online First

(28%)

(18%)*

(11%)

(16%)

(24%)

Mainly television
services, through TV
BDU, on TV sets

Starting to use DMB
services

Choose legacy or
DMB services to
best suit their needs
at the time

Subscribe to TV BDU
and OTT services
(defined as
OTT/SVOD)

Nearly doubled
since 2011

Tripled since 2011

Down from 59% in
2011 (53% decrease)

220.

Relatively stable
over time

Primarily DMB
services
Quadrupled since
2011

More likely to be:

More likely to be:

More likely to be:

More likely to be:

More likely to be:

Older – average age
61

Middle aged –
average age 50

Middle aged –
average age 47

Younger – average
age 39

Youngest – average
age 37

Digital divide. CBC says that its ability to engage Canadians with programming delivered by its DMB services
is impaired by the digital divide:
“(a) fundamental challenge to the digital environment is ensuring equality of access for all Canadians to the
Internet. The geographical realities of Canada have always posed challenges to public policy. Today, a
growing population centred in cities, and smaller Canadian communities spread across the country, are
facing what is becoming a digital divide. Some Canadians enjoy full access to reliable, affordable, highspeed, broadband Internet. Many do not. That divide, particularly in rural and remote areas and some
Indigenous communities, means some Canadians do not benefit from easy access to services and cannot
easily participate in the cultural life of Canada. It also impairs the ability of content providers like CBC/RadioCanada to engage all Canadians with news and information through our digital platforms.”421
This CBC view is supported by the BTLR Final Report findings on the Canadian digital divide:
“Despite rapid growth in the availability of broadband, Canadians still experience a digital divide. There
remains a considerable gap between those who have access to broadband Internet and can fully participate
in society, and those from diverse social locations who have no or inadequate access and, as a result, find
themselves excluded and further marginalized from full participation in society. The divide is particularly
pronounced between urban and rural or remote residents, and between low- and high-income households.
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Low-income and marginalized people disproportionally cannot afford Internet access. These people are
deprived of access to services that have become essential for daily lives and for social and economic
participation.
The digital divide particularly impacts Indigenous Peoples and communities. Affordability and access of
telecommunications for Indigenous Peoples and communities require particular consideration, taking into
account circumstances experienced by Indigenous Peoples that can be attributed to historic colonialism and
gaps between Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities today.
The opportunity costs of going without essential communications services are very high, at both an
individual and societal level. To achieve a fully inclusive society, all Canadians, including those marginalized
Canadians from diverse social locations, and Indigenous Peoples, should have connectivity that meets their
needs.”422
UNPARALLELED MEDIA COMPETITION
221.

CBC says it operates in “a period of unparalleled media competition”423 in a “global digital media market”424,
including (see details below):




222.

competition for audiences;
competition for programming; and
competition for revenues.

This unparalleled media competition comes from Canadian and foreign legacy broadcasting undertakings
and digital broadcasting and non-broadcasting undertakings. According to the BTLR Final Report425:
“The Broadcasting Act now refers to a broadcasting system. This system has traditionally consisted of
private actors, public institutions, including provincial educational broadcasters, and the local and
community sector. In 2018, according to the CRTC, there were over 900 private commercial and noncommercial radio stations (including campus, community, and Indigenous radio stations); over 90 private
conventional television stations; and over 20 educational and community services. There were also almost
300 Canadian discretionary services as well as over 300 non-Canadian services authorized to be distributed
in Canada. This is complemented by the numerous television and radio stations offered by the national
public broadcaster CBC/Radio-Canada. Together, traditional broadcasting services generated $17.1 billion in
revenues in 2018.
This system has been impacted by the large foreign companies such as Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix,
and Google that have generated over $700 billion in global revenues. While many of these companies offer a
number of different services, they have become important intermediaries for the distribution of media
content in Canada and are increasing their market share.
These companies derive significant revenues from the Canadian market through subscriptions, sales/rental,
and advertising. Netflix has the highest-grossing subscription video on demand (SVOD) service in Canada
with estimated revenues of $1.6 billion, representing 65 per cent of SVOD revenues in 2018. Apple’s iTunes
was by far the highest-grossing transactional video on demand (TVOD) service in Canada, with estimated
revenues of $330 million for audiovisual content, representing 67 per cent of TVOD revenues in 2018. Apple
has also launched a video streaming platform in Canada. Google Play is estimated to have garnered $32
million in sales of audiovisual content in 2018. Amazon, the world’s largest retailer selling everything from
food to electronics to fashion and beauty products, has a stake in audiovisual content with Amazon Prime
and newly released StackTV, a virtual BDU. It also sells music, TV series, and movies on its online store.
Amazon Prime’s subscriber revenues were estimated at $214 million, making it the second-biggest SVOD
service behind Netflix in 2018.
On the advertising side, Facebook’s estimated advertising revenues in Canada reached $1.6 billion in 2017,
24 per cent of all online advertising revenues. Facebook, through which news and other media content is
shared, is used by 84 per cent of Canadians, making it the most-used social media platform in Canada. It is
estimated that Google — which owns several platforms on which users can consume media content such as
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YouTube (the second most popular social media website in Canada), Google Play Store, Google Play Music,
and Google News — garnered $3.4 billion from the Canadian market, representing 50 per cent of all online
advertising revenues in 2017.
This larger, more complex, and dynamic environment has taken the place of the traditional broadcasting
system. It now constitutes a broader media communications sector, which represents billions of dollars for
the Canadian economy, generates over 100,000 jobs…”
Competition for Audiences
223.

Battle for audiences. CBC says there is “intense pressure” on its business model due to increased
competition for Canadian audiences426. Canadians are frequent users of “foreign digital services”, with few
Canadian “digital properties” ranking among the top most-visited in Canada (for Anglophones and
Francophones respectively, 22 and 36 of the top 100 properties visited are Canadian, and 6 and 9 of the top
20 properties visited, are Canadian).427 Competition for audiences comes especially from “OTT/SVOD”
services (domestic and foreign)428, and particularly from “massive, foreign” ones429. Netflix, with about 6.5
million Canadian subscribers in 2019430, is the dominant player, with a market share amongst Anglophones
of 60% (78% for 18-34 year olds) and Francophones of 33% (61% for those 18-34431). However, more than
1/3 of Canadians subscribe to at least one competing OTT/SVOD432, and the vast majority “stack” it on top
of a Netflix subscription433. “Bell Media’s Crave and Amazon Prime Video are performing well” and “(t)he
arrival of Disney+ and Apple TV+ will add additional pressure”.434 This competition for audiences drives
competition for programming to “entice” them435 (see details below).

224.

Fragmented audiences. CBC says “video and audio streaming services are fragmenting audiences”436.

225.

Race for data on audiences. CBC emphasizes “(t)he importance of data in the fight for the attention of
audiences”437, to develop “customized content”438 (defined as “content that matches their preferences”439),
which requires developing and implementing data management tools and strategies440. CBC “must use a
variety of digital platforms, such as Facebook, YouTube, Google and Netflix to distribute their content and
reach” Canadians but these “result in the loss of access to information about how that content is used”.441

226.

Personalization (“customization”) of programming for audiences. CBC says personalization of
programming is also important in the fight for the attention of audiences (because “the better we know
Canadians and their interests, the better we can engage with them”442), however it “complicates the job of
a public broadcaster with a mandate to serve all Canadians”443 due to the number of “different user
profiles”444. Today personalization is “through conversational interfaces like Google Assistant and Amazon
Alexa. Soon incredible advances in AI could transform the environment again”.445 Regarding user profiles, a
particular challenge is posed by “younger Canadians (ages 18-34)”446 (i.e., “millennials”447) who are “more
connected, more mobile, and more likely to consume content from around the world”448 and “consuming
much less linear TV and radio, however… depend more and more on digital news and mobile services”449.
Personalization can result in filter bubbles and echo chambers. “Digital algorithms enable personalization
but can filter out information people already don’t like or believe. It builds global tribes of the like-minded,
who might feel less in common with the people who live right next door to them.”450

Competition for Programming
227.

Globalization of programming (and other content). CBC says "(w)e are facing the globalization of
information and entertainment - a true global village increasingly dominated by a handful of US-owned
digital companies. These tech giants have deep pockets and monetize their business over vast international
audiences."451 CBC maintains that "(o)ur competition is not Canadian companies, but the global digital
giants flooding Canada with foreign content".452 However, the BTLR Final Report emphasizes the arrival in
Canada of content from all over the world also opens up new opportunities for Cancon to be shared with an
international audience.453

228.

Importance of older (“long tail”) programs, especially video entertainment. CBC says that the “long tail
benefit of programming will increase OTT services value overall“ and “(t)he programming required to feed
the demand will impact traditional broadcasters that have relied on licensing content for exhibition in their
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broadcast schedules”, which is “certainly going to impact programming strategies”.454 “(G)reat content is
timeless” and “older content is new to someone”.455 “(T)here is fierce competition for streaming rights” to
“older programs” that have “struck a chord with audiences” (e.g., Friends, The Office, Seinfeld, Murdoch
Mysteries, Les Bougon, La petite vie), “significant sums are being paid to acquire these rights”, and “(t)hose
with the ability to retain rights to older content and amass substantial content libraries are able to hook
audiences with past seasons making them more likely to retain subscribers to their OTT services”.456
229.

Importance of “original” (new) programs, especially video entertainment. CBC says that “investing in the
creation of quality programming can impact audiences’ behaviours”457, therefore “creating new quality
content adds value to services offered”458, therefore “those who can afford to create programming can
leverage it to draw interest to their services”459.

230.

Exploding programming budgets460 and volume (overall), especially for video entertainment. CBC says
that US-based foreign OTT/SVODs, such as Facebook, Amazon (Amazon Prime), Apple (Apple TV+), Netflix,
Google (YouTube Premium) (collectively, “FAANGs”), Disney+, and CBS All Access are “cultural juggernauts,
investing billions of dollars in content”461 overall and the resulting “sheer volume of content” means they
have “plenty of programming content to entice Canadian audiences”.462 Projected content investment for
2019 included: Netflix $15B; CBS All Access $13B; Amazon Prime $7B; Apple $6B; Disney+ $2.5B; and
Facebook $2B.463 In 2020, expected spending on content includes: Netflix $17B; Disney+ $1B; HBO Max and
NBCU’s Peacock, both launching in the spring, each $2B.464 BMO Capital project that by 2028, the Netflix
content budget will be $26B. CBC also says that “domestic” private media groups “have significant financial
strength and are investing heavily” in quality content on various platforms.465

231.

Exploding demand and budgets for original video entertainment programs (individual), especially socalled “premium drama” (labelled by some industry players as “the single most heinous impact of
Netflix”466). CBC says “foreign players are investing heavily in original content”467. It is generally agreed that
this has led to a massive number of video entertainment programs, often called “Peak TV” (wherein “TV” is
a misnomer, since the trend pertains to programs that are television-first and digital-first):
“FX CEO John Landgraf famously coined the term ‘Peak TV’ half a decade ago to describe the sheer number
of television shows available to viewers. He later went on to admit the golden age he was describing was
perhaps a "gilded age" instead, and that was two years ago when the total number of scripted series that
aired hadn't even cracked 500. At Landgraf's 2020 executive session, he and his team had counted 532
drama and comedy series that aired in 2019.”468
This begs important questions (such as: "We're making so many shows and we're making such great TV, but
what is the fraction of great TV that we're watching versus shows that are being made?”) and also means
“it’s harder to send out a singular message and it’s harder to make a dent in the din of noise and even all
the quality shows, particularly”.469

232.

Expanding audio programming. CBC says that radio “has long been a popular source for music, local and
global news and information content” and “streaming services offer curation of personalized music
selections and new content of interest to mainstream and niche audiences” (e.g., podcasts).470

Competition for Revenues
233.

Disrupted legacy broadcaster business model. CBC says DMB services are disrupting the business model for
all legacy Canadian broadcasters. For the Corporation, legacy service advertising revenues (especially OTA
television) and subscription revenues (for discretionary television) are declining471 as the “shift to digital
business models continues, but not at the same financial pace”472 (i.e., “digital revenues, though increasing,
are not compensating for these declines”473) and “financial performance of the various Canadian media
groups is putting downward pressure on prices and leading to a more aggressive approach to advertising
volumes”474.

234.

“Digital business models”475, especially Internet advertising revenues. CBC says Internet advertising
revenues in Canada continue to grow, now exceeding the combined reported ad revenues for print, radio,
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and television (of which more than half are from mobile), and video is the main driver.476 “Digital giants”
Facebook and Google have about 70% of total Internet ad revenues.477
235.

Business model for news Cancon. CBC says in the historical business model for news, “advertising and
subscriptions underwrote the full cost of quality journalism and kept the price of newspapers low, and
television news free” 478, however DMB services have killed that model, meaning that globally, “(n)ews and
information risks becoming a commodity available only to those who can pay”479.
“Classified advertising, the lifeblood of newspapers, disappeared to the Internet decades ago. Flyers, ads
and commercials are following. Today, two global companies, Google and Facebook, alone take 75% of all
Internet advertising revenue in Canada. Canadian newspapers have consolidated, closed or cut to pay debt
from acquisitions. [new para] The Local News Project has been tracking the effect of digital on community
news. Two hundred and sixty local news outlets have closed since 2008. Only 93 new outlets have launched.
Newspapers continue to merge ownership and content, leaving fewer resources to cover issues unique to
communities. It risks creating pockets of what Ryerson professor April Lindgren calls “local news poverty”,
situations where the critical information needs of communities are not being addressed by local media.”480

CANCON ECONOMICS
236.

The PSB Best Practices Sourcebook481 explains that historically, "the prime market influence was United
States programming, which, practically speaking [sic] is internal to the Canadian market” (due to 90% of
Canadian TV homes being less than 50 miles from the US border) and “a flood of US content threatened to
overwhelm” Canada. Canada’s response was “twofold". The first response was CBC's statutory mandate to
produce and deliver Cancon. The second response was CBC strategies that saw it partner with private
broadcasters to produce Cancon, scoring domestic and global successes (e.g., CBC sold "Love and Hate" to
NBC and "Due South" to CBS)482 and "seiz(ing) worldwide export opportunities, capitalizing on the huge
English market by programme partnerships with the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Israel, and China's huge
English language learning community" and "francophone partnerships between Quebec and metropolitan
France".

237.

Today, CBC says there is “intense pressure” on its business model due to “the economics of Canadian
programming”483, specifically the following.

Cancon Drowned Out by Foreign Programming (Availability and Discoverability)
238.

CBC says “(t)he dominance of global entertainment threatens to drown out”484 Cancon, resulting in “a world
where there is more content from everywhere except the place you call home”485. Put differently, “foreign
digital giants” are “able to leverage the strength of a massive global base to flood domestic markets,
including Canada, with appealing foreign content” and “the challenge is to ensure that” Cancon, especially
“Canadian stories and Canadian shared experiences are made available and are discoverable in a sea of
foreign content choice”.486 The BTLR Final Report agrees with this assessment, contending there is a
“discoverability” problem for audio and audiovisual Cancon as well as alphanumeric news Cancon. The
report recommends various solutions, including new CRTC-mandated Cancon discoverability requirements
(see details in Appendix A). Ofcom goes a step further, recognizing that discoverability is even more of a
challenge for PSBs: “fragmentation of viewing across different platforms creates disintermediation and
raises the question of the availability of PSB content and whether it can be easily found“487.

Rising Cost of Cancon Production (especially Video Entertainment, particularly Drama)
239.

Cancon (especially video entertainment and particularly “premium drama”) is increasingly expensive to
produce and, hence, harder to finance. CBC says the cost of Cancon production continues to increase due to
global competition from OTT/SVODs (i.e., they “are investing heavily in original content and driving up the
cost to produce quality Canadian content”488), which makes Cancon more difficult to finance and sustain489.
The same holds true for other countries’ content of national origin:
“Producing a high-end drama in the U.K. typically costs around £2 million ($2.65 million) an hour, said
Richard Broughton, research director at Ampere Analysis. For a commercial broadcaster, “the ad revenue
would barely cover that.”490
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BBC projects a € 500M shortfall in financing for UK content over the next decade due to the inflationary
impact of global OTT services.491 According to Ofcom, this challenge is exacerbated by the “wave of
consolidation” that was “kick-started” by foreign OTT/SVODs “as commissioners of original content”492:
“We have seen this in Disney’s bid for Fox, and Comcast’s bid for Sky. The question is how to compete
financially when Netflix for example spent more than £6bn on content last year, more than twice the PSBs
combined budget for UK programmes.”
Foreign OTT Support for Cancon (especially Video Entertainment, particularly Drama)
240.

Foreign OTT providers that service Canadians profit from Canadians’ consumption of content (foreign and
Cancon) but are not mandated to support Cancon, which begs the question of whether and to what degree
they voluntarily support it. PIAC/NPF notes that while the ongoing national policy debate over whether
foreign OTTs should be mandated to support Cancon is squarely within the scope of the BTLR, its outcomes
– particularly whether and to what degree GoC decides to implement the BTLR Final Report
recommendation to mandate foreign OTTs to contribute to Cancon – could have significant outcomes on
this CBC licence renewal proceeding (see details above and below).

Faltering Cancon Policy Supports (especially Financial [Regulatory, Subsidies, and Incentives])
241.

Financing pressures for original Cancon increase demand for Cancon funding. CBC says that financing
pressures for original Cancon “have created an urgent need to find new ways to fund” it.493

242.

Cancon policy supports, especially financial (regulatory, subsidies, and incentives) are faltering. The BTLR
Final Report explains that the “current model for supporting Cancon”494, which combines “private and
public contributions”, “regulations and subsidies”, and a “panoply of CRTC and government policies” –
specifically CRTC-mandated Cancon contributions (financial and non-financial), government funding, and tax
credits for video productions495 (collectively, “Cancon policy supports”), “proved effective in funding and
promoting Canadian content in an era during which the Canadian broadcasting system operated in a closed
fashion”496. These policy supports have been especially important to support the financing/production of
Cancon drama (historically television-first), “which has never made sense from an economic standpoint”497:
“Drama (including scripted comedy) is the most popular genre on television, but it is also the most expensive
genre to make. [new para] The Canadian broadcast rights to a US television drama — which may cost $3-4
million an hour to make and is largely paid for by the US networks — can be purchased for a few hundred
thousand dollars. By contrast, a Canadian TV drama in English may cost $1-3 million an hour to make. But to
finance this, the Canadian broadcast network would have to provide a much higher licence fee
commitment—one that would exceed any expected ad revenue. The result is that Canadian drama will not
be produced by the market unless it is supported by a toolkit of government cultural policy measures.”498
“In the world of TV and movies, no one can predict success. In the fall of 2018, the four US TV networks —
ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX — introduced 55 new TV series. But 22 of them — 40 per cent — were not renewed
for a second season because of insufficient viewership. In this kind of risky environment, the only answer is
to commission a number of different TV series, with the expectation that at least some will succeed.”499
“Over the years, Canadian viewers have enjoyed a wide range of such programs. In the English-language
market, these programs include Degrassi: The Next Generation, Corner Gas, The Rick Mercer Report, Little
Mosque on the Prairie, The Republic of Doyle, Murdoch Mysteries, and Kim’s Convenience. In the Frenchlanguage market, these programs include Unité 9, La Petite Vie, Fugueuse, 19-2, Lâcher prise, Les beaux
malaises, Les Invincibles, and Au secours de Béatrice.”500

243.

According to the BTLR Final Report, the current model for supporting Cancon is at risk, “(n)ow that the
market is global — with more online foreign companies operating in Canada, revenues of traditional
broadcasters in decline, and forms of content converging —"501, and this is especially true for the current
financial support model502 (aka “funding regime”503). A key reason is that revenues of Canadian legacy
broadcasting undertakings are declining and the revenue share of “online actors” (Canadian and foreign)
“can be expected to continue to grow, to the detriment of traditional media” (albeit the French-language
market is “faring better against online competition than its English-language counterpart”)504 and “(o)ne of
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the most significant impacts of the decline in revenues is the loss of regulatory contributions in support of
Canadian content”, which “put(s) at risk the sustainability of the current funding regime”505:
“Currently, up to 55 per cent of the annual revenues of private television broadcasters must be spent on the
acquisition of or investment in Canadian programs, referred to as Canadian Programming Expenditures
(CPEs). A 30 per cent rate is imposed on major English-language ownership groups, such as Bell Media. CPEs
have remained fairly stable since 2016 and totalled approximately $2.369 million in 2018. The revenues of
traditional private broadcasters and discretionary services, however, have decreased by 5 per cent since
reaching their peak in 2016. If revenues continue to decline, CPEs will also decrease, since they are based on
the broadcasters’ previous year’s revenues. The contributions of BDUs are also in decline. BDUs are currently
required to pay out a 5 per cent levy based on their annual revenues in contributions to various initiatives to
support Canadian content. Approximately half the contributions support the CMF, with the remaining funds
going to local expression and Certified Independent Productions Funds (CIPFs). In 2017–2018, these
contributions reached $422 million, a decrease of approximately 15 per cent compared to 2013–2014, of
which $193 million went to the CMF.
In the audio sector, commercial, ethnic, traditional, and satellite broadcasters pay contributions for
Canadian content development (CCD) to the Community Radio Fund of Canada, FACTOR, or Musicaction,
and other eligible initiatives. Much like the audiovisual industry, audio revenues have been steadily
decreasing since 2013... In 2017–2018, basic and discretionary contributions to CCD reached $21.4 million,
down 32 per cent between 2013-2014 and 2017-2018.” 506
“As noted, the capacity of the traditional broadcasting sector to contribute to the production of Canadian
content is declining. As more and more advertising dollars move to the Internet and BDU subscription
revenues continue to decline, the support for high-quality Canadian production will be in peril. This situation
is serious… particularly…regarding Canadian entertainment programming. It is the most expensive form of
Canadian programming and the programming that involves the greatest risk.”507
244.

CBC echoes the BTLR Final Report’s perspective, saying that Cancon policy supports – especially financial
(regulatory, incentives, and subsidies) – are faltering:
“Over the past 50 years, public policy has created a system in which Canada’s culture, creators and cultural
industries, have thrived, benefitting from a mix of regulation, incentives and subsidies. Canada’s public
broadcaster, owned by its citizens and dedicated to serving their interests, has been a critical anchor in
this system. The resulting broadcasting ecosystem has contributed to an enormously successful industry –
generating economic activity and producing a vibrant and diverse array of content. But, as we now can see,
this ecosystem – a delicate balance of public policy objectives to support Canadian stories and commercial
objectives to build a healthy industry – is faltering.”508
The primary reason, as CBC puts it, is “(t)he continuing decline in (mandated) traditional broadcast revenues
that fund Canadian content”509.

245.

The BTLR Final Report emphasizes that CBC benefits significantly from current Cancon policy supports,
especially from the CMF and tax credits. “CBC/Radio-Canada benefits indirectly from the CMF, which
supports broadcasters’ investments in Canadian television programming. In 2017-2018, CBC/RadioCanada’s performance and development envelopes totalled about $86 million”.510 Further, “productions in
which CBC/Radio-Canada invested received $60 million in federal tax credits in 2017-2018”.511

246.

Cancon definition. PIAC/NPF notes that both the BTLR Final Report and CBC are silent on another key
reason the current financial support model for Cancon is “at risk”: the current definition of Cancon. Indeed,
the BTLR Final Report recommendations propose to fix the broken Cancon financial support model, putting
forward “a new equitable model that is intended to stimulate investment in quality Canadian content that is
competitive here and abroad, while ensuring the expression of a diversity of voices”512, without addressing
the definition of Cancon: “it is time to review the model for supporting Canadian content, but not the
definition of Canadian content”513 (see details in Appendix A). No reason for this assertion is provided.
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247.

The current definition of Cancon – effectively Cancon certification criteria – is complex (especially for video
Cancon) because it includes a multiplicity of factors such as ownership, roles filled by Canadians (e.g.,
creators/producers), financing, and variables like coproductions514 (official/treaty and unofficial515).516 As
noted, a production generally must have 6-10 points out of a 10 point scale to be certified as Cancon.
Various Canadian broadcasting industry stakeholders have publicly advocated, before and after release of
the BTLR Final Report, “that the 6 out of 10 system should be replaced with a more flexible and generous
system to keep Canadian content competitive globally”517 (e.g., Corus518, CMF519, Canadian Media Producers
Association [“CMPA”]520). As CMPA emphasized in July 2019, “the question of what constitutes a Canadian
program is a massive policy question with implications for the whole production financing framework, from
tax credits to the Canada Media Fund (CMF)”521.

MEDIA CONCENTRATION, ITS IMPACTS ON “EDITORIAL PROGRAMMING” DIVERSITY, AND CRISIS OF
TRUST
248.

Media concentration is negatively impacting editorial programming diversity. CBC says “(c)oncerns about
media concentration and the need to enhance diversity of editorial content are becoming increasingly
important”.522 In response to the disrupted business model for legacy Canadian broadcasters, private
broadcasters “search for ways to remain profitable”, including consolidating (and cutting services).523

249.

Crisis in legacy news media. According to the BTLR Final Report, there is a “crisis in traditional news media”
in Canada – mirrored around the world – because “traditional sources of news” (e.g., print newspapers and
OTA radio and television stations, especially local and community) are “losing revenues both from
advertising and subscriptions” and this “compromises their capacity to produce quality news” thereby
“threaten(ing) the viability of Canadian news content”524:
“In Canada, 189 community newspapers and 36 daily papers closed between 2008 and 2018, of which 44
disappeared due to mergers. These closures and mergers have affected 178 communities.159 In Quebec, 57
weekly or bi-weekly newspapers shut down between 2011 and 2018. This is in addition to the closures
between 2011 and 2018 of 12 monthly, semi-monthly, or bimonthly newspapers, 6 digital newspapers, and
1 regional daily160. At the time of writing, 6 major Quebec dailies had indicated that they were on the brink
of bankruptcy.
While television undertakings have also experienced decreased revenues, spending on news content has
been somewhat insulated by a series of regulatory measures. These include contributions from BDUs to the
Independent Local News Fund (ILNF), reallocations by vertically integrated companies of some of their BDU
contributions to their conventional stations, as well as exhibition quotas for locally reflective news. In 2018,
contributions from BDUs to news operations totalled $69.4 million.
With the decline in BDU revenues averaging 1.5 per cent per year since 2014, the funding mechanisms
currently in place are likely to be less effective over time. Conventional television stations — typically the
bedrock of audiovisual spending on news and an important source of local news — have not been profitable
since 2012; they have lost over $600 million in revenues between 2013 and 2018. Revenues for radio have
also been declining. However, spending on news on radio has remained relatively stable.
…
There is little doubt that the current (regulatory) model for supporting news is not sustainable.” 525

250.

According to the BTLR Final Report, around the world, the crisis in legacy news media is caused by and
correlated with the “trend in consumption of news content online” (e.g., via social media services), however
legacy media “remain the main source of original news content”, thereby exacerbating concerns over their
threatened status.526 For this reason, the governments of some countries, including Canada, have
introduced policy measures to support the production of news content, directly, by supporting journalism,
and/or by supporting the digital transition of legacy news providers527:
“In 2018, the federal government announced a $595 million package over five years in support of journalism
consisting of:
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a 25 per cent refundable tax credit for qualifying news organizations to apply to labour costs associated
with producing original content;
a temporary, non-refundable tax credit to allow subscribers to claim 15 per cent of the amount paid for
eligible digital news subscriptions; and
a new category of “qualified donee” for non-profit journalism organizations to grant them charitable
status and permit them to issue receipts for donations from individuals and corporations.”528

The BTLR Final Report welcomes these policy measures, as complements to the aforementioned regulatory
measures, but emphasizes that “more must be done” to support news production while ensuring any
measures “preserve journalistic independence”.529 The report makes several recommendations, including
extending the 25% tax credit to audio and audiovisual news organizations and a new CRTC-approved fund
for news production530 (see details in Appendix A).
251.

The capacity of legacy news providers to produce news content is further undermined by their need to
largely absorb the cost of production, resulting from their current economic relationship with social media
services, which “facilitate the sharing of content produced by” legacy news providers “typically without any
form of compensation” to those providers, a problem that is exacerbated by an “imbalance in negotiating
power”.531 For this reason, the BTLR Final Report recommends that CRTC should be empowered to regulate
the economic relationship between producers of news content (audio, audiovisual, and alphanumeric) and
social media services, including terms of trade, to ensure that the former “are treated fairly”532 (see details
in Appendix A). These regulatory measures would be in addition to any future copyright reforms that
address the fair compensation issue.

252.

Crisis of trust caused by easy spread of disinformation. CBC says that “in a world where Canadians
increasingly rely on their social media feeds for (news) updates, it has become more difficult for audiences
to assess the accuracy and validity of information”533 (in other words, to “differentiat(e) between
information and disinformation”534) and this means that “being a recognized and valued contributor to the
media environment is a key imperative for media companies”.535

MANAGING PACE OF MARKET CHANGE WITH AVAILABLE RESOURCES
253.

According to CBC, “(t)he challenge is managing the pace of transformation with the resources available.
Digital does not require fewer resources, it requires more; more content, more innovation.”536 CBC says
that, unlike global OTTs, it operates “two businesses: our legacy linear broadcast services and our digital
services”, which “will continue for some time”, and “puts tremendous pressure on our finances”, at a
time when “(w)ith the limited resources we have we must continue to prepare for the day when we are a
digital-only company”537. It acknowledges “that day has not yet arrived, and it won’t happen at the same
time across the country” (e.g., in Quebec “television viewing remains strong” and “in less-populated areas
of the country, terrestrial radio may remain essential for some time”) and for this reason, it is “crucial to
have the flexibility to adapt our services to fulfill our mandate and meet the needs of Canadians across the
country, on whatever platform they choose”538.

THERE ARE PSB GLOBAL BEST PRACTICES FOR RESPONDING TO CHALLENGES FACED BY CBC
254.

Canada can learn a great deal from existing global PSB responses to market challenges (“PSB global best
practices” or “PSB best practices”), which challenges are generally shared due to the globalized nature of
the media market. From CBC’s perspective, these global best practices are “strategic options” that could be
considered by CBC and adopted in any given Strategic Plan. The proviso is that CBC can only adopt strategic
options that are permitted by its current statutory mandate and, where permitted, “it would be simplistic to
assume that a wholesale replication of those systems and practices in a different environment will produce
the same beneficial results” because “the success or failure of public service broadcasting is dependent on a
number of factors including: local history, geography, culture, political ethos, and social and economic
conditions” and “(a)ny policy that fails to take such factors into account is doomed to failure”.539

255.

Unfortunately, identifying PSB best practices is no easy task. There does not appear to be a current global
sourcebook of PSB best practices - the most recent example is UNESCO’s 2005 “Public service broadcasting:
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a best practices sourcebook”540 (“PSB Best Practices Sourcebook”), which continues to be referenced in
recent academic and NGO studies. The CRTC Jurisdiction Scan541 is limited in scope (nine countries542), highlevel, and focuses on services (not programming), governance, and performance assessment. Following are
key PSB best practices that PIAC/NPF was able to identify.
FOCUS ON CONTENT OF NATIONAL ORIGIN THAT IS ORIGINAL, HIGH-QUALITY, AND “DISTINCTIVE” IN
SENSE OF DISTINCTIVELY NATIONAL AND DISTINCT FROM PRIVATE DOMESTIC BROADCASTERS
256.

There does not appear to be a current or at least readily available source that comprehensively scans PSB
approaches to programming. However, PIAC/NPF believes the UK is the most appropriate jurisdiction. BBC
is “the world’s most prominent PSB” and “has traditionally exerted a strong influence on how other PSB
organizations, notwithstanding the great variety of national conditions and contexts, have articulated their
vision and strategy”.543 The UK broadcasting system shares many features with the Canadian broadcasting
system (including being primarily English-language) and therefore is generally viewed as an appropriate
comparator for policy purposes, and the BTLR Final Report specifically recommends the new and
significantly revised BBC governance framework as the “blueprint” for the new CBC governance framework
(see details in Appendix A).

257.

The BBC, the lead UK PSB, is established under a Royal Charter544 (“BBC Royal Charter”, “BBC Charter”, or
“Charter”) and also has an Agreement with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport that
provides further details on many Charter topics (e.g., BBC’s regulatory duties and funding)545 (“BBC
Agreement”). The current Charter and Agreement are effective 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2027546
(“2017-2027 Charter” and “2017-2027 Agreement”).

258.

The 2017-2027 Charter547 states that BBC’s object is “the fulfilment of its Mission and the promotion of its
Public Purposes”. Its mission is "to act in the public interest, serving all audiences through the provision of
impartial, high-quality and distinctive output and services which inform, educate and entertain"548 (with
“output” meaning programming). The Charter also sets out five “public purposes”, the third of which is “(t)o
show the most creative, highest quality and distinctive output and services”549 (“BBC’s third purpose”):
“To show the most creative, highest quality and distinctive output and services: the BBC should provide
high-quality output in many different genres and across a range of services and platforms which sets the
standards in the United Kingdom and internationally. Its services should be distinctive from those provided
elsewhere and should take creative risks, even if not all succeed, in order to develop fresh approaches and
innovative content.”

259.

Ofcom, regulator of the BBC, asserts that BBC’s third purpose is a “new and complex priority within the
BBC’s purposes”550 that “lies at the core of the new Charter”551, and explains that:
“The Charter and (Framework) Agreement defined ‘distinctive output and services’, as output and services,
taken as a whole, that are substantially different to other comparable providers …both in peak time and
overall, and on television, radio and online, in terms of: a) the mix of different genres and output; b) the
quality of output; c) the amount of original output produced in the UK; d) the level of risk-taking,
innovation, challenge and creative ambition; and e) the range of audiences it serves.”552 (Note: “original
output produced in the UK is also referred to by Ofcom as “original UK output”553.)

260.

The Ofcom-set Operating Licence for BBC554, which contains enforceable regulatory conditions on its radio,
television, and DMB services, includes conditions “to secure the provision of distinctive output and
services”555. For television, these include conditions to:




“protect genres that are underserved or in decline556 (aka “areas where the market has failed”557) and
“support valued genres, particularly those that have seen declining investment” (e.g., “drama and
comedy”)558 and “continue producing programmes on a broad range of established themes and
interests”559 that “appeal to a large proportion of the population”560;
require a minimum percentage of original UK content (especially at Peak Viewing Time)561 “ensuring
that content… is constantly refreshed and that (BBC’s) position as a significant investor in the UK
broadcasting market is secured”562.
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261.

According to the BBC Annual Report 2018-19, BBC’s new mandate for “distinctive, high-quality, homegrown content will continue to set the BBC apart”563 by providing “the right support, to compete with the
might of the US-based tech giants in an increasingly global and competitive media landscape”564 and
simultaneously to “remain the bastion of brilliant British content, and the cornerstone of the creative
industries that allow this country to punch well above its weight worldwide”.565 Notably, BBC uses
“distinctive” to mean “distinctively British” (i.e., equivalent to “distinctively Canadian”) in addition to
distinct from private broadcasters.566 Ofcom emphasizes that “(w)ith a few high-profile exceptions, global
players are not putting money into UK stories – this work still falls to PSBs. PSB’s still account for most of
investment in UK-made shows. This is hugely important to the creative economy”.567

262.

PIAC/NPF submits that the lesson learned from the UK is that – to the extent permitted by its statutory
mandate – CBC should focus on (aka “maximize delivery of” or “prioritize”) providing Cancon that is
original, high-quality, distinctively Canadian, and distinct from private Canadian broadcasters, in terms of
providing both: under-served genres568 (“market failure approach”); and valued genres, especially those
that have seen declining investment, but doing them differently or better.

263.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, this global PSB strategy is permitted by CBC’s current statutory mandate
and thus warrants consideration (as a strategic “option”), if not adoption (as a strategic “priority”).

264.

Further, PIAC/NPF believes this focus is consistent with the BTLR Final Report recommendations on CBC’s
new role, including to:




265.

strengthen its existing mandate to provide a wide range of genres that inform, educate, and entertain
and expressly reject restricting it to under-served programming, including Cancon, genres (e.g., by
deleting “entertainment”);
all for CBC Cancon, especially entertainment, to be distinctively Canadian; and
call for CBC Cancon to have an exclusively “public purpose” and resulting “distinct features” that
differentiate it from Cancon delivered by private broadcasters (contingent on the elimination of
advertising from CBC’s services).

Additionally, this focus is aligned with an April 2016 Nordicity study that found Canadian public service
broadcasting could correct the problem of under-served (“undersupplied”) Cancon569 that results from
private broadcasters’ programming decisions being primarily based on commercial decisions:
“Historically, the broadcasting industry has responded to the public good nature of its product by “giving it
away for free” to consumers (i.e. free-to-air broadcasting) and, instead, selling advertising airtime to
businesses. These advertising businesses, however, have sought to maximize the exposure of their ads. This
created incentives for broadcasters to create or commission general audience programming that appealed
to the majority of viewers. As a result, many genres of programming that appealed to a minority of viewers
(i.e. “minority-audience programming”), such as documentaries, indigenous programming, high-quality
drama, amateur sports or children’s programming, were under-supplied.
The advent of subscription and pay television should, in theory, address the under-supply of minorityaudience programming in the over-the-air broadcasting segment. However, these alternative models are not
perfect solutions. If subscription television services have to set their fees too high, they will invariably
exclude a segment of society that wishes to consume minority programming. If they set their fees too low,
they may not capture enough of the audiences’ monetary valuation of niche programming. As a result,
expensive high-quality programming may not be made – thus persisting the under-supply.”570

266.

Finally, PIAC/NPF notes that an exclusively market failure approach to CBC Cancon under its current or
future mandate could be associated with a separate argument that any existing government or regulator
intervention in private Canadian broadcasting to correct Cancon market failure should be deleted, thereby
permitting private broadcasters to “flourish or decline on the open market”571. This argument would be
weakened by the Corporation’s dual focus on CBC Cancon that is distinct from private Canadian
broadcasters in terms of doing different Cancon genres and doing the same Cancon genres differently or
better.
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PROVIDE MULTI-PLATFORM SERVICES AND STRENGTHEN DMB SERVICES AND DIGITAL-FIRST PROGRAMS
267.

Key PSB best practices regarding services are:






providing multi-platform services (radio, TV, DMB), to ensure PSB programming is available on all
distribution platforms572 (i.e., wherever audiences look for content) and hence, via DMB services that
are proprietary as well as third-party573 (noting this is subject to successful PSB-platform/service
commercial negotiations unless PSBs’ access to platforms/services is mandated by regulators),
especially social media and YouTube574;
providing multi-platform services that are both generalist and “thematic” (defined as genre-specific),
individually (i.e., each of radio, television and DMB) and collectively, and DBM services that are also
large (i.e., many services) and diverse (in terms of their delivery models, including linear and ondemand, and revenue models, including free-to-user and paid)575; and
strengthening, via increased investment in, DMB services576 and digital-first programs577 (aka “digital
originals”). This includes developing and expanding digital archiving services, ideally, from a consumer
perspective, with liberal licensing terms for nationals, since the public effectively owns PSB
programming578.

268.

For example, the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan reports that all of the 9 PSBs offer radio, TV and DMB (“online”)
services, which they are mandated to provide, “led by the need to address competition exercised by
international streaming services”.579 The radio and TV service offer is large (i.e., many services) and diverse
(i.e., both generalist and thematic, meaning genre-specific - primarily news, entertainment, kids’,
regional/local, and “aimed at [minority] communities [linguistic, ethnic and indigenous]”), and half of PSBs
offer international services.580 The DMB service offer is also large and diverse, including live-streaming and
catch-up of legacy programs, programs “in preview” (defined as offered online before legacy broadcast),
on-demand services (pay and free), podcasts, mobile apps, video games, etc.581 All PSBs have proprietary
services, generally consisting of a “main platform or hub, from which many thematic websites can be
accessed” (the exception is a “streamlined/clear offer” by PSBs with the longest DMB experience, especially
ABC, whereby all content offered online is accessible via mobile apps) and some free-to-air legacy services
were replaced by online-only versions (e.g., BBC Three service, which was moved online in 2016). Finally, all
PSBs are present on third-party DMB services, especially social media (e.g., FB, Instagram, Twitter,
Snapchat) and YouTube (offering legacy-first programs).582

269.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the global PSB strategy of providing multi-platform services and
strengthening digital media services and digital-first programs is permitted – to at least some degree – by
CBC’s current mandate.

PROVIDE NEWS AND KIDS’ PROGRAMMING (MULTI-PLATFORM)
270.

Certain genres of content of national origin are viewed as especially important for PSBs to deliver, including
trusted information (particularly news), and kids’. According to Ofcom, “PSBs…have a crucial opportunity to
distinguish themselves from global streaming and on-demand services and the sea of information available
online: by continuing to provide fair, accurate, relevant and insightful news which matters to the places and
communities it is broadcast to.”583 Additionally, “PSBs need to invest in innovative content and fresh ways
to reach younger audiences, to ensure their long-term sustainability.”584

271.

For example, according to the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan, some of the 9 PSBs have separate platforms or apps
focused on kids’/younger audience (e.g. France Télévisions launched “Francetv Slash” in 2018, ARD created
“funk” in 2016).

272.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the global PSB strategy of providing news and kids’ programming on a multiplatform basis is permitted by CBC’s current mandate.

TAKE INNOVATION/EXPERIMENTATION APPROACH TO SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
273.

Yet another key PSB best practice is taking an innovation/experimentation approach to services and
programming. According to the BTLR Final Report, the “concept of innovation”, defined as “explor(ing) fresh
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approaches, experiment(ing), and tak(ing) risks, even if all attempts are not met with success” appears in
the legislative frameworks for several public broadcasters, including Australia, Ireland, and the United
Kingdom.585
274.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the global PSB strategy of taking an innovation/experimentation approach to
services and programming is permitted by CBC’s current mandate. Further, PIAC/NPF notes that the BTLR
Final Report recommends adding to CBC’s statutory mandate “taking creative risks”586, thereby making this
a requirement.

INCREASE STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
275.

Another PSB best practice is to enter strategic partnerships with industry players (domestic and foreign),
including PSBs and private broadcasters587 (legacy and DMB) – in the words of Ofcom, “PSBs can collaborate
to compete: work together to give greater scale, partnering each other and commercial competitors to
strike mutually beneficial alliances”588 – and not-for-profit institutions. This includes PSBs collaborating with
broadcasters on services and programming, as well as national PSBs using their resources and technology to
create and/or support sub-national PSBs that can target specific markets in response to audience
fragmentation.589

INCREASE *LEGACY BROADCASTER* (PSB/PRIVATE) PARTNERSHIP ON SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
276.

In particular, PSBs and private legacy broadcasters are “focused on leveraging their expertise and local
advantage, and using alliances and partnerships to achieve necessary scale” and “there has never been a
stronger desire to collaborate and partner on fresh projects across international territories and/or within
domestic borders”, on services (e.g., domestic OTT/SVODs) and programming (e.g., pooling resources to
create and finance original content of national origin).590

277.

Joint DMB services. The CRTC Jurisdiction Scan reports that some of the 9 PSBs are partnering with other
PSBs and private legacy broadcasters to offer “joint online platforms”, such as:





278.

France: PSB France Télévisions and the two largest private broadcasters will launch OTT “Salto” in
2020.;
Netherlands: PSB NPO and private broadcasters RTL and Talpa launched OTT “NLZIET” in 2014;
Spain: PSB RTVE partnered with private broadcasters Artresmedia and Mediaset to launch “LovesTV”
591
, accessible via HbbTV technology, in November 2018; and
UK: PSBs BBC and ITV created “BritBox”592, an OTT/SVOD593 that launched in Canada and the US in 2017
and in the UK in November 2019594.

BritBox is a pertinent case study. CBC says that Britbox will include a “huge catalog of titles from both” BBC
and ITV and “new original content and programming not available on iPlayer and ITVhub” (their respective
DMB services)595 and BBC says it “will feature the biggest collection of British content available on any
streaming service for UK audiences”596. In January 2020, BritBox president Soumya Sriraman asserted:
“(e)veryone is trying to be a giant. We don’t have to be everything for everybody. We have to be something
for somebody”; BritBox leverages the brand equity and libraries of BBC and ITV; and “(t)here’s no bigger
megaphone than the broadcast platform. Equally, we have access to a (programming) pipeline that the
broadcasters need to keep for themselves”.597 However, UK commentators warn that “if the aim was to
challenge Netflix, that mission feels impossible – until and unless British broadcasters can secure exclusive
streaming licences for their own shows”, noting that:
“When it was announced, after years of delay, BritBox immediately faced two possibly ruinous obstacles. It
was coming late to a market that felt owned by Netflix, and, having decided to exclude the multiple original
dramas that are Netflix’s prime asset, faced difficulties even in securing rights to old BBC and ITV work,
already snapped up by Netflix or Amazon, or available on in-house sites, BBC iPlayer and ITV Hub.” 598
UK observers also acknowledge a “common objection – that BBC licence-payers have already paid once for
this stuff, so should see it for free” and reject it as “preposterous” because “(w)e cannot expect a single
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annual payment to confer viewing rights in perpetuity on all platforms, any more than buying a hardback
book makes you eligible for a free paperback”.599
279.

Coproduction. An example of cross-country PSBs partnering to co-finance original content of national origin
is “The Alliance”, a partnership between PSBs France Télévisions, ZDF (Germany), and Rai (Italy) to form a
European alternative to global OTT players that “pools programming funds” and “creative capabilities to
develop high-end drama content”.600

CAREFULLY CONSIDER *PRIVATE FOREIGN OTT/SVOD* PARTNERSHIP ON PROGRAMMING
280.

As of June 2018, PSBs (e.g., BBC, ITV, Channel 4) were “increasingly co-producing and co-financing” video
entertainment (especially drama) programs with private foreign OTT/SVODs (e.g., Netflix and Amazon).601

281.

The co-production model has benefits and risks for PSBs. It combines “short-term finance perks” with “the
loss of international rights”, resulting in “losing out on future revenue by licensing a sought-after show to
distributors in other territories”, and the “risk of siphoning off their audiences” to foreign OTT/SVODs:
“(C)ontent (of national origin) feeds the streaming platforms, risking cannibalizing the broadcasters’
audiences. British dark comedy “End of the F***ing World,” a co-production by Channel 4 and Netflix, was
released on the linear channel and its catch-up service in October, and it arrived on Netflix in January. The
show “seemed to generate far more buzz for Netflix than for its originating broadcaster, due to a muddled
distribution strategy and the relative sophistication of the Netflix platform,” wrote Chris Curtis, editor at
Broadcast Now. According to Netflix, the show outperformed its internal forecasts.”602
“’The question is whether broadcasters are getting a good deal from these arrangements. “We’re hearing
that broadcasters are bearing the brunt of the costs, around three-quarters of it…“The question is whether
that’s fair and equitable.’ Knowing how well content performs internationally would help broadcasters in
negotiating such deals with the platforms.”603

282.

For these and other reasons, it is expected that PSBs will be increasingly cautious about co-production deals
with private foreign OTT/SVODs.604 As of June 2018, this caution was “already playing out” in Scandinavia.605
In June 2019, BBC said it expects to co-produce “much less” with private foreign OTT/SVODs and is
increasingly looking to partner with foreign legacy broadcasters.606

283.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the global PSB strategy of increasing strategic partnerships is permitted by
CBC’s current mandate.

INCREASE NON-ADVERTISING COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES (E.G., INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
SALES/SUBSCRIPTION-BASED OTT SERVICES)
284.

An additional key PSB best practice is to increase revenue (e.g., by aggressive marketing of services and
products)607, ideally minimizing reliance on advertising and maximizing reliance on other commercial
activities608. These activities include program sales (domestic and international), international subscriptionbased OTT services, changing the program mix on PSB services to increase “commercial genres capable of
attracting large audiences and advertising revenue”609, and creating commercial divisions to operate in
parallel with PSB divisions610. Increasing international program sales can, but need not, be achieved through
an “export-led model”, defined as producing PSB programs with global appeal that can be sold in foreign
markets611 (versus selling PSB programs primarily produced for nationals, whether in-country or out-ofcountry [who are increasingly able to access it]).

285.

The BBC, including Britbox, is example of a successful export model that is predicated on primarily serving
nationals. According to the BBC Annual Report 2018-19: “(W)e are reinventing the BBC for audiences not
just at home, but also around the world. We now have a weekly global audience of 426 million adults – an
increase of over 13% in just one year. It’s proof that the BBC can do more than ever for the UK in taking
Britain’s distinctive voice, culture and values to the world.”612
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286.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the global PSB strategy of increasing non-advertising commercial revenues is
permitted – to a certain degree – by CBC’s current mandate (e.g., prohibited strategies would appear to
include creating a commercial division).

287.

Regarding Cancon export, PIAC/NPF notes the BTLR Final Report recommends adding to CBC’s statutory
mandate “showcasing Cancon to international audiences”613, thereby making this a requirement, however it
emphasizes the need for CBC “to maintain a strong presence at home…and to simultaneously exploit new
opportunities to showcase Canada on the global stage”614.

DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT MULTI-PLATFORM PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR *SELFASSESSING* DELIVERY ON STATUTORY MANDATE (FOR INTERNAL USE AND EXTERNAL USE BY
OVERSIGHT AUTHORITIES)
288.

The final key PSB practice is developing and implementing a performance management framework (“PM
framework”) for self-assessing performance of/delivery on their statutory mandate (aka “public service
mission”) across their radio, television, and DMB services (“multiplatform PM framework”), using
appropriate indicators (“measures”) – at a minimum, output, consumption, and perception – for internal
use, that is accompanied by an oversight mechanism which at the very least, reports the results to the
relevant oversight institution.615 This is separate and aside from PSBs measuring their performance against
their Strategic Plans, for internal use, which is a necessary corporate exercise.

289.

For example, the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan reports that all 9 PSBs are required to be accountable for fulfilling
their statutory mandate, but the oversight authorities differ (regulator, parliament, and/or government [or
individual ministry]), as do the oversight mechanisms:



Self-assessment reported to oversight authority only; or
Oversight authority assessment.

SELF-ASSESSMENT *REPORTED TO* OVERSIGHT AUTHORITY
290.

The CRTC Jurisdiction Scan report that all 9 PSMs are required to self-assess their performance against their
statutory mandate and to report the results to their oversight institutions. Since, as noted, all are mandated
to provide DMB services, performance measurement captures these services.

291.

Indicators. As noted, all PSB’s self-assess using a set of indicators (mandated or voluntary) that includes, at
a minimum (wording varies):




“output”616 (programs - in terms including type, quantity, and spend);
“consumption” (of services and programs, by audiences); and
“perception”617 (of services and programs, by audiences or the general population).

292.

“Public value” indicator. In certain countries, the “Reithian triad of informing, entertaining, and
educating”618 in PSB mandates has expanded to include a fourth element, “public value”, that “emphasizes
its economic contribution as well as its more traditional role in fostering political and cultural citizenship” by
including industrial policy elements, framed in the language of the “creative economy”.619 The public value
created by PSBs is juxtaposed with “shareholder value” created by private broadcasters.

293.

The UK offers a prime example of this development. The 2017-2027 Charter and Agreement establish a
Public Value Test (“PVT”) regime for Ofcom to assess whether BBC’s proposals to launch new services or
amend existing services are in the public interest.620 To assess “public value”621, Ofcom considers multiple
values including622: “personal value”623; “social value”624; “other sources of public value”625; “foregone
public value”626; and “overall level of public value”627. A PVT is carried out in 6 of the 9 PSBs examined by
the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan.628

294.

Indicators for DMB services. According to the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan, DMB services are challenging to
measure. Some PSBs use cross-platform indicators whereas others use DMB-specific indicators (e.g., web
analytics to measure audience engagement on proprietary services, analysis of programming
schedules/content catalogues, consumption and/or perception surveys, and financial data such as revenues
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and expenditures). Regarding third-party DMB services, PSBs must obtain access to data on consumption of
their services and programs.
ADDITIONAL *ASSESSMENT BY* OVERSIGHT AUTHORITY
295.

The CRTC Jurisdiction Scan reports that in addition to self-assessing and reporting to the oversight
authority, some PSBs are also assessed by their supervisory authority, by either:



reviewing and providing an opinion on the self-assessment; or
in some countries (e.g., UK – see below, France, and Spain), by conducting its own performance
assessment, using the authority’s own indicators and additional data.

296.

In the UK, Ofcom is required to annually assess BBC’s performance, according to Ofcom’s own performance
measures, which were adopted by Ofcom in 2017 - including output629, consumption, and perception630 using data from BBC, the industry (e.g., audience measurement organizations), and its own resources (e.g.,
BBC Performance Tracker, Ofcom’s PSB Tracker, and Ofcom’s news consumption survey).631 Ofcom’s annual
performance assessment is additional to the yearly publication of BBC’s Annual reports and accounts which
contains its self-assessment of how it has delivered on its legislated mandate as well as regulatory and other
commitments.632 Notably, the BBC annual plan (creative plans, 3-year strategy, and performance measures
framework used internally) is part of BBC’s accountability.633 Further, Ofcom is required to publish an
annual report on how it has performed its role as regulator of BBC and to conduct and publish at least 2
periodic reviews of BBC’s performance during each BBC Charter period (10 years) (and it is permitted to
carry out more).634

297.

France and Spain take a less rigorous approach than the UK. The relevant oversight authority, respectively
CSA and CNMC, assesses PSBs’ performance using PSBs’ annual reports and third-party data, and makes its
reports publicly available.

298.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, the PSB best practice of developing and implementing a multi-platform PM
framework for internal and, ideally, external use by the relevant oversight authorit(ies) is permitted by
CBC’s current statutory mandate. Whether or not CBC should be mandated by CRTC (versus GoC via a
revised Broadcasting Act) to develop and implement a multi-platform PM framework for internal use
and/or external use by the Commission, is a regulatory question that is revisited in the Substantive
Recommendations section of this intervention. PIAC/NPF also recognizes that the statutory mandates of
CBC and CRTC do not include a public value element, therefore the Corporation is not obligated to deliver it
and the Commission is not obligated to measure it. However, PIAC/NPF submits that the concept of public
value could be a permissible assessment tool pursuant to CRTC’s existing regulatory powers.

CBC CAN AND SHOULD TAKE LESSONS FROM PSB BEST PRACTICE
299.

PIAC/NPF submits that to the extent the foregoing PSB best practices are permitted by the current CRTC
statutory mandate, the Corporation should not only consider them (as strategic options) but also adopt
them (as strategies/priorities in context of Strategy 2022) unless there are significant mitigating reasons for
rejecting them.

STRATEGY 2022 PLANS FOR RESPONDING TO CBC’S CHALLENGES AND SHORTCOMINGS ARE LAUDABLE
BUT DEFICIENT
300.

This section provides an overview of Strategy 2022 and PIAC/NPF’s evaluation of it. Due to the absence of a
full official strategic plan document, PIAC/NPF’s description of Strategy 2022 is necessarily based on a
review of publicly available CBC materials, including:



CBC Strategy Summary, CRTC Strategy Summary, and the CBC Application;
January 2019 CBC BTLR submission, “Our Culture, Our Democracy: Canada in the Digital World” (“CBC
BTLR submission”), because the Corporation contends the CBC Proposal “support(s) the priorities set
out in” Strategy 2022 and “align(s)” with the BTLR submission and both documents are posted to CBC’s
website under the embedded links “vision” > “strategy”635;
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(collectively, “first tier CBC materials”)



CBC documents that expressly reference or relate to Strategy 2022 (e.g., Enviroscan 2019636, Annual
Report 2018-19637, and Corporate Plan Summary: 2019-2020 to 2023-2024638 [presented to the
Canadian Heritage Minister]); and
May 2019+ statements by CBC executives and spokespersons.

(collectively, “second tier CBC materials”)
301.

Based on our review of the CBC materials, PIAC/NPF can confidently state that CBC has provided scant
disclosure of its Strategy 2022 plans and, to the extent these plans are discernible, certain aspects are
welcome whereas others are deeply concerning.

302.

This discussion begins with an overview of Strategy 2022 and proceeds to evaluate it based on the following
criteria chosen because they matter most to PIAC/NPF in the context of this licence renewal proceeding:
clarity; internal consistency; responsiveness, to CBC’s shortcomings (in achieving its mandate over the last
licence term) and challenges (facing it in achieving its mandate over the next licence term), including
consistency with global best practices; and potential to achieve the statutory mandate (i.e., whether CBC
can achieve the plan as well as its statutory mandate or, put differently, if the plan’s priorities are
implemented and achieved, whether their outcomes meet the statutory goals/priorities, especially the
overarching goal of programming that informs, enlightens, and entertains and that is predominantly and
distinctively Canadian).

303.

We conclude that while Strategy 2022 has positive elements, it also has serious deficiencies that should not
be “baked into” CRTC’s new licensing approach to CBC (if any) or the new CBC licence commitments.

OVERVIEW OF STRATEGY 2022
STRATEGY 2022 (OVERALL)
304.

According to the CBC Strategy Summary, Strategy 2022 aims to achieve CBC’s “mission” to “celebrat(e)
Canadian culture and support democratic life through a wide range of content that informs, enlightens, and
entertains”639 and “builds on the success of our existing services and aims to deepen audience
engagement”. It is guided by 5 “priorities”, supported by 4 “values” (relevance, creativity, integrity, and
inclusiveness) and driven by 3 “principles” that also guide its implementation,640 which are641:





305.

Putting audiences first: create “audience-centric, audience-driven, tailored content and relevant
experiences that connect Canadians to their communities, their country and the rest of the world”;
Building a lifelong relationship with Canadians: strengthen its commitment to Canadians of all ages,
with “more content for children that reflects their experiences and perspectives; that ignites and fuels
their dreams and aspirations” and strengthened CBC services in local communities and to traditionally
under-represented groups; and
Strengthening its role as Canada’s most trusted brand: build on that trust and use it to support betterinformed communities and enlightened exchanges of ideas and perspectives (“trusted brand
principle”).

Strategy 2022 also includes an overarching commitment – that is physically situated in the CBC Strategy
Summary above the principles and priorities and thereby clearly distinguished from them – to be “a
champion of Canadian culture” and ensure it “thrives in future” “given the growing dominance of global
digital companies that threaten to drown out the country’s stories, as well as its news and information”.642
In particular, CBC commits to643:




champion “Canadian voices and stories” in a world where the proliferation of foreign content could all
too easily drown these out;
be a “beacon for truth and trust” against “fake news” and algorithms that put democracy and the
respect for different perspectives at risk;
offer “solutions to the rising dominance of digital global players” by “implementing a plan to help
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make Canadian culture a strong, global business”; and
call for policy changes so that “digital companies — both foreign and domestic — that are profiting
from Canadians’ love of content, contribute to the creation of Canadian culture, as traditional
broadcasting companies already do”. Translated, this is a call for DMBUs, both foreign and domestic
(inherently including CBC) to be mandated (by GoC or CRTC) to make Cancon contributions (of an
unspecified nature).

(“Champion Canadian culture commitment”)
306.

The champion Canadian culture commitment uses “Canadian culture” as a proxy for “Canadian programs”
and “Canadian voices and stories” as a proxy for “distinctively/distinctly Canadian programs”. This proxy
usage, deployed throughout Strategy 2022644, departs from previous CBC strategic plans (most recently
Strategy 2020) and is not acknowledged or explained. PIAC/NPF believes it could be intended to position
Cancon as having primarily socio-cultural benefits, thereby distinguishing it from Canadian service
productions, which are the bread and butter of foreign OTT/SVODs that invest in Canadian production. The
CBC BTLR submission frames the value of Cancon primarily in socio-cultural terms, positing that due to the
participation of diverse Canadian creators, Cancon necessarily reflects a diversity of perspectives and
reinforces shared Canadian values, thereby drawing Canadians together. In its words:
“For a country like Canada national cultural content is particularly important. We are a remarkably diverse
country: two official languages; Indigenous peoples; large multicultural communities. We have a relatively
small population spread across the second largest nation in the world with significant regional differences.
Canadian cultural content – in all its richness and diversity – plays a vital role in drawing the country
together; in connecting Canadians to each other. Without it, Canadians will be shaped by values, culture and
perspectives provided from elsewhere”.645
The implied “elsewhere” is primarily Canada’s geographic neighbour, the US, which remains the largest
exporter of English-language content in the world.

307.

The relationship between the “champion Canadian culture commitment” and the priorities is not clarified,
begging the important question whether it is intended to be used as an umbrella interpretive principle.

308.

CBC asserts “the new strategic plan positions what we need to succeed now, as well as in an age beyond
traditional broadcasting” and “will ensure that the public media services we provide, and the operating
model that supports those services, evolve in tandem with the changing expectations of Canadians and the
shifts within industry”.646 Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 identifies “a risk that the CRTC will impose
additional obligations that would be inconsistent with the new strategy”647 in this licence renewal
proceeding.

STRATEGY 2022 PRIORITIES
309.

Strategy 2022 proposes the following 5 priorities to serve Canadians648, described here verbatim the CRTC
Strategy Summary (shorthand is PIAC/NPF’s for ease of future reference):
“Customized digital services: The Corporation aims to ensure that all Canadians are reflected in its digital
services, while it connects them to the many communities and voices that make Canada a great country.”649
(“DMB priority”)
“Engaging with young audiences: The Corporation strives to become a leader in bringing the best content
to children and youth with the goal of enriching their lives and engaging them with their country.”650(“Kids’
priority”)
“Prioritizing its local connections: The Corporation will strengthen its connection with Canadians with
significant local and regional content that is relevant to people in their communities, and bring those
communities to the rest of Canada.”651 (“Local/regional priority”)
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“Reflecting contemporary Canada: The Corporation will reflect the range and richness of Canada’s diversity,
celebrating its different perspectives and all the things that bring Canadians together”652 and
“do this in our staffing, as well as our content choices”653. (“Diversity priority”)
“Taking Canada to the world: The Corporation will ensure that Canada and Canadian creators are seen and
heard the world over.”654 (“Export priority”)
(collectively, “Strategy 2022 priorities”)
310.

PIAC/NPF notes the Strategy 2022 priorities glaringly omit the words “Cancon” or any of its variations.

311.

Further, PIAC/NPF emphasizes it is important for Canadians to know the full details of the priorities, since
the CBC Proposal in this licence proceeding seeks to support them. However, CBC provides scant disclosure,
and the available details are generally buried in second tier CBC materials. For example, “strategic goals”
and “strategic initiatives” that CBC will implement for each priority from 2019-2022 are identified
exclusively in Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024. For ease of reference, the priorities, strategic goals, and
strategic initiatives are presented in boxes, followed by any discernible additional CBC-provided
information. Regrettably, this information must be presented as delivered, in a completely disjointed
manner. It is impossible for PIAC/NPF to weave it into a coherent narrative.

CUSTOMIZED DIGITAL SERVICES (“DMB PRIORITY”)

“The Corporation aims to ensure that all Canadians are reflected in its digital services, while it connects them
to the many communities and voices that make Canada a great country.”
Strategic goal: In 2022, CBC’s DMB services and “content offerings” will reflect Canada’s cultural realities, be
easily accessible, and serve Canadians as individuals and members of communities.655
Strategic initiatives: Give Canadians the option of personalizing CBC’s “digital products”; make ICI TOU.TV and
CBC Gem leaders in Canadian VOD DMB services; and lead in Canadian on-demand audio DMB services.656 CBC
also will “create a harmonized OTT platform between CBC and Radio-Canada with a single data pool,
competitive user experiences and functionality”657.

312.

Personalization of DMB services. CBC seeks to avoid creating filter bubbles. CBC President Tait said that in
customizing its digital platforms, “(w)e do not want to be guilty of creating filter bubbles” and by corollary,
the Corporation seeks to discourage an echo chamber.658

313.

Multiplatform services. The CBC BTLR submission says it is “crucial to have the (regulatory) flexibility to
adapt our services to fulfill our mandate and meet the needs of Canadians across the country, on whatever
platform they choose”659 until it is a digital company (see details above). However, in January 2020, CBC
appeared to backtrack on this view, with President Tait asserting “(w)e’re not saying abandon television,
absolutely not”660 and Leon Mar, corporate spokesperson, stating “(o)ur goal is obviously to serve
Canadians no matter how they’re accessing their public broadcaster”661.

314.

Maximized multiplatform strategy. CBC will “maximize our multiplatform/multiscreen strategy when
broadcasting, acquiring or distributing content”662, in ways including: negotiate beneficial program rights
agreements663; “continue to invest in prime-time television, which is still the biggest single driver of revenue
for the Corporation, while managing the shift from legacy to digital services”664; and “continue our focus on
digital content”665.

315.

Deploy data management tools and strategies. CBC will “continue to develop and implement data
management tools and strategies to enhance our ability to track, personalize and customize content for
audiences.”666

316.

Implement information security rules and procedures. CBC will “implement enhanced information security
rules, guidelines and procedures”, “review and limit access to personal information”, and “develop
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protocols and adopt technologies that anonymize personal information when used in the pursuit of our
strategic priority to customize content for audiences of our digital services”.667
ENGAGING WITH YOUNG AUDIENCES (“KIDS’ PRIORITY”)

“The Corporation strives to become a leader in bringing the best content to children and youth with the goal
of enriching their lives and engaging them with their country.”
Strategic goals: In 2022, CBC will forge lifelong relationships with children of all ages by “offering a wide range
of programming on multiple platforms”.668
Strategic initiatives: become a leading brand for “children and youth content”; and expand range of CBC
services for children of all ages, with “more” kids and youth content available across CBC and partner
platforms.669

317.

#1 priority. CBC President Tait, asked in January 2020 about the one thing CBC must change, answered
better connecting with kids, in order for foster a lifelong engagement with audiences.670 This suggests that
the kids’ priority is #1 of the Strategy 2022 priorities.

318.

Kids content. CBC commits to provide “more content for children that reflects their experiences and
perspectives; that ignites and fuels their dreams and aspirations”.671

PRIORITIZING LOCAL CONNECTIONS (“LOCAL/REGIONAL PRIORITY”)

“The Corporation will strengthen its connection with Canadians with significant local and regional content that
is relevant to people in their communities, and bring those communities to the rest of Canada.”
Strategic goal: In 2022, CBC will strengthen its “connection to Canada’s regions by re-imagining its local/regional
offerings”, across multiple platforms, to better meet each community’s needs.672
Strategic initiatives: enhance CBC service to Canada’s regions and local communities; give regions a greater
presence on our national services “through both content and programs”; and deepen our presence and
connection in the regions.673

319.

Overall. CBC says this priority “is the heart of our connection with Canadians.”674

320.

Local news. However, according to CBC President Tait, local news is the “beating heart” of CBC.675

321.

Trusted information (news and other). Trusted information is part of both the champion Canadian culture
commitment and the trusted brand principle. However, since it includes trusted local and regional news,
which are part of this priority, it is described here for ease of reference.

322.

In providing trusted information, CBC believes that its “role in offering Canadians a wide range of voices and
perspectives is critical” to address the negative impacts of media concentration on diversity of editorial
content.

323.

Regarding strategic initiatives, CBC has joined the Trusted News Charter, “a BBC-led initiative to strengthen
measures to protect audiences from disinformation around the world” that “includes a commitment to
collaborate on source authentication, civic information, media education, and other responses to
disinformation”.676 CBC also commits to “continue to look for ways we can join forces – with other public
broadcasters and with credible private media – to support good journalism for Canadians”.677 In January
2020, CBC President Tait said the Corporation is considering “a meaningful way” to increase the volume of
news coverage in Canada, potentially by collaborating with news organizations on investigative journalism
and offering advertising support, and a CBC spokesperson clarified this means public service-type
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announcements that promote trusted news sources and encourage Canadians to buy subscriptions.678 For
example, CBC is running a December 2019-February 2020 pilot project news-sharing agreement with the
Winnipeg Free Press whereby they link to each other’s websites.679
REFLECTING CONTEMPORARY CANADA (“DIVERSITY PRIORITY”)

“The Corporation will reflect the range and richness of Canada’s diversity, celebrating its different perspectives
and all the things that bring Canadians together”680 and “do this in our staffing, as well as our content
choices”681.
Strategic goal: In 2022, CBC will reflect the socio-demographic realities of Canada in everything it does, “from
our workforce to our programming”.682
Strategic Initiatives: reflect the full range of Canadian diversity “on air, in our content and within our
workforce”; and build stronger connections with Indigenous communities, including through content and
training commitments.683

TAKING CANADA TO THE WORLD (“EXPORT PRIORITY”)
“The Corporation will ensure that Canada and Canadian creators are seen and heard the world over.”684 (Note:
this omits important contextual text from the CBC Strategy Summary, “if Canadian culture is going to be strong,
it needs to be part of the global market”685).
Strategic goal: In 2022, CBC will “promote Canada’s culture, creative talent and perspectives through
internationally appealing programming and news offerings in all formats”.686
Strategic initiatives: develop more international partnerships with “other public broadcasters and global
players”; and increase the distribution of our content to more platforms for greater impact internationally.687

324.

Global players. CBC specifies that its interest and current activity lies in partnering with global legacy
broadcasters, both PSBs and private, and highlights its current alliance with BBC and Australian PSB
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (“ABC”). The CBC-ABC partnership is “a creative and commercial
collaboration to maximize the value of public funding” that will “co-develop English-language drama, factual
and children’s TV content, as well as podcasts”.688 The CBC-BBC partnership will “enhance the services and
programs they bring to their audiences” and “develop shared benefit across drama, factual, news, current
affairs and radio”.689 In October 2019, CBC President Tait confirmed in an interview that the Corporation’s
co-production deals with Netflix (e.g., Anne with an E) and other foreign OTT/SVODs could end:
“We’re not going to do deals that hurt the long-term viability of our domestic industry. A number of
countries have done deals, as we did, with Netflix… and over time we start to see that we’re feeding the
growth of Netflix, or we’re feeding the growth of Amazon, rather than feeding our own domestic business
and industry.”690

STRATEGY 2022 PLANS FOR RESPONDING TO CBC’S CHALLENGES AND SHORTCOMINGS ARE LAUDABLE
BUT DEFICIENT
325.

PIAC/NPF believes the Strategy 2022 plans for responding to CBC’s challenges and shortcoming – to the
extent they can be discerned – are laudable, but deficient, due to scant disclosure, omitted crucial priorities
and flawed existing priorities.
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STRATEGY 2022 PROVIDES SCANT DISCLOSURE OF CBC’S PLANS FOR RESPONDING TO ITS CHALLENGES
AND SHORTCOMINGS
326.

As noted above and below, Strategy 2022 provides scant disclosure of CBC’s Plans for responding to its
challenges and shortcomings.

STRATEGY 2022 OMITS CRUCIAL PRIORITIES (*CANCON* AND *ORIGINAL, HIGH-QUALITY* CANCON)
327.

CBC’s proper role is “champion of Cancon”. PIAC/NPF welcomes the champion Canadian culture
commitment, albeit we would prefer it to be framed in terms that are used in the Broadcasting Act and CBC
licences and therefore transparent to Canadians: “Canadian programming or Cancon” and “distinctly
Canadian Cancon”. With this proviso, we wholeheartedly endorse the perspective of David Skok, editor of
The Logic, that:
“The CBC is no longer simply a broadcaster. It is a platform for truth in journalism at a time of
misinformation, and it is a platform for Canadian culture [read: Cancon] at a time when global media
players have easier access to Canadians than ever. If we want Canadian culture [read: Cancon] to exist, we
have no greater asset than the CBC.”691 (brackets added)
“If you care about Canadian news and culture, if you care about the importance of a collective truth and of
independent journalism and if you care about a domestic counterweight to the omnipresence of Big Tech,
there is no greater platform than the one we all own. It has never been more vital.”692

328.

PIAC/NPF believes the Corporation’s positioning of CBC as the “champion of Cancon” is a long-overdue
development that accurately reflects what Canadian taxpayers pay for and expect the Corporation to be:
the key platform for originating, supporting, delivering, and promoting Cancon at home and abroad.

329.

Cancon is not prioritized. Unfortunately, the champion Canadian culture commitment technically is NOT a
Strategy 2022 “priority”. This means that CBC, in its corporate capacity, is not required to deliver on it.
Additionally, there is no stand-alone Cancon priority akin to Strategy 2020’s priority #2, “more ambitious
Canadian programming”. Further, none of the existing priorities - particularly those pertaining to
programming genres that are not inherently Canadian (DMB and kids’ priorities) – explicitly reference
Cancon, per se or in their strategic goals, thus begging the (unanswered) question of how CBC plans to
allocate its programming in those categories between foreign and Canadian.

330.

The bottom line is that the Strategy 2022 “priorities” do not, in fact, prioritize Cancon, creating the risk that
CBC will not prioritize it, and therefore will not achieve its primary statutory objective *unless it is
mandated by CRTC to do so*. CRTC appears to share this concern, to some degree, given that despite CBC’s
emphasis in its Application that it has never been mandated to deliver Cancon per se, “Production of
Canadian Programming” is one of the CRTC-proposed cross-platform programming objectives in BNC 2019379. On May 31, 2019, following release of the CBC Strategy Summary, CBC President Tait asserted that
“I’m very focused on not being attached to the outcome (of Strategy 2022) and just focus on the mission…
what unfolds will unfold”.693 This statement sets off alarm bells for purposes of this licence renewal
proceeding, which is singularly focused on the outcome of Strategy 2022, specifically whether and to what
degree the Strategy 2022 priorities will, if implemented, achieve the Corporation’s primary statutory
mandate to produce and deliver predominantly and distinctively Canadian programming to Canadians.

331.

Original, high-quality Cancon is not prioritized. Another glaring omission from both the champion Canadian
culture commitment and Strategy 2022 priorities is original, high-quality Cancon (overall and distinctive).
The implication is that CBC makes no express commitment to finance (produce/commission) Cancon versus
acquiring finished Cancon or recycling library Cancon for multi-platform, multi-service delivery to Canadians
and international audiences. This failure to prioritize original, high-quality Cancon is inconsistent with the
PSB global best practice and with past CBC strategic plans, most recently Strategy 2020, which focused on
original Cancon pursuant to priority #2694. It also flies in the face of the Corporation’s emphasis on the
importance of original Cancon, especially video entertainment – both short-term and long-term, for longtail
exploitation purposes – to successfully compete in the globalized media marketplace, especially against
foreign OTT/SVODs. And, it is inconsistent with the Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 identification of
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“develop(ing) additional compelling, distinctly Canadian programming”695 as a “risk mitigation” strategy to
address the “key risk” of “financial sustainability”.696 The omission also begs the unanswered follow-up
question of whether CBC plans to achieve the Strategy 2022 priorities with a “fewer, bigger, better” original
Cancon strategy, defined as financing fewer Cancon programs of higher quality and with higher budgets
and, if yes, what Cancon genre(s). The Application suggests that CRTC shares this concern, to some degree,
given its persistent questioning of CBC about its plans for original Cancon (prompting the Corporation to
respond that it is, in fact, committed to it).
332.

Original, high-quality Cancon by independent producers is not prioritized. Consistent with the Strategy
2022 failure to prioritize original Cancon is the omission from Strategy 2022 of CBC’s plans for supporting
the financing of original Cancon (i.e., in-house production or commissioning from independent producers),
specifically video entertainment programs. In particular, what is missing is the “Content Support Strategy”
that was established for the Strategy 2020 priorities, which aimed to significantly reduce in-house
production and to correspondingly significantly increase CBC’s reliance on independent Cancon (except
news), both commissioned and acquired.697 The Application suggests that CRTC shares this concern, to
some degree, given its persistent questioning of CBC about its plans for independent Cancon (prompting
the Corporation to respond that it has delivered on this strategy and significantly increased its use of
independent producers on its legacy-first and digital-first entertainment Cancon.

STRATEGY 2022 PRIORITIES ARE FLAWED
333.

Having addressed what is problematically omitted from Strategy 2022, it is time to turn to what is included:
the Strategy 2022 priorities. PIAC/NPF believes these have positive and negative aspects, demonstrating
flaws that include vagueness, non- or partial responsiveness to CBC’s shortcomings and challenges, internal
inconsistency, and inconsistency with PSB best practices.

334.

PIAC/NPF is pleased that the Strategy 2022 priorities respond to CBC’s self-identified shortcomings in
supporting Cancon, by committing the Corporation to take “an even stronger role in supporting Canadian
culture”698, specifically to: better “reflect contemporary Canada in all its diversity (via the diversity priority);
to provide more trusted news and stronger links in communities (via the DMB and local/regional priorities);
to become a Canadian children’s destination (via the kids’ priority); and a powerful platform to share
Canada’s culture with the world (via the export priority)”699. In other words, PIAC/NPF believes that, in
principle, the Strategy 2022 priorities are appropriate. However, the devil is in the details, or lack thereof,
which is revisited below.

335.

PIAC/NPF is also pleased that the Strategy 2022 priorities address CBC’s shortcomings with respect to
certain Cancon genres that are under-served in the Canadian broadcasting system, specifically local
programming (especially local news), Canadian diversity, and kids’. The glaring omission is PNI. This
omission matters for its own sake and because, according to CBC, video entertainment is essential for the
Corporation to successfully compete against foreign OTTs for Canadian audiences. PNI also has the best
prospects for international sales pursuant to the export priority (see details below).

336.

Further, PIAC/NPF welcomes the Strategy 2022 priorities’ multi-platform approach to programming, which
is consistent with PSB best practice, recognizes that “content is king”, and addresses the CBC-identified
challenge of using a variety of platforms and services (radio, television, digital) to distribute its programming
and reach Canadians wherever they are, using the devices of their choice. This is especially important for
older Canadians, a growing demographic that continues to rely on CBC legacy services, and for Canadians
without affordable access to BDUs, high-speed Internet service, or mobile data service who access CBC
over-the-air. PIAC/NPF strongly contends that CBC should not strive to be, never mind become, “digitalonly”, unless and until the digital divide is successfully bridged. We are also pleased that the DMB priority
addresses the CBC-identified challenge to meet the needs of Canadians, especially younger, for
personalized programming that serves their niche needs and interests (albeit we have significant concerns
about the privacy implications of behavioural tracking, particularly for children, who should not be tracked,
especially into adulthood). Collectively, these approaches address the CBC-identified challenge of serving all
Canadians during the ongoing shift from legacy to digital platforms while satisfying the different
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consumption habits of different demographic groups. However, we are concerned about what proportion
of the entertainment programming, including kids’, that is delivered to Canadians pursuant to the DMB and
kids’ priorities will be Cancon (overall and distinctive), especially, high-quality original.
337.

PIAC/NPF also welcomes additional aspects of the Strategy 2022 priorities that are consistent with PSB best
practice, such as strengthened DMB services (proprietary and third-party) and an export-oriented approach
that includes CBC partnerships with industry players, domestic and foreign, including PSBs and private
broadcasters. In particular, we believe the export priority – which we interpret to include exporting Cancon
and Canadian talent – is an appropriate way for CBC to diversify its non-ad revenue streams (e.g., by
international program sales and, potentially, the sale of subscriptions to an international CBC OTT/SVOD). It
also presents an opportunity for CBC to capitalize on what Tom Jenkins calls the “reverse Diaspora”
effect700, by selling Cancon that reflects and serves Canada’s diversity groups to multilingual foreign
markets. Our proviso is that CBC exists to serve Canadians, therefore its programming decisions should be
primarily driven by the wants and needs of Canadian (resident and expat), not foreign, audiences. For this
reason, we are concerned about the export priority’s reference to “internationally appealing” programs.

338.

With respect to CBC’s alliances with foreign industry players, PIAC/NPF understands the Corporation’s focus
on partnerships with legacy broadcasters aligns with its perspective that the only real competitors to
Canadian broadcasters are foreign OTTs/SVODs and with (emerging) PSB best practice on this issue.
However, PIAC/NPF notes the downside is rejecting co-productions of original Cancon (especially the most
expensive PNI category, drama) with deep-pocketed industry players who are a significant source of
production financing and thus could help to meet the CBC-identified challenge of a broken Cancon funding
model while simultaneously ensuring that Cancon has a built-in global audience (since they typically take
global program rights outside Canada).

339.

Even with their PIAC/NPF-surfaced details, the Strategy 2022 priorities are so vague as to be nearly
meaningless. This is especially true for the export priority, which fails to provide any semblance of a “plan to
help make Canadian culture a strong, global business”, and the DMB priority.

340.

The DMB priority fails to specify CBC’s plans for “content offerings” and “digital content”, in terms of genre,
platform(s) it is made for (e.g., legacy-first or digital-first), ratio of Cancon to foreign and original to nonoriginal, etc. The silence on digital-first content is striking given the CBC-identified challenge to produce
content that is not only digital-first but also innovative (in terms of its format, etc.) in order to engage
younger audiences. Other notable silences include how CBC plans to ensure that Cancon delivered by DMB
services is discoverable in a sea of foreign content, which is the key challenge highlighted by the
Corporation in the champion Canadian culture commitment.

341.

Further, the DMB priority fails to specify CBC’s plans for delivering “digital content” over its legacy and DMB
services, such as whether more or less programming (foreign and Cancon), especially original, will be made
available on legacy services, and whether legacy-first programming will be used to “feed” DMB services or
vice versa. PIAC/NPF is concerned that CBC could make less programming, especially original Cancon,
available on its legacy services (especially free/OTA services) as a precursor to a split model where the most
popular programs are available only on DMB services (especially paid [subscription, transaction, etc.]).
Feeding this concern is uncertainty on whether a “harmonized OTT platform” means a merged ICI TOU/Gem
OTT/SVOD service, which could be appealing to international audiences and potentially sold as such, on a
subscription basis, pursuant to the export priority (noting that s. 46(1)(g) of the Act requires Governor in
Council approval for CBC to distribute or market outside Canada any programming service originated by CBC
or a third party, the Corporation’s BTLR submission recommended its deletion701 and, as noted, the BTLR
Final Report effectively recommends adding the export priority to CBC’s statutory mandate).

342.

Finally, the Strategy 2022 priorities are internally inconsistent. This is illustrated within the local/regional
priority, by CBC’s conflicting statements on whether local programming or local news is the heart of its
connection with Canadians (a distinction with a difference), and within the DMB priority, by CBC’s
conflicting statements on whether the DMB priority is a path to the end of legacy CBC services.
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PLAN FOR FINANCING STRATEGY 2022 PRIORITIES IS DEFICIENT
343.

PIAC/NPF believes that CBC’s plan for financing Strategy 2022 priorities is deficient.

HOW CBC PLANS TO FINANCE STRATEGY 2022 PRIORITIES
344.

CBC provides scant disclosure on how it plans to finance the Strategy 2022 priorities (i.e., what percentage
of CBC’s total budget – detailed below – is proposed to be dedicated to pursuit of each priority). In light of
the potential novel regulatory approach to CBC’s television Cancon commitments, it is especially important
for Canadians to know what percentage of CBC’s budget is proposed to be dedicated to its DMB services
and activities pursuant to the customized DMB priority and local/regional priority (especially for
local/regional news) and the related trusted brand principle (for news overall).

345.

Financing DMB activities. According to Friends of Canadian Broadcasting, CBC provides scant disclosure of
financial information related to its DMB activities to indicate how the customized DMB priority will be
pursued.702 This is concerning to PIAC/NPF because, over the last licence term, “(f)unding new online
initiative is (sic] taken place by reallocating existing resources – in other words, by cutting services
elsewhere”703 (e.g., reduced financial support for local television news services704). The lack of disclosure on
how CBC plans to finance DMB activities is especially problematic because the Corporation is asking CRTC to
allow its DMB activities, on its unlicensed DMB services, to count towards its television licence
commitments, which is “an historic proposition”705:
“The corporation is asking the Commission to allow it [sic] compensate for reduced license obligations with
enhanced digital activities. Such a change would be monumental, setting a precedent for the future of
broadcasting regulation in Canada. Interveners’ comments will be helpful in bringing potential consequences
of this profound proposal to the Commission’s attention. Yet how can interveners assist the Commission in
this way when current and future expenditures on said digital activities are not disclosed?”706

346.

This evidentiary gap prompted the November 2019 Friends of Canadian Broadcasting Procedural Request
for disclosure of financial information related to CBC’s DMB activities, specifically for aggregate data on
digital expenditures and revenues and disaggregated data that matches the types of DMB services and
programming (specifically, PNI, news, local programming) that CBC offers.707 The Commission’s ruling, in the
CRTC Response to FCB Procedural Request708, provided for only partial revelation of some of these
numbers, specifically:
DMB Services – Total Aggregate Revenues: total aggregate revenues (subscriber and advertising) for all of
its owned and operated online services (audio and video) on grounds this “is in the public interest in that it
will help interveners have a more complete financial portrait of expenses and revenues, while limiting the
potential for direct harm to the CBC/SRC”.

347.

In a letter sent to CRTC on February 3, 2020, responding to the Commission’s January 28 letter (“CBC Letter
Response to FCB Procedural Request”), CBC provided “the requested information…simply as a courtesy to
make the table more complete” in the “aggregated expenses data…already on the public record” (see table
below). CBC also noted that no data exists for 2015-16 because CBC “did not track digital financial data”
that year and “in 2016-17 only one” CBC DMB service “generated revenues” and the Corporation is
“claiming confidentiality” with respect to this information consistent with CRTC’s “practice not to disclose
individual service revenues” due to potential “adverse competitive impact”. (Regarding the legitimacy of
this confidentiality claim, see Methodological Recommendations section.)
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348.

The table indicates that for DMB services: in 2017-18, “earned revenues” were over $15M (audio and video)
and total “content-related expenses” were over $34M (audio and video), of which total “Canadian contentrelated expenses” were over $13M (video only). Each of these items is projected to increase through 20222023, to a high of earned revenues over $40M (audio and video) and total content-related expenses over
$65M (audio and video), of which total Cancon-related expenses over $35M (video only). This means that
DMB services are projected to operate at significant loss through the Strategy 2022 period, culminating in a
2022-2023 loss of more than $25M.

349.

Financing news (local, regional, and national), PNI, and local Cancon. As noted, according to Friends of
Canadian Broadcasting, CBC provides scant disclosure on how much its spends on local and regional news,
which is especially important due to “declining private media coverage”709 and on other key Cancon
categories, notably PNI and local. To address this evidentiary gap, the November 2019 Friends of Canadian
Broadcasting Procedural Request asks CBC for financial information on aggregate spending (historical and
projected) by platform (radio, TV, DMB) and genre (PNI, news, local), including “(d)etail on… proposed news
expenditures, including total proposed national and local/regional expenditures on a cross-platform
basis”.710 The Commission’s ruling, in the CRTC Response to FCB Procedural Request711, denied the request
on grounds that “financial information” on “historical news and regional expenditures, CPE, PNI, and other
related information is provided on the Commission’s website” and the Application includes CBC’s responses
to questions from Commission staff.

HOW CBC QUANTIFIES ITS FINANCIAL PRESSURES
350.

CBC fails to adequately quantify the financial pressures facing the Corporation, in terms of income (notably
government funding and commercial revenues [“revenues”]) and expenses/costs.

OVERALL
351.

Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 – which appears to be dated on or around August 2019712, prior to the
federal government’s confirmation that the Federal Budget 2016 reinvestment is permanent – provides
high-level disclosure of CBC’s projected financial picture for 2018-2019 through to 2023-2024 (“Financial
Outlook”).713 A balanced position is presented between 2019-2020 and 2023-2024 (i.e., matching expected
expenditure to expected income, which includes government funding and revenues)714, but increasing from
2019-2020 ($1,683,877) to 2021-2022 ($1,749,207) and then decreasing to 2023-2024 ($1,658,583):

CBC Budget
Financial Outlook 2019-2024
2018-2019

Projection
2019-2020

Projection
2020-2021

Projection
2021-2022

Projection
20222023

Projection
2023-2024
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Total Sources
of Income ($)

1,703,875

1,683,877

1,738,906

1,749,207

1,663,150

1,658,583

Total
Expenditures

1,754,102

1,683,877

1,738,906

1,749,207

1,663,150

1,658,583

($)

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
352.

The BTLR Final Report recognizes the “funding level” for CBC “has been the topic of much discussion over
the years, with conflicting conclusions contained in the five parliamentary and government reports issued
over the last decade and a half”.715 According to the report:
“CBC/Radio-Canada currently has multiple sources of revenue, with the largest portion coming from
parliamentary appropriations. In 2017-2018, this amounted to $1.208 billion or 68 per cent of its total
revenues. In addition to parliamentary appropriations, CBC/Radio-Canada received $318 million from
advertising, $127 million from subscriber fees, and an additional $128 million from financing, investment,
and other sources. CBC/Radio-Canada benefits indirectly from the CMF, which supports broadcasters’
investments in Canadian television programming. In 2017-2018, CBC/Radio-Canada’s performance and
development envelopes totalled about $86 million. Finally, productions in which CBC/Radio-Canada invested
received $60 million in federal tax credits in 2017-2018.”716
“Parliamentary appropriations are established on a yearly basis and are often characterized by short-term
increases and decreases. Though it was recently provided with some additional funds beginning in 20162017, CBC/Radio-Canada has generally seen a decline in its federal funding, due in part to unfunded
inflation. In terms of per capita spending on public broadcasting, Canada ranked 16 out of 18 OECD
countries in 2015-2016 and significantly lagged behind several comparator jurisdictions… Specifically,
Canada spent $29 per capita on public broadcasting while both Australia and Ireland spent $55. Meanwhile,
the United Kingdom and France spent $105 and $73, respectively, ranking 7th and 9th. Adjusting for the
additional infusion of dollars beginning in 2016-2017, Canada increased its per capita spend to $34, still
leaving a significant gap with similar countries.”717
“Obviously, the mandate and circumstances of public broadcasters vary enormously in different countries,
influencing their funding needs. CBC/Radio-Canada has several specific challenges that contribute to its
costs, such as the need to provide services in both official languages and the breadth of its geographical
coverage.”718

353.

Government funding pressures. PIAC/NPF notes the federal government’s recent confirmation that its 2016
funding increase (reinvestment of $675M over 5 years) to CBC (“reinvestment”, “incremental funding”, or
“extra funds”) is permanent means that CBC is no longer operating under extreme funding uncertainty.

354.

However, CBC does not adequately quantify the government funding pressures it faces in the coming years.
The only readily discernible information is provided in the Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 “Financial
Projections”719 as follows:
Sources of
Income

2018-2019

Projection
2019-2020

Projection
2020-2021

Projection
2021-2022

Projection
20222023

Projection
2023-2024

Parliamentary
appropriation
for operating
expenditures

1,097,822

1,098,113

1,101,551

1,100,068

1,098,471

1,096,751
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Key questions remain unanswered, such as whether these appropriations amount to less or more than
CBC’s 2013 level, when expressed in constant dollars of 2013. The BTLR Final Report recommends that the
federal government enter into funding commitments with the CBC of at least 5 years (see details in
Appendix A).720
355.

How reinvestment will fund Strategy 2022 priorities. CBC also fails to adequately share how the
reinvestment will be used to further the Strategy 2022 priorities. Annual Report 2018-19 confirms that
Annual Report 2019-20 will measure CBC’s performance based on Strategy 2022 and address how the
reinvestment “will help us fulfill the five key priorities of our new strategy”. In the meantime, it directs
readers to “see the Looking Ahead: Our New Strategic Plan 2019-2022 section for more information”721
(effectively the CBC Strategy Summary, which, as noted above, provides no information). Annual Report
2018-19 does provide some detail on how CBC allocated incremental funding to invest in Strategy 2020,
specifically “approximately half for the creation of new content across all of our platforms and the
remainder in support of our ongoing services”, but only breaks this out into high-level categories like
“creation of new Canadian content ($92M in 2017-2018 and ongoing”).722

356.

In response to CRTC Requests for Information (“CRTC RFIs”), CBC states that “(s)ome of this reinvestment
was targeted to or digital presence, and some was used to maintain momentum of, and support for our
traditional services” but “(s)ince then, our operational requirements have increased significantly with the
continued demands of maintaining traditional services and the need for both new infrastructure and new
content to meet the needs of the digital platforms and audiences”. 723 CBC also states that its “programming
strategy” since the introduction of new funding has been “to continue to source the best possible Canadian
dramas, documentaries, eligible award shows (i.e., PNI) and expose Canadians to those programs at the
most appropriate times on the most appropriate platforms.”724 CBC provides additional information on
how it plans to spend the incremental funds on an “ongoing”725 basis, however according to Friends of
Canadian broadcasting, “(t)he categories used by the Corporation to describe its spending allocations are
quite vague, making it effectively impossible for the Commission or interveners to know how the money has
been actually spent as between platforms or genres of programming”726.

357.

Knowing how CBC has spent its incremental funding and plans to spend it in future between different
Cancon genres and platforms is essential for CRTC and interveners to understand CBC’s priorities and
suggest licence commitments that CBC can fulfil within its budgetary constraints.727

358.

To address this evidence gap, the November 2019 Friends of Canadian Broadcasting Procedural Request
asked CBC to “disclose aggregate expenditures from the incremental funding (historical and projected) for
the five-year period 2016-17 through 2020-21, for CBC and SRC, by platform (TV, radio, digital), and genre
(local programming, news, programs of national interest), and for 2021/22 to 2022/23, should the funding
be extended”.728 The Commission’s ruling denied this request.

REVENUE AND EXPENSES
359.

CBC provides inadequate disclosure of its financial pressures related to revenues and expenses.

360.

As noted, Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 provides high-level disclosure of CBC’s projected financial
picture for 2018-2019 through to 2023-2024729. It only itemizes some revenue sources and expenses, on an
aggregate level:
2018-2019

Projection
2019-2020

Projection
2020-2021

Projection
2021-2022

Projection
2022-2023

Projection
2023-2024

Sources of Income
Advertising ($)

248,752

253,930

314,538

325,834

253,101

248,042

Subscriber
fees, financing

241,394

221,467

222,081

222,583

215,074

212,799
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and other
income ($)
Expenditures
Television,
radio and
digital services
costs ($)

1,661,581

1,592,287

1,648,030

1,658,847

1,573,126

1,568,730

-1,171,435

-1,345,430

-1,111,411

-1,110,430

-1,104,951

-1,107,889

Net
Sources of
income (total)
– expenditures
($)

PIAC/NPF notes the single line for “television, radio and digital services costs” includes CBC’s programming
expenditures.730 Further: advertising revenues are projected to increase from 2019-2020 until 2021-2022
and then decrease to 2023-2024 (below 2018-2019 level); subscriber fees, financing and other income are
projected to decrease from 2019-2020 to 2023-2024 (below 2018-2019 level); and television, radio and
digital services costs are projected to decrease in 2019-2020, increase through 2021-2022, and then
decrease to 2023-2024 (below 2018-2019 level).
361.

CBC also provides scant disclosure of revenue decreases and cost increases – expected and potential
(“risks”731) – that could impact implementation of the Strategy 2022 priorities. Notable examples of the
vague information that is provided include:
Expected revenue decreases/cost increases


“Our revenue continues to be exposed to the industry-wide softening of advertising markets and the
shift of advertising away from traditional television to digital platforms…(and) we anticipate the
Canadian conventional television advertising market will remain under pressure and the media industry
will continue to be disrupted. In addition, we do not receive inflation funding on the goods and services
portion of our budget. Without a solution, program spending in future years will have to be reduced to
match available resources, and some services will have to be reduced”.732

Potential revenue reductions/cost increases
 Risk that “due to accelerated deterioration in our financial realities”733, CBC “may not effectively
implement or achieve the strategic and financial goals of the new plan”734.
 Risk that “the combined effect of lower revenues and cost increases [may] reduce resources available
for our strategic priorities” which would necessitate “adjust[ing] our strategic plan as necessary”.735
 Risk that “international streaming and continued audience fragmentation [may] impact negatively on
our revenue”.736
 “Significant risks [that] are posed to the sustainability of our legacy business” because “our government
funding is not fully indexed for cost increases, and traditional advertising and subscription revenues are
declining”.737
362.

PIAC/NPF stresses that based on the foregoing CBC statements, the Corporation: expects (1) legacy ad
revenue decreases (2) that are not offset (by non-ad revenue increases, cost decreases, or government
funding increases) (3) resulting in cuts to programming and services; and foresees (1) potential
accelerated financial pressures due to legacy ad and subscription revenue decreases and unidentified cost
increases that would collectively result in failure to implement or achieve the Strategy 2022 priorities and
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changes to Strategy 2022. (Again, we note the BTLR Final Report recommendation to gradually eliminate
advertising over 5 years.)
363.

Looking backwards for insight on revenue decreases and cost increases, as noted above, in 2018-2019 CBC’s
total costs ($1,754,102) exceeded total income ($1,703,875). Of this income amount, revenue from
“ongoing activities” was $490M, a 1.9% decrease from 2017-18 (excluding the impact of the 2018 Olympic
Winter Games), primarily due to lower royalties received by CBC for re-transmitting programming and
continued decline in subscribers to its discretionary services.738 These decreases were “partly mitigated” by
“sustained growth” in CBC’s television ad revenue despite a “soft market” across Canada’s OTA television
broadcasting sector739 (sustained growth appears to be due to Olympic-driven ad sales740). Annual Report
2018-19 also says overall ad revenue is down 21% (to $248.7M in 2019 from $318.2M in 2018) and the
decline in English Canada was actually much bigger, a 37% drop.741

364.

Taking a historical look spanning 1937 to 2019, the FRPC CBC Study reports that:




total operating income: from 1937 to 2019, amounted to at least $77.6B, of which 70.1% ($54.5B)
consisted of public funding and 29.9% ($23.2B) consisted of income from CBC’s commercial activities
(1937-2019), including its sale of advertising time, programming and assets, subscriptions to CBC
programming services, and investments such as savings bonds, bonds and derivatives742;
total funding of CBC’s operations: has been decreasing overall since 1985 (34 years)743:
– public funding received by CBC has decreased since 1985 by 35.9% (from $1,283 million in 1985, to
$818 million in 2019);
– funding from commercial activities has decreased since 2014 by 40.1% (from $613 in 2014, to $365
million in 2019); and
– total public and commercial funding of CBC’s operations has decreased by 28.1% since 1985 (from
$1,646 million in 1985, to $1,183 million in 2019)



operating losses: CBC first operated at a loss in 1946; overall it has operated at a loss, in 35 of the 79
years (44%) for which data were available; in 14 out of the 19 years since 2000/01; and in each of the 7
years since 2012/13 (cumulative loss in current terms: $318 million)744.

The FRPC CBCS Study suggests that “(a)s public funding for CBC’s operations has been decreasing for 34
years and it often operates at a loss CBC may now be more rather than less dependent on its Parliamentary
appropriations – and on the Federal government not to reduce those appropriations once granted”.745
HOW CBC PLANS TO OFFSET FINANCIAL PRESSURES
365.

CBC indicates that it plans to offset its expected financial pressures with revenue increases and expenditure
reductions but provides scant details.

REVENUE INCREASES
366.

Revenue sources. According to the FRPC CBC Study, while CBC has always earned commercial income from
advertising (originally program sponsorship), in 2018/19 it reported 13 sources of income: television and
digital advertising, production revenue, subscriber fees, retransmission rights, program sponsorship, other
services, foreign exchange gain (loss), leasing income, program license (sic] sales, net gain (loss) from the
change in fair value of financial instruments, financing and investment income, and other gains and
losses.746 Historically, CBC has also sold its assets (receivables in 2008/09, mobile production assets in
2014/15, holdings in other programming services and Maison Radio Canada in 2016/17).747

367.

Revenue increase (overall). The CBC Strategy Summary states that CBC’s “business priority” is to “increase
the revenue we earn and find new revenue opportunities”748 and promises this “won’t change who we are
or what we offer” (bold and italics in original)749. Friends of Canadian Broadcasting notes that no supporting
evidence for this promise is provided.750

368.

In May 2019, CBC President Catherine Tait asserted that since CBC depends on commercial revenue as a
financing source, “we also have an obligation to run a business”, thus part of her job is “to try and find ways
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to uncover revenue that we might not have considered as possible for the public broadcaster.”751 She spoke
about the need for CBC to not only keep its “diversified funding revenue model” but also diversify its
commercial revenue streams, especially internationally, in order to decrease its vulnerability to government
and marketplace changes.752 In its October 2019 response to a CRTC RFI, CBC states that it is “pursuing all
available opportunities to increase its commercial revenues and will continue to do so over the next licence
term”.753 To date, CBC has not provided a list of new/increased revenue sources (partial or full). However,
Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 indicates that CBC will “accelerate focus on digital revenue
opportunities”754 and PIAC/NPF believes that President Tait’s reference to diversified “international”
revenue streams likely pertains to the export priority, specifically to international program sales.
369.

Ad revenue increase. CBC provides scarce information on its historical and proposed pursuit of ad revenues
(which, as noted above, “has been contentious for decades”755), albeit PIAC/NPF agrees with Friends of
Canadian Broadcasting that “to its credit, the Corporation has not asked for the reintroduction of
advertising on CBC Music or ICI Musique”756. Friends provides a succinct description of this evidentiary gap:
“While the Corporation provides aggregate advertising revenue data for traditional platforms, no such data
has been provided for digital platforms. Furthermore, no data has been provided on the Corporation’s cost
of sales, which would demonstrate the net impact of advertising revenues on the Corporation. And no crossplatform data has been provided by genre of programming.
Moreover, there are reasonable questions about how the Corporation plans to increase advertising
revenues. Since the 2016 American Presidential election, the world has awoken to the fact that
microtargeted advertising poses an existential threat to basic human liberty, creating a toxic bargain
whereby access to services is predicated on the full and irrevocable transfer of highly sensitive personal data
that is used, among other things, as the basis to target political advertising – much of which is false or
deliberately misleading. While the Corporation is rightly concerned about competing with the likes of
Facebook for advertising revenue and user attention, it cannot do so at all costs.” 757

370.

Regarding CBC plans to increase ad revenues, Corporate Plan Summary 2019-2024 indicates that CBC will
“reinforce the value and effectiveness of television advertising” and “continue to invest in prime-time
television, which is still the biggest single driver of revenue for the Corporation”758.

371.

The lack of information about CBC’s planned commercial activities (especially its pursuit of ad revenues),
prevents CRTC from monitoring the Corporation’s fulfillment of its promise to Canadians that increased
revenues won’t change what CBC is or provides and means these activities could include ones that CRTC
and Canadians would legitimately oppose (e.g., justifying licence commitment restrictions such as limiting
or deleting ads on specific program genres).759

372.

To address this evidentiary gap, the November 2019 Friends of Canadian Broadcasting Procedural Request
sought CBC disclosure of “(g)reater detail on its advertising plans for all platforms, and the impact of those
plans on programming choices” (especially entertainment, news, and sports).760 However, as noted, the
CRTC denied it.761

EXPENDITURE REDUCTIONS
373.

CBC indicates that it plans to “monitor and control costs, and reallocate financial resources to strategic
priorities”762 (i.e., cut costs and reallocate savings to the Strategy 2022 priorities), however there is scarce
information on CBC’s planned cost reductions, which could include decreased operating expenses (e.g.,
overall payroll, decreased programming expenses, and scaled-down Strategy 2022 initiatives) and efficiency
gains (e.g., workforce and production method adjustment/streamlining).

PLAN FOR EVALUATING SUCCESS IN IMPLEMENTING STRATEGY 2022 PRIORITIES IS DEFICIENT
374.

Finally, in PIAC/NPF’s view, the Corporation’s plan for evaluating its performance in delivering on the
Strategy 2022 priorities is deficient. Strategy 2022 announces 5 key metrics to help CBC and Canadians
evaluate the Corporation’s success in implementing the Strategy 2022 priorities: digital reach, engagement,
brand value, diversity, and revenue.763 As noted above, Annual Report 2019-2020 will be the first to report
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on CBC’s performance pursuant to the new strategy, using the new metrics. However, these indicators do
not appear to be programming-focused, a point revisited in our Substantive Recommendations.
DO NOT “BAKE” STRATEGY 2022 DEFICIENCIES INTO NEW LICENSING APPROACH TO CBC (IF ANY)
OR CBC LICENCE COMMITMENTS
375.

As submitted, the outcomes of PIAC/NPF’s preliminary assessment of CBC’s performance should be used by
CRTC to help it determine the proper degree of deference to give to Strategy 2022, and to establish an
appropriate licensing approach to, and licence commitments for, CBC.

SUMMARY OF STRATEGY 2022 DEFICIENCIES
376.

In conclusion, PIAC/NPF’s assessment of Strategy 2022 is that it is laudable but deficient in that it :






provides scant and inadequate disclosure of CBC’s plans;
fails to wholly and adequately respond to the Corporation’s shortcomings and challenges;
is inconsistent with PSB best practice, especially because it is does not maximize delivery of original,
high-quality, distinctive Cancon (i.e., identifiably Canadian and distinctive from private domestic
broadcasters), in all vulnerable and valuable genres that are of greatest interest to Canadians as
consumer-citizens; and
could require or result in CBC financial and other resources being re-directed to DMB services at the
expense of legacy services.

DO NOT “BAKE” STRATEGY 2022 DEFICIENCIES INTO NEW LICENSING APPROACH TO CBC (IF ANY)
OR CBC LICENCE COMMITMENTS
377.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should consider the outcomes of the PIAC/NPF CBC Performance Assessment
to help it determine the proper degree of deference to give to Strategy 2022, and to establish an
appropriate licensing approach to, and licence commitments for, CBC.

378.

In particular, we submit that Strategy 2022 – or more specifically, the deficient aspects of Strategy 2022
(in terms of its priorities and omissions therefrom) – should not be “baked into” CRTC’s new licensing
approach to CBC (if any) or CBC’s licence commitments for the next licence term.

379.

PIAC/NPF’s substantive recommendations and considerations, addressing BNC 2019-379, are provided next.

PART 3: SUBSTANTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS AND
CONSIDERATIONS
380.

In this section, PIAC/NPF makes recommendations and considerations for the appropriate licensing
approach to CBC and appropriate CBC licence commitments, informed by the PIAC/NPF Analytical
Framework and outcomes of PIAC/NPF’s CBC performance assessment. These are not grouped under the
topics identified in BNC 2019-379 and not every question raised in that document is addressed. Instead, our
comments focus on the areas in which PIAC/NPF considers that it can provide the most effective input, on
behalf of Canadian citizen-consumers, at this stage in the proceeding. The discussion of CBC’s programming
licence commitments focuses on CBC’s video services, since these are the primary subject of the CBC
proposal and BNC 2019-379 analysis.764 However, as indicated throughout this submission, PIAC/NPF also
recognizes the important contribution of audio services to PSB in Canada.

381.

Before proceeding with this discussion, PIAC/NPF wishes to express its concerns about the Commission’s
mis-placed framing of this proceeding as a (mere) “licence renewal”.
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THIS “LICENCE RENEWAL” IS A STEALTH POLICY PROCEEDING ON WHETHER AND HOW TO
REGULATE CBC’S DMB SERVICES
382.

BNC 2019-379 prima facie is a licence renewal proceeding. However, paragraph 31 states “(t)his proceeding
is designed, in part, to explore how the Commission can be flexible in terms of its regulatory approach for
the Corporation”765, thus indicating that what is really being considered is a new “regulatory approach” to
CBC.

383.

As discussed in the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework, the current regulatory approach consists of licenced
legacy services and licence-exempt DMB services. However, the BNC conflates the new “regulatory
approach” (a term used 6 times) with a new “licensing approach” (a term used 0 times notwithstanding its
repeated use in the Application766). The key text, at paragraphs 30 and 34, effectively contends that if a new
regulatory approach is needed, the only available option is a new approach to CBC’s licences, because
pursuant to the current DMEO, CBC’s DMBU services are not regulated with respect to Cancon, and “only
existing regulatory tools [i.e., licence commitments] can be used when establishing requirements for the
Corporation during the next licence term”767.

384.

This Commission argument, which is presented as a statement of fact, begs the fundamental and
foundational question – which PIAC/NPF believes the Commission is intentionally obfuscating – of whether
to regulate CBC with respect to its DMB services and, if yes, how, notably:



indirectly and non-transparently, pursuant to CBC’s licences (specifically, its television licences); or
directly and transparently, pursuant to the:
– DMEO (whether or not the BTLR Final Report recommendations are implemented), which would
necessarily be by way of regulating the appropriate class of DMBU(s) and therefore requires
reviewing and revising the DMEO in a separate policy proceeding; or
– new “media communications” framework, specifically the new registration regime for “online”
media curators (if the BTLR Final Report recommendations are implemented).

385.

PIAC/NPF is concerned this (obfuscated) question effectively renders what is, ostensibly, a CBC “licence
renewal” proceeding into a stealth policy proceeding on the regulation of DMB activities, with
correspondingly increased stakes for Canadians and the Canadian broadcasting system.

ESTABLISH AN APPROPRIATE LICENSING APPROACH TO CBC
386.

This concern stated, with intent to revisit, PIAC/NPF submits that:



a new licensing approach to CBC is warranted; and
the CRTC-proposed licensing approach to CBC (“CRTC Proposal”) should be adopted, conditional on the
adoption of PIAC/NPF-recommended or substantively similar changes.

A NEW LICENSING APPROACH TO CBC IS WARRANTED
387.

According to CBC, each of the three key purposes of its statutory mandate (inform, educate, entertain) is
“essential”768 and it is important for it to continue to “have the flexibility to fulfil these three purposes in a
way that best meets the changing needs of Canadians”.769

388.

As noted, PIAC/NPF submits the key question for CRTC is whether the challenges facing CBC warrant a new
licensing approach to the Corporation and, if yes, what this approach should be. If the challenges can be
adequately addressed by updating CBC’s licence commitments, then a new licensing approach is not
required.

389.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits that the powerful challenges facing CBC, detailed in our CBC Performance
Assessment, warrant a new licensing approach. Our recommendations and considerations on the proper
substance of the new licensing approach are provided next.
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ADOPT THE CRTC-PROPOSED LICENSING APPROACH (“CRTC PROPOSAL”), SUBJECT TO PIAC/NPFRECOMMENDED CHANGES
390.

PIAC/NPF submits that the CRTC Proposal – as translated by us below – has problematic aspects and thus
should be adopted by the Commission only with PIAC/NPF-recommended or substantively similar changes.

NEW LICENSING APPROACH THAT IS OUTCOMES-FOCUSED AND ADAPTIVE TO MULTI-PLATFORM CBC
SERVICES, WITH 3 ELEMENTS: PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES, PROGRAMMING LICENCE COMMITMENTS,
AND OPERATIONAL LICENCE COMMITMENTS

THE CRTC PROPOSAL IS AN EXERCISE IN TRANSLATION
391.

The CRTC Proposal, on its face, is complex and confusing. For this reason, PIAC/NPF struggled to understand
what, precisely, the Commission is really asking interveners to comment upon. We are also concerned that
answering the myriad questions posed by CRTC – of which some are evidentiary and others policy-oriented
– in the order in which they are presented in BNC 2019-379 would preclude us from providing a coherent
response to the CRTC Proposal that would best inform the Commission’s decision-making.

392.

PIAC/NPF believes the CRTC Proposal is best understood to be comprised of an overall approach that has
three specific elements (see details below). However, we acknowledge that despite best efforts, our
understanding of the CRTC Proposal could be mistaken, in which case we look forward to discussing this
with the Commission during the hearing phase.

393.

PIAC/NPF also notes that, in our description of the CRTC Proposal, alternating usage of “content” and
“programs” is the Commission’s. We are uncertain whether this is intended to be a difference with or
without a meaning, given that “content” is technically a broader term that could include non-programs, a
usage that would align with the BTLR Final Report recommendations.

CRTC PROPOSAL
394.

According to CRTC, CBC is bound by its statutory mandate “but the manner in which it delivers on its
mandate now includes a mixture of both traditional licensed services and online services”770 (i.e., it is multiplatform).

395.

To address the ongoing evolution of CBC services, CRTC proposes that a corresponding new licensing
approach is required, specifically one that is outcomes-focused771 and “adaptive”772/“flexible”773 to the
Corporation’s evolving multi-platform delivery of programs while ensuring CBC fulfills its statutory mandate
and best meets the needs and interests of Canadians774, with three elements:





Element #1 – Programming Objectives: specifically, “overarching”775 (i.e., cross-platform) programming
objectives776, which PIAC/NPF understands are effectively CRTC’s high-level priorities for CBC.
Element #2 – Programming (aka “Content”) Licence Commitments: specifically, an ostensibly CBCproposed777 new approach that takes into account, for the first time, CBC’s DMB services; in particular,
a new approach to content commitments for its OTA television networks (English- and Frenchlanguage) that takes into account, for the first time, both television and digital media exhibition of
video programming (plus corresponding changes to existing commitments778) (aka “CBC-proposed
approach to programming commitments”).
Element #3 – Operational Licence Commitments: specifically, a performance “measurement
framework” that reports on CBC’s “programming and activities” to ensure it remains “transparently
accountable” to CRTC and Canadians779 (plus corresponding commitments)

(“CRTC-proposed licensing approach to CBC” or “CRTC proposal”)
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PIAC/NPF-RECOMMENDED CHANGES
396.

PIAC/NPF notes that it is possible for interveners to reject all three elements of the CRTC Proposal (thereby
“rejecting” the licensing approach), to accept all three elements as-is (thereby “accepting” the licensing
approach), or to accept one, some, or all of the elements conditional on changes (thereby “accepting with
changes” the licensing approach). PIAC/NPF accepts with changes the CRTC-proposed licensing approach,
as detailed below.

RETAIN ALL 3 ELEMENTS BUT MAKE SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES TO EACH
397.

In principle, PIAC/NPF welcomes the proposed new licensing approach, with its recognition of multiplatform CBC services, and its three fundamental elements:




programming objectives, specifically cross-platform
programming licence commitments; and
operational licence commitments, specifically the introduction of a performance management
framework (“PM framework”).

398.

From PIAC/NPF’s perspective, this approach appears to be modelled on UK PSB best practice, specifically
the relationship between the BBC and Ofcom, which is detailed by its Director of Content Policy in a 20182019 international symposium paper780 as follows (brackets ours to indicate the possible CBC-CRTC
correlation).

399.

The 2017-2027 BBC Charter and Framework Agreement “together set out how the BBC will operate” over
the Charter period.781 Ofcom’s primary role “is to act where the BBC isn’t delivering for it audiences” and it
has “robust enforcement powers to hold the BBC to account where it fail(s) to comply”.782 The Charter and
Agreement require Ofcom to issue an “Operating Framework”783 , effectively an “accountability
framework”, that states how it will regulate BBC, using three key tools:


Enforceable regulatory conditions, imposed through an “Operating Licence”784 that:
– sets a single, cross-platform licence for BBC’s radio, television, and DMB services785
– for each of BBC’s mandated “public purposes” (akin to CBC’s statutory mandate):




400.



“set(s) out objectives for the BBC”786 (akin to Element #1); plus



“a range of specific regulatory conditions”787 (akin to Element #2)

“(A)ssessing compliance with these regulatory conditions”788 (akin to CRTC monitoring of CBC’s
compliance with licence commitments); and
“(E)xamin(ing) the BBC’s wider performance through a new performance measurement framework” 789
(akin to Element #3), plus a requirement for Ofcom to “report annually on these performance measures
and the BBC’s compliance with the regulatory conditions”

This possible correlation is supported by the CRTC Jurisdiction Scan, which recognizes that in the
Commission’s “Harnessing Change” report (intended to be read jointly with its BTLR submission):
“(T)he CRTC proposed to update legislation to develop new adaptable and innovative approaches to
regulation. One option was to replace prescription licensing of every individual services with broader,
compressive service agreements covering a service group’s broad array of broadcasting and digital services.
Such agreements would be adapted to a service group’s technological and business reality, be subject to
public scrutiny, set out specific binding commitments applicable to the service group and include
performance-based measurements tailored to achieve policy outcomes.”790 (note: all typos and underline in
original)

401.

PIAC/NPF believes this service agreement system, if implemented by GoC to replace the licensing regime
and adopted for CBC, could have aligned well with the CRTC Proposal. However, the service agreement
system was rejected by the BTRL Final Report in favour of its recommended hybrid licensing regime (for
legacy entities)/new registration regime (for “online” entities). In any event, the CRTC Proposal is being
considered in context of the current broadcasting framework, pursuant to which there are pertinent
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differences between the Ofcom-BBC and CRTC-CBC relationship and, for this reason (amongst others), the
devil is in the substantive details of the proposed elements. Consequently, we submit that CRTC should
retain all three elements of the new licensing approach but make PIAC/NPF-recommended substantive
changes to each, which are discussed element-by-element, below. We start by providing an overview of
each element that incorporates the BNC 2019-379 questions, highlighting the ones that we answer in this
intervention (marked with a *), and then proceed to provide a comprehensive response to it.
ELEMENT #1: “OVERARCHING” (CROSS-PLATFORM) PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES
402.

This section starts by describing Element #1 of the CRTC Proposal and proceeds to outline PIAC/NPF’s
response to it.

CRTC PROPOSAL
403.

CRTC proposes four overarching CBC programming objectives, specifically791:





404.

CRTC Objective #1 – Reflection of Canadians, including diversity groups792: reflects and meets the needs
and interests of Canadians, including “diversity groups”, in both official languages793;
CRTC Objective #2 – Production of Cancon794: Cancon is of high quality and supports Canadian
producers and creators795;
CRTC Objective #3 – Access to, and Distribution of, Cancon796: Cancon is accessible and discoverable
across Canada and abroad797; and
CRTC Objective #4 - Role of Cancon in Democratic Life798: Cancon contributes to democratic life in
Canada799.

The Commission contends that to identify these objectives, it “carefully reviewed” the CBC statutory
mandate and Strategy 2022 and considered the changing viewing and listening behaviours of Canadians as
well as the Commission’s views regarding “flexible regulation of the broadcasting system in the future”800
expressed in its “Harnessing Change” report801.

CRTC PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #1: REFLECTION OF CANADIANS, INCLUDING DIVERSITY GROUPS
405.

According to CRTC, pursuant to section 3(1)(m)(iv) of the Act, the programming provided by the Corporation
should “be in English and in French, reflecting the different needs and circumstances of each official
language community, including the particular needs and circumstances of English and French linguistic
minorities.”802 Further, pursuant to section 3(1)(m)(v) of the Act, the Corporation’s programming should
“strive to be of equivalent quality in English and in French.”803

406.

Given this statutory mandate and CBC’s important contributions to meeting the broader objectives of the
Act (which are not identified804), CRTC proposes the Corporation should produce805, commission806, and
make available on multiple platforms (specifically, “all” of its platforms and services) “discoverable” audio
and video “content” in a diversity of genres807 that meets the needs of and reflects the diverse Canadian
population, including those from the following groups: women; Indigenous groups; ethnic and multicultural
groups; official language minority communities (“OLMCs”); children and youth; Canadians with disabilities;
and LGBTQ2 Canadians (“diversity groups”).808

407.

In light of the above, CRTC invites responses to the following questions 809, which PIAC/NPF notes are
primarily evidentiary in nature and therefore cannot be adequately answered without access to detailed
data that is not publicly – or at least, readily – available (“*” ours):
*Q1. Comment on the types, range and quality of the programming offered on the Corporation’s Englishlanguage platforms and services. *Q2. Comment on the types, range and quality of the programming
offered on the Corporation’s French-language platforms and services. Q3. The English- and French-language
viewing and listening markets in Canada have different dynamics and realities, both of which can affect the
programming needs of the various communities within these markets. Is the Corporation addressing the
distinct needs and interests of each linguistic market in the best ways possible? What improvements could
be made to ensure that the Corporation’s programming meets those needs and interests? Q4. Is the
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programming offered on the Corporation’s English- and French-language traditional and online platforms
and services equally diverse and innovative? If not, what are the differences, and on which platforms or
services do differences exist? What could the Corporation do to rectify any imbalance? Q5. Does the
programming offered on all of the Corporation’s platforms and services reflect the diversity of Canadians?
Are the following groups adequately and appropriately reflected? a) women; b) Indigenous groups; c) ethnic
and multicultural groups; d) OLMCs; e) children and youth; f) Canadians with disabilities; and g) LGBTQ2
Canadians. Q6. Is programming that is reflective of the various groups mentioned above easily discoverable,
available and identifiable? If not, what could the Corporation do to improve the discoverability, availability
and identification of content that reflects these groups? *Q7. What could the Corporation do to ensure that
its programming remains reflective of Canada’s regions while serving the special needs and interests of
those regions, including Indigenous peoples in different parts of Canada, on all of its platforms and services?
CRTC PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #2: PRODUCTION OF CANCON
408.

According to CRTC, CBC has an extensive in-house capacity to produce Canadian audio and video content as
well as extensive partnerships with Canada’s independent production community and content creators.810
Therefore, it is “incumbent on” CBC to contribute to a vibrant Canadian broadcasting system with the
continued creation of high-quality audio and video Cancon for both domestic and international
consumption.811

409.

Consequently, CRTC proposes that CBC should812:







410.

create and broadcast high-quality original813 Cancon;
support independent and emerging content creators and artists ;
support diversity (i.e., diversity groups) in key production roles;
ensure that Cancon is available on all of its platforms and services;
contribute financially to the production of Cancon; and
leverage Canadian and international partnerships to the benefit of Canadian audiences as well as to the
benefit of content creators and producers.

In light of the above, CRTC invites responses to the following questions814 which PIAC/NPF notes are
primarily evidentiary in nature and therefore cannot be adequately answered without access to detailed
data that is not publicly – or at least, readily – available (“*” ours):
*Q8. What, if any, improvements could be made to ensure that the Corporation creates and broadcasts
high-quality original Cancon? *Q9. How could the Corporation ensure that the programming provided
across all of its platforms and services remains predominantly and distinctively Canadian? *Q10. How does
the Corporation provide support to independent content creators? Emerging content creators? What value
added does this support bring to the Corporation’s programming and to Canadians? Q11. Does the
Corporation provide adequate support to ensure diversity in key production roles on all of its platforms and
services? To what extent is this diversity reflected in its programming choices? What could the Corporation
do to increase and improve such diversity in production? Q12. The Corporation must provide programming
that is distinctively and predominantly Canadian. By what means does the Corporation make consumers
aware of the origin of the content (Canadian or international) provided on its services and platforms? What
improvements, if any, could the Corporation make in regard to identifying the origin of such content? *Q13.
Is the Corporation effectively leveraging international partnerships for the creation of high-quality content?
If not, how could the Corporation do this more effectively?

CRTC PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #3: ACCESS TO AND DISTRIBUTION OF CANCON
411.

In regard to access to and distribution of Cancon, CRTC proposes that CBC should815:



ensure that Cancon is “available and discoverable in Canada and abroad” on various platforms and
services;
ensure access to a “variety of programming in a balanced fashion”;
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412.

ensure that “content” is accessible to Canadians with disabilities on traditional and digital media
platforms and services; and
leverage international partnerships to ensure the international distribution of high-quality Cancon.

In light of the above, CRTC invites responses to the following questions816 (“*” ours):
*Q14. Taking into consideration the content CBC has made available on multiple digital media platforms (for
example, mobile applications and online streaming services), what could it do to continue to serve and meet
the needs of Canadians who cannot or do not consume content via online platforms? In other words, how
could CBC ensure that Canadians are well served regardless of the platform they use or to which they have
access? *Q15. Should CRTC take a different regulatory approach in regard to CBC’s services, depending on
the platform or service, to ensure that its “programming” continues to be available to Canadians across the
country? If yes, how should such an approach differ on a per-platform basis? For example, are there certain
types of programming that would best be offered through online platforms or through traditional services?
Q16. Is CBC’s programming (audio and video) accessible to Canadians with disabilities? What, if any,
improvements could be made in this regard? *Q17. Is CBC’s programming (audio and video) available and
easily discoverable on multiple platforms, both in Canada and abroad? What, if any, improvements could be
made in this regard?

CRTC PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #4: ROLE OF CANCON IN DEMOCRATIC LIFE
413.

Verifiable, reliable and trusted news and information made from a Canadian perspective is of paramount
importance for Canadians to engage constructively with their national institutions (public, not-for-profit or
private).817 Canadians should have access to programming at the national, regional and local levels to help
them participate in different spheres of civil society.818 Canadians deserve to be well informed about events
that affect their lives and be provided with important information during times of emergencies. CBC is one
of the key voices in Canada that is particularly well placed to provide such services.819

414.

Consequently, CRTC proposes that in regard to the role of CBC’s “programming” in contributing to the
democratic life of Canada, the Corporation should820:






415.

provide trustworthy, verified and non-biased news and information;
provide local, regional, national and international news from a Canadian perspective;
provide news and information on all platforms and services;
support the work of the Corporation’s Ombudsmen; and
provide Canadians with timely, accurate and (where available) bilingual emergency alert warnings
throughout Canada.

In light of the above, the Commission invites responses to the following questions821 (“*” ours):
*Q18. To what extent is CBC adequately serving, or not adequately serving, local, regional and national
communities with news and information programming on all of its platforms and services? How has CBC‘s
increased use of online services affected its local programming as well as news and information content on
its traditional platforms? Q19. Has the CBC’s use of online platforms to make news and information
available to Canadians had a positive effect on democratic life in Canada? If yes, what is that effect, and
who benefits from these new ways of sharing information? If no, what improvements can be made? *Q20.
In an era where false and misleading news is increasingly being shared on the Internet, what should CBC do
to continue being a trusted, verified and non-biased source of news and information? What key role will CBC
play in the future online world of trustworthy news and information? Q21. CBC is expected to distribute
emergency alerts to the public in both official languages when available, in accordance with the National
Public Alerting System Common Look and Feel Guidance, version 2.0. Provide details on the importance of
emergency alerts on CBC’s platforms and services across the country, especially in rural and remote regions
where long-term evolution (LTE) technology may not be available.

PIAC/NPF-RECOMMENDED CHANGES
416.

PIAC/NPF recommends the following changes to the CRTC-proposed Element #1.
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REPLACE CRTC PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES WITH PIAC/NPF PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES
417.

PIAC/NPF agrees that CRTC should adopt overarching programming objectives for CBC. These would
effectively be “CRTC’s high-level priorities” for CBC to achieve its statutory mandate as a counterpoint to
“CBC’s priorities” under its strategic plans, both existing (i.e., Strategy 2022 priorities) and future.
Presumably, in the case of a conflict, the CRTC priorities would trump the CBC priorities.

418.

We believe that establishing a transparent and stable set of high-level CRTC priorities would benefit
Canadians and the Corporation. Canadians would have greater certainty that their interests are being
protected by the Commission. CBC would also retain sufficient discretion to make corporate decisions about
how to best achieve its statutory mandate, guided by the overarching programming objectives, within
monetary constraints, in its future strategic plans. This would also make the outcomes of licence renewal
proceedings more certain for CBC, since it would know in advance the appropriate CRTC parameters for its
proposed programming licence commitments.

419.

In particular, PIAC/NPF recommends that CRTC should adopt the following two overarching programming
objectives for CBC.

PIAC/NPF PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #1: IN DELIVERING PROGRAMMING THAT IS “PREDOMINANTLY”
CANCON, MAXIMIZE RATIO OF CANCON TO FOREIGN (I.E., PREDOMINANCE SHOULD BE FLOOR NOT
CEILING)
420.

PIAC/NPF submits that in delivering programming that is “predominantly” Cancon, CBC should maximize the
ratio of Cancon to foreign programming; that is, “predominance” should be a floor not a ceiling (“PIAC/NPF
Programing Objective #1”).

421.

PIAC/NPF Programming Objective #1 is consistent with the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework principle that
CRTC should aim to maximize CBC’s contributions to Cancon in the context of its licence renewal
proceedings, reflects PSB best practices and thus would help CBC to overcome its market challenges, and is
aligned with the BTLR Final Report recommendations on CBC’s role.

PIAC/NPF PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVE #2: MAXIMIZE DELIVERY – TO CANADIAN (PRIMARILY) AND
FOREIGN AUDIENCES – OF CANCON IN CATEGORIES OF GREATEST INTEREST TO CANADIANS AS
CONSUMER-CITIZENS: ORIGINAL, HIGH-QUALITY, INDEPENDENT, DISTINCTIVELY CANADIAN, AND
DISTINCT FROM PRIVATE CANADIAN BROADCASTERS (I.E., ACROSS ALL GENRES); AND GENRES THAT
ARE VALUED BY CANADIANS AND/OR UNDER-SERVED, SPECIFICALLY NEWS (ALL LEVELS), LOCAL, PNI,
KIDS’, AND CANADIAN DIVERSITY
422.

PIAC/NPF submits that CBC should maximize delivery – to Canadian (primarily) and foreign audiences – of
Cancon in the following categories that are of the greatest interest to Canadians as consumer-citizens:



original, high-quality, independent822, distinctively Canadian, and distinct from private Canadian
broadcasters (i.e., across all genres); and
genres that are valued by Canadians and/or under-served, specifically news (all levels823), local824, PNI;
kids’; and Canadian diversity.

(“PIAC/NPF Programming Objective #2”)
For clarity, we do NOT intend for the term “independent”, meaning independently-produced, to apply to
the “news” category. That is, we are not recommending that CBC should maximize independently-produced
news at the expense of in-house produced news.
423.

PIAC/NPF Programming Objective #2 reflects the significant interest of Canadians as consumer-citizens in
these categories of Cancon, which is extensively documented throughout this intervention. It is consistent
with the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework principle that CRTC should aim to maximize CBC’s contributions to
Cancon in the context of its licence renewal proceedings, reflects PSB best practices and thus would help
CBC to overcome its market challenges, and partly aligns with Strategy 2022 (kids’, local/regional, diversity,
and export priorities).
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DO NOT *IMPLEMENT* PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES (PIAC/NPF OR CRTC) ON CROSS-PLATFORM
(SPECIFICALLY, DMB) BASIS IN THIS PROCEEDING; TAKE STAGED APPROACH
424.

PIAC/NPF submits the establishment by CRTC of CBC cross-platform programming objectives is separate and
distinct from the question of whether the Commission should implement these objectives using regulatory
tools. Put differently, the cross-platform programming objectives are meant to guide CBC on what
programming it should provide in order to meet its statutory mandate, and it is a separate question for
CRTC whether regulatory intervention is required to ensure that CBC achieves them (i.e., whether to impose
regulatory requirements to achieve the objectives) and, if yes, what form that regulatory intervention
should take (i.e., whether to impose regulatory requirements in the form of licence commitments,
exemption conditions or, if a new registration system is implemented, registration conditions).

425.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits that this licence renewal proceeding is not an appropriate venue for CRTC to
implement its CBC cross-platform programming objectives on a digital platform basis, specifically via the
CRTC-proposed Element #2 new approach to program licence commitments for CBC’s legacy services that
includes Cancon on DMB services. Instead, the Commission should take the following staged approach to
implementation.

STAGE #1: IMPLEMENT OBJECTIVES FOR LEGACY SERVICES VIA PROGRAMMING LICENCE
COMMITMENTS (NOW)
426.

PIAC/NPF submits that in stage #1, the Commission should implement the programming objectives
(PIAC/NPF or CRTC) for CBC’s legacy services, via corresponding programming licence commitments, in this
proceeding (i.e., now).

STAGE #2: DELAY IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES FOR DMB SERVICES, PENDING REVIEW/REVISION
OF DMEO (AS EXEMPTION CONDITIONS) OR NEW REGISTRATION REGIME (AS REGISTRATION
CONDITIONS) (WHICHEVER COMES FIRST)
427.

Further, PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should delay implementation of the programming objectives
(PIAC/NPF or CRTC) for CBC’s DMB services, to stage #2, which is their potential implementation in a future
review/revision of the DMEO (via corresponding exemption conditions) or a new registration regime (via
corresponding registration conditions), whichever is first.

428.

PIAC/NPF’s rationale and additional details are provided below, under Element #2.

ELEMENT #2: NEW APPROACH TO PROGRAMMING LICENCE COMMITMENTS FOR LEGACY (TELEVISION)
SERVICES THAT INCLUDES CANCON ON DMB SERVICES
429.

This section starts by describing the Element #2 of the CRTC Proposal and proceeds to outline PIAC/NPF’s
response to it.

CRTC/CBC PROPOSAL
430.

CBC proposes a new approach to its content commitments, to include, for the first time, its DMB services.825
Specifically, CBC proposes a new approach to content commitments for its OTA television networks (Englishand French-language) that takes into account, for the first time, both television and digital media exhibition
of video programming.826 In particular, to “recognize and encourage the exhibition of”827 video programs on
digital media platforms, CBC proposes:




431.

a cross-platform goal described as the total number of exhibition hours for combined OTA television
and DMB services (“total exhibition goal”) 828;
an accompanying COL setting a minimum exhibition requirement for OTA television (“OTA television
exhibition minimum”)829; and
anything between the OTA television exhibition minimum and the total exhibition goal could be
broadcast either on the OTA television network or on a digital media platform830.

In light of the above, CRTC invites responses to the following questions831 (“*” ours):
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*Q22. Would it be appropriate to regulate the programming activities of the Corporation in a manner that
focuses solely on the provision of content via traditional television and radio services? If yes, elaborate on
the reasons why. *Q23. In regard to the Corporation’s proposal for a new flexible approach to content
commitments, does this new approach continue to ensure that the Corporation is meeting its mandate and
serving Canadians across the country? Are there new approaches the Commission should consider in this
regard? *Q24. Taking into account the entirety of the Corporation’s operations, how could including content
on online platforms and services better allow the Commission to ensure that broadcasting policy objectives
and outcomes are being achieved? *Q25. In what way could the Corporation’s online platforms and services
and their content be incorporated into such an approach, and how should the existing regulatory tools be
used? *Q26. The activities of the Corporation are generally regulated through exhibition requirements.
Would it be appropriate to consider expenditure requirements in regard to its traditional or online services
as a way to ensure that the Corporation continues to meet its mandate under the Act while being regulated
in a more adaptive manner? *Q27. How could programming requirements (relating to expenditures or
exhibition) normally imposed by condition of licence on a specific service take into account programming
provided on a number of platforms by linear and/or on-demand services? *Q28. Considering the strengths
and weaknesses of each platform, how can the Commission ensure that the Corporation is using them in the
most effective way in order to serve Canadians across the country and meet public policy goals? What other
regulatory requirements would be appropriate under a framework that considers online activities? Why
would they be appropriate?
PIAC/NPF-RECOMMENDED CHANGES
432.

PIAC/NPF notes the proposed new approach to programming licence commitments effectively is for “crossplatform programming licence commitments” (i.e., licence commitments, which by definition are for legacy
services, applied across legacy and DMB services). In this way, they differ from the cross-platform
programming objectives, which prima facie apply across legacy and DMB services.

REJECT NEW APPROACH TO PROGRAMMING LICENCE COMMITMENTS FOR LEGACY SERVICES THAT
INCLUDES CANCON ON DMB SERVICES (“CROSS-PLATFORM PROGRAMMING LICENCE COMMITMENTS”)
433.

PIAC/NPF opposes the proposed new approach to CBC’s programming licence commitments – overall
(i.e., cross-platform licence commitments) and in this specific instance (i.e., cross-platform television
licence commitments on Cancon exhibition) – and therefore submits it should be rejected by CRTC.
Consistent with this position, PIAC/NPF makes additional recommendations about the proper overall
Commission approach to programming (especially Cancon) requirements for DMB services owned and
operated by all Canadian legacy broadcasters.

434.

Pursuant to the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework section, we noted there is an ongoing CPE Policy Review in
BNC 2019-91 that effectively proposes a new approach to programming licence commitments for legacy
(specifically, television) services of all Canadian broadcasters (including CBC) that includes Cancon on DMB
services for purposes of meeting CPE requirements. This would permit broadcasters to count Cancon
delivered on their DMB services toward their television licence commitments on Cancon spending. Further,
we noted that certain interveners objected to this approach and made corresponding recommendations on
how CRTC should address these objections, namely to:



either suspend the proceeding or decide other issues but delay decision on whether to mandate
application of CPE policy to Canadian broadcasters’ DMB services; and
delay determination of Cancon spending requirements for DMB services pending the Commission’s
revision/review of the DMEO (which certain interveners argued should be conducted urgently).

Proponents of both approaches argued they would enable the Commission to transparently and directly
determine whether and how to regulate all DMBUs with respect to programming (notably, Cancon) within
the current legislative framework. PIAC/NPF stated its belief that this argument is strengthened by the BTLR
Final Report recommendations for an immediate review/revision of the DMEO with respect to Cancon
requirements for media curators, and that either approach could be adopted by CRTC in this CBC licence
renewal proceeding.
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435.

Here, PIAC/NPF submits the Commission should not suspend this proceeding and instead should decide
on programming (notably Cancon) requirements for CBC’s legacy services but delay decision on such
requirements for CBC’s DMB services, pending review/revision of the DMEO (as exemption conditions) or
a new registration regime (specifically, for media curators) (as registration conditions), whichever comes
first. This approach would address our concerns that this “licence renewal” proceeding is a stealth policy
proceeding on regulating the Corporation’s DMB services, and our strong belief that CRTC and/or GoC
should transparently and directly determine whether and how to regulate all DMBUs with respect to
programming, within the existing and/or future legislative framework.

436.

In particular, PIAC/NPF supports the BTLR Final Report recommendations for an urgent CRTC review (but
not necessarily revision) of the DMEO. The time is ripe for a broader policy proceeding that transparently
and directly considers the Commission’s overall regulatory approach to DMBUs (i.e., to review the DMEO
and determine whether and how to regulate DMBUs with respect to Cancon). This is the only way to ensure
transparency to Canadians and a full and fair process that canvasses all interested and impacted
stakeholders.

437.

For clarity, PIAC/NPF takes no position in this licence renewal proceeding on whether or how Canadian
DMBUs – Canadian or foreign – should be regulated with respect to programming, including Cancon,
pursuant to either the current legislative framework (under the DMEO) or new legislative framework (under
a new registration system or otherwise). This holds true notwithstanding the reality that Cancon regulation
would appear to be a foregone conclusion if GoC implements the BTLR Final Report recommendations to
impose Cancon requirements on “online” media content undertakings (under the registration regime) or to
direct CRTC to impose them on media curators (under the DMEO).

438.

Finally, PIAC/NPF emphasizes that either or both of these future policy/legislative vehicles are the proper
venue for CRTC and/or GoC to decide whether and how to implement the new CBC cross-platform
programming objectives for the Corporation’s DMB services in the form of Cancon requirements.

SUSPEND ALL OTHER ONGOING CRTC PROCEEDINGS ABOUT PROGRAMMING (ESPECIALLY CANCON)
REQUIREMENTS FOR DMB SERVICES (NOTABLY CPE POLICY REVIEW)
439.

Consistent with the foregoing recommendation, PIAC/NPF submits that with respect to all ongoing CRTC
proceedings (including the CPE Policy Review), CRTC should delay decision on programming (including
Cancon)-related DMB elements and issues. For clarity, this means the Commission should delay decision on
whether to indirectly regulate DMB services with respect to Cancon by counting Cancon on DMB services
towards Canadian broadcasters’ legacy (television or radio) licence commitments on Cancon (spending or
broadcasting).

ELEMENT #3: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (“PM”) FRAMEWORK FOR TRANSPARENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
440.

This section starts by describing Element #3 of the CRTC Proposal and proceeds to outline PIAC/NPF’s
response to it.

CRTC PROPOSAL
441.

CRTC emphasizes that it is important for Canadians to understand how CBC is meeting their needs and what
services are being delivered to them and how.832 In the Commission’s view, CBC’s licence commitments
“should be underpinned by a clear, transparent and comprehensive measurement framework that ensures
the Corporation is held accountable for its programming” and, especially, “by strong, outcomes-based
measurement provisions” to “ensure that the priorities identified by the Commission, as well as objectives
set out in the Act, are being met”.833 PIAC/NPF understands that “priorities identified by the Commission”
means CBC’s overarching programming objectives (i.e., high-level CRTC priorities) and licence commitments
(i.e., detailed CRTC priorities).
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442.

Consequently, CRTC proposes to establish a “measurement framework that reports on the achievement of
the Corporation’s mandate as set out in the Act”834, with new measurement tools and commitments to
ensure that CBC meets broadcasting policy objectives and Commission-identified priorities835, in particular:




measurement tools (i.e., indicators): that are transparent, proportionate, not unduly administratively
burdensome, realistic and achievable, taking into account available resources and expertise available to
CBC, CBC’s role as the public broadcaster and the need to ensure it remains publicly and transparently
accountable for its activities (regardless of the delivery mechanism for its programming) ; and
measurement (licence) commitments: that are reasonable, useful, timely, easily communicated to
Canadians, and related directly to CBC’s statutory mandate and objectives .

443.

CRTC does not propose specific indicators or measurement commitments. The Commission emphasizes that
CBC’s Proposal includes CBC-proposed indicators and measurement commitments836 but omits indicators
and measurement commitments related to its proposed cross-platform programming commitments.

444.

In light of the above, CRTC invites responses to the following questions837 (“*” ours):
*Q29. While it is easy to measure exhibition requirements on traditional services for important types of
programming such as Canadian programming, programs of national interest and children’s programming,
such is not the case for online content. How should/could the various requirements imposed and objectives
set out for the Corporation be measured on both traditional and online platforms and services? Provide
specific examples for different types of content or different content requirements. Which measurement
tools would be most appropriate for this purpose? Could current reporting requirements be replaced with
more focused requirements? If yes, what form could those requirements take? *Q30. The Corporation’s
success should be measured against its mandate, as set out in the Act. How could success best be measured
on online platforms and services? How could it be measured better on traditional platforms and services?
Q31. The Corporation’s mandate requires programming that is reflective of Canada and its regions and of
Canada’s linguistic and multicultural diversity, in both the English and French languages. How should this be
measured in this framework? Q32. The Corporation’s mandate requires that its programming be of
equivalent quality in English and French. How should the Commission define the notion of quality as
expressed in the Act and how can this be best measured on all platforms and services? *Q33. What is the
best way to measure or assess the reflection of and engagement with groups such as women, Indigenous
peoples, ethnic and multicultural groups, OLMCs, children and youth, Canadians with disabilities, and
LGBTQ2 Canadians in the production and broadcast of content on all of the Corporation’s platforms and
services (television, radio and online services)?

PIAC/NPF-RECOMMENDED CHANGES
445.

The current CBC oversight regime begs two questions, and the second is a major issue in this proceeding:




446.

Does the Broadcasting Act require sufficient information from CBC to enable CBC’s performance of its
statutory mandate to be fully evaluated by oversight authorities (including but not limited to CRTC) to
ensure it is accountable to Canadians? (The BTLR Final Reports answers “no”838 – see details in
Appendix A.)
Does CRTC in its role as regulator of CBC require sufficient information from the Corporation to enable
its performance of its statutory mandate to be evaluated as fully as possible – by the Commission and
Canadians – within and outside CBC licence renewal proceedings? PIAC/NPF’s answer, revisited
throughout this intervention, is a resounding “no”.

For this reason, PIAC/NPF enthusiastically supports the CRTC proposal to establish a multi-platform PM
framework, with new measurement tools (i.e., performance measures/indicators) and operational licence
commitments (including an unspecified type of reporting), to ensure CBC meets its statutory mandate and
CRTC’s priorities (i.e., cross-platform programming objectives and legacy licence programming
commitments), with the following PIAC/NPF-recommended changes.
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ADOPT STRONG MULTI-PLATFORM PM FRAMEWORK TO MAXIMIZE CBC’S TRANSPARENT
ACCOUNTABILITY – TO CRTC AND CANADIANS – FOR PERFORMING ITS STATUTORY MANDATE
447.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should adopt a strong multi-platform PM framework that maximizes CBC’s
transparent accountability in performing its statutory mandate, especially meeting the CBC programming
objectives, which would include the following:





annual CBC self-assessment, using the CRTC-developed indicators recommended by PIAC/NPF (“CRTC
indicators”), coupled with a requirement to annually report the results to CRTC (“CBC Performance
Report”) (see details below);
bi-annual CRTC assessment of CBC’s performance, using the CRTC indicators, CBC Performance Report,
and additional data (from the industry and the Commission’s own resources) (“CRTC Performance
Report on CBC”) which, akin to Ofcom’s performance report on BBC, should also report on CBC’s
compliance with its licence commitments; and
publication of the CRTC Performance Report on CBC or, at least, an aggregated version that reasonably
protects the Corporation’s confidential data.

(“PIAC/NPF PM Framework”)
448.

The PIAC/NPF PM Framework would provide the strongest degree of CRTC supervision/oversight over CBC.
It would also be consistent with PSB best practice, specifically in the UK. As noted, Ofcom (albeit
mandatorily) conducts an annual assessment of BBC’s performance, using Ofcom’s own indicators839, plus
data from BBC, the industry (e.g., audience measurement organizations), and Ofcom’s own resources (e.g.,
“BBC Performance Tracker”, Ofcom’s “PSB Tracker”, and Ofcom’s news consumption survey). Further, the
bi-annual CRTC Performance Report on CBC would help the Commission to conduct its own retrospective
CBC performance assessment for purposes of future licence renewal proceedings, and it would also be a
necessary – albeit insufficient – basis for the Commission to annually report to the Canadian Heritage
Minister on the Corporation’s delivery of its mandate via its legacy and DMB services840 if/when this BTLR
Final Report recommendation is implemented.

449.

All of this said, PIAC/NPF acknowledges that, currently, the Commission lacks robust enforcement powers to
hold the Corporation to account if the CRTC Performance Report on CBC demonstrates it is not delivering
on its statutory mandate, especially regarding the Cancon categories that matter most to Canadians.

ADOPT INDICATORS THAT ARE CORE TO CBC’S STATUTORY MANDATE
450.

Consistent with the above-noted general absence of programming statistics in CBC Annual Reports,
specifically that “CBC no longer reports statistics that are core to its objectives – the production and
broadcast of Canadian radio and television programming”841, the FRPC CBC Study notes that the 2018-2019
Annual Report “instead reports on these results”842:










“Canadians’ perceptions of their public broadcaster and how well they believe our services fulfill both
the Corporation’s mandate and the vision of Strategy 2020”
Corporate-wide objectives consisting of 2 survey questions about CBC’s importance and the degree to
which its information programming has diverse opinions and is objective
CBC’s digital reach in millions
Monthly digital interactions with CBC in millions
Millions of rentable square feet of CBC’s real estate footprint
Percent of CBC employees who are proud to be associated with CBC
Level of diversity among new employees
Achievement of CBC’s cost reduction targets
Reinvestment impact indicators consisting of: “additional monthly digital interactions” with CBC and
additional monthly interactions with local CBC

Media Lines’ performance:
 Expansion of Radio-Canada’s digital footprint
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All-day, morning, and prime-time audience share, by medium
Average minute audience” 843

The FRPC CBC Study accurately observes that “(t)he list of performance measures shown above focus more
on audience levels and digital interactions, than on program production or broadcast program hours” 844
and “provide information useful for commercial purposes – selling ads”845.
451.

Consequently, for purposes of the PM framework, PIAC/NPF submits the CRTC indicators should be core to
CBC’s statutory mandate, particularly to the CBC programming objectives. We agree with the FRPC CBC
Study that “(k)nowing more about programming…matters because of the number of services that CBC now
offers” (at least 28 in 2015)846, which – if Strategy 2022 is successfully implemented – could exponentially
increase. Further, PIAC/NPF submits the CRTC indicators should be both non-financial and financial.

Non-Financial Indicators
452.

PIAC/NPF submits the non-financial CRTC indicators should, consistent with PSB best practice: be multiplatform and to the extent feasible, cross-platform; and at a minimum, include output; consumption; and
perception.

453.

Output and consumption. PIAC/NPF submits that, consistent with PSB best practice, the output indicator
should measure foreign programs and Cancon, overall, as well as the PIAC/NPF Objective #2 Cancon
categories that are of greatest interest to Canadians as consumer-citizens, in terms of: total hours (original
and repeats); expenditures; and broadcasting (exhibition and shelf-space, all-day and primetime). We note
that in the Annual Digital Media Survey Proceeding, notwithstanding that BNC 2019-90 proposed the data
to be collected would be financial only, certain interveners proposed non-financial indicators for
programming on DMB services, such as Cancon and foreign content availability, promotion and viewership,
by programming genre (including whether the program is original to the DMB service or has been
repurposed from a legacy broadcaster or other use).847 With respect to original Cancon, we could not agree
more, and again echo the words of the FRPC CBC Study:
“If CBC is producing more hours of original Canadian programming, it should say so. But if it is simply
rebroadcasting the same programming, over different services, Canadians will be given the false impression
of plenty when the reality is that original Canadian content is decreasing.”848

454.

Perception. As noted, the statutory mandates of CBC and CRTC do not include a public value element,
therefore the Corporation is not obligated to deliver it and the Commission is not obligated to measure it.
However, PIAC/NPF submits the concept of public value could be a permissible assessment tool pursuant to
CRTC’s existing regulatory powers, especially for purposes of the perception indicator. In this context,
“public value” could be more simply defined as the sum of:




economic value;
individual value; and
citizen value (value to society as whole), including democratic value (informing), cultural value
(entertaining), educational value (educating); social and community value (serving Canadian regions
and local communities), and global value (serving the world).849

This potential definition is modelled on the definition of public value adopted in BBC’s 2015 official
statement of its purpose and vision in context of the Charter review that led to the 2017-2027 Charter850,
which benefitted BBC in ways that include851:



re-framed BBC as a market-driving rather than market-correcting force (thereby rejecting the “market
failure” language BBC previously deployed) that is synergistic with private broadcasters;
strengthened the case for BBC as a trusted source to promote social cohesion and as a provider of highquality UK-originated content (“UK content”) (especially original) in the face of otherwise falling UK
investment in it; and
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drove emphasis on BBC partnerships with the widest possible range of partners such as BBC
competitors, the wider broadcasting industry (e.g., independent producers), the broader media and
cultural sector (e.g., cultural organizations), and other government bodies.

Financial Indicators
455.

PIAC/NPF submits that financial indicators should include indicators, both revenues and expenses, for CBC’s
DMB services. We note that certain interveners in the Annual Digital Media Survey proposed that, on the
revenue side, indicators should include the number of viewers/subscribers as well as revenues generated
from advertising, subscription fees, and pay-per-view/play charges852 and that on the expense side,
indicators should include Cancon-related expenses (e.g., program-specific promotional expenditures,
divided by genre)853.

REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH PM FRAMEWORK, VIA: OPERATIONAL LICENCE COMMITMENTS FOR
LEGACY SERVICES; AND, FOR DMB SERVICES, EXERCISE OF DMEO DATA COLLECTION POWER
456.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should require CBC to comply with the new PM framework – specifically, via
requirements to report on the indicators (“reporting requirements”) – for legacy services pursuant to
operational licence commitments and for DMB services pursuant to the DMEO data collection power.

457.

As detailed in the PIAC Analytical Framework, in two ongoing proceedings (BNC 2019-90 and 2019-91),
CRTC emphasized it has the authority under paragraph 4 of the DMEO to collect data relating to the
activities of DMBUs (including CBC’s DMB services) as well as other information that is required by the
Commission in order to monitor the development of DMB broadcasting. In BNC 2019-91, CRTC exercised
this power by requesting from certain Canadian broadcasters, including CBC, the provision of data on
revenues and expenditures associated with their DMB activities. CBC voluntarily complied, whereas others
refused to comply, and CRTC directed them to do so.

458.

Our recommendations on the appropriate CBC reporting requirements are detailed below.

RENEW CBC LICENCES FOR 5 YEAR TERM, SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATE LICENCE COMMITMENTS
(PROGRAMMING AND OPERATIONAL)

RENEW CBC LICENCES FOR 5 YEAR TERM
459.

PIAC/NPF supports the renewal of the CBC licences because, as noted extensively, CBC has never been more
important, and submits they should be renewed for a five year term. Due to the accelerated pace of
change, it is essential for CBC to evolve its strategic plan(s) and for CRTC and Canadians to evaluate its
efforts to achieve its statutory mandate, on a more frequent basis. A five year term is also consistent with
the current licences of private large television broadcaster groups.

460.

Consistent with our previous recommendations, PIAC/NPF submits that CBC’s licences should only be
renewed subject to appropriate licence commitments – programming and operational – for CBC’s legacy
services and, in particular, subject to PIAC/NPF’s recommendations for new licence commitments, which
are detailed below. Since we believe the Commission’s review of CBC’ licences should be holistic rather than
limited to CBC-proposed changes to specific licence commitments (“CBC Proposal”), this discussion begins
with an overview of the CBC Proposal, followed by PIAC/NPF’s recommendations for new licence
commitments. The proviso is that we focus on licence commitments we believe matter most to Canadians
as citizen-consumers, and leave it to other interveners to address the adequacy of other commitments.

ADOPT PIAC/NPF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW LICENCE COMMITMENTS
CBC-PROPOSED CHANGES TO SPECIFIC LICENCE COMMITMENTS (“CBC PROPOSAL”)
461.

CBC proposes changes to specific programming and operational commitments that, in certain cases, would
change them from legacy service-only to cross-platform.
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PROGRAMMING COMMITMENTS
462.

CBC proposes changes to the following key programming commitments. PIAC/NPF notes that certain of
these changes would effectively convert television commitments into cross-platform commitments that
span CBC’s television and DMB services, consistent with the CRTC/CBC-proposed Element #2 of the new
licensing approach.

LEGACY SERVICES (OVERALL): DELETE EXPECTATION TO EXCEED MINIMAL LEVELS SET OUT IN COLS
463.

CBC proposes to change its licence commitments for legacy services (overall), specifically to delete its
expectation to exceed minimal levels, which states:
“The Commission expects the Corporation to exceed the minimum levels set out in conditions of licence,
especially where those minimum levels are below the Corporation’s historical levels of programming and
expenditures.”
The reason is that CBC is “proposing enhanced commitments spanning traditional and digital audio-visual
platforms”.854

TELEVISION AND VIDEO DMB SERVICES: REDUCE COLS TO EXHIBIT PNI, KIDS’ AND LOCAL CANCON ON
TELEVISION IN FAVOUR OF HIGHER OVERALL EXHIBITION EXPECTATIONS ACROSS TELEVISION AND DMB
SERVICES
464.

CBC proposes to change its television commitments for exhibition of PNI, kids’, and local Cancon, by
reducing COLs to exhibit it on television in favour of higher overall exhibition expectations across television
and DMB services:
English Services
PNI programming – an expectation of 10 hours per week of PNI programming in total (i.e., total exhibition
hours for conventional television and our digital platforms), and a COL setting at least 7 hours per week on
CBC Television.855 Currently the level is set at 9 hours per week.856
Children’s and youth programming – a COL of 15 hours of children’s programming per week on CBC
Television; and an expectation of 80 hours of original children’s and youth programming in total (i.e., total
exhibition hours for conventional television and our digital platforms), with a COL setting a minimum of 40
hours of original children’s and youth programming per broadcast year on CBC Television.857 Currently, the
level is set at 15 hours.858
Local programming – an expectation of 14.5 per week of local programming in metropolitan markets in
total, and 7.5 hours per week of local programming in non-metropolitan markets per week in total (i.e.,
total exhibition hours for conventional television and our digital platforms), with a COL setting a minimum
of 12 hours per week on CBC Television stations in metropolitan markets, and 5 hours per week on CBC
Television stations in non-metropolitan markets.859 Currently the level is set at 14 hours per week.860
French Services
PNI programming – an expectation of 8 hours per week of PNI programming in total (i.e., total exhibition
hours for conventional television and our digital platforms), and a COL setting a minimum of 6 hours per
week on the ICI TÉLÉ.861 Currently, the level is set at seven hours.862
Children’s and youth programming – a COL of 15 hours of children’s programming per week on the ICI TÉLÉ,
and an expectation of 110 hours of original children’s and youth programming in total (i.e., total exhibition
hours for conventional television and our digital platforms), with a COL setting a minimum of eighty 80
hours of original children’s and youth programming per broadcast year on the ICI TÉLÉ.863 Currently, the
level is set at 15 hours and 100 hours.864
Local programming – an expectation of 5.5 hours per week of local programming in total (i.e., total
exhibition hours for conventional television and our digital platforms); and COL setting a minimum of 5
hours of local programming on the ICI TÉLÉ stations.865 Currently, the level is set at five hours.866
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465.

CBC explains that it “would satisfy the expectation for a particular genre of content by means of traditional
and digital platforms, but be subject to the specified floors on traditional platforms” which “will allow us the
flexibility to serve Canadians on whichever platform they choose to access our programming; in short, to
put our audiences first in our programming strategies”.867 The rationale for cross-platform licence
commitments is that while CBC “has been providing programming to Canadians over both traditional and
digital platforms for more than two decades” and “(t)his hybrid approach has not required any regulatory
action by the Commission”, now “the expansion of platforms has placed considerable pressure on the
Corporation’s resources”.868

OPERATIONAL COMMITMENTS
466.

Appendix 2 identifies only one CBC-proposed measurement commitment and it is for television and video
DMB services. This is consistent with the Commission’s emphasis, under Element #3 above, that CBC did not
propose indicators or measurement commitments related to the new cross-platform approach to
programming licence commitments, a point that merits further exploration.

467.

The Application confirms the Corporation’s plans to measure its performance against the Strategy 2022
priorities using the indicators identified above but expressly rejects using these as “regulatory tools for
evaluating regulatory compliance”869. In response to a CRTC request to “explain how the number of hours
broadcast on digital platforms can be measured, counted and verified by the licensee and the Commission”,
CBC responds:
“For the purposes of the exhibition-based expectations, online audio-visual programming would be
measured on the basis of incremental hours of programming made available to the public each week (i.e.,
hours of programming added to the library of available content each week). So, if five hours of drama
programming that was previously unavailable online were made available online in a particular week
that would be equivalent to broadcasting those hours on traditional television during the week and would
count as five hours towards the total “exhibition” hours. The number of “views” of the content would not
be taken into account for the purposes of meeting the expectation, just as the number for viewers to a
traditional television show are not taken into account for regulatory purposes.
The incremental hours of online programming could be easily measured, counted and verified by the
Commission by simply testing its availability on the relevant CBC/Radio-Canada service. In addition,
CBC/Radio-Canada could provide an annual report to the Commission highlighting the incremental
programming in these categories that is made available on digital platforms.”870

TELEVISION AND VIDEO DMB SERVICES (OVERALL): ADD COL TO REPORT ANNUALLY ON ORIGINAL
CANCON EXHIBITION
468.

CBC proposes to add a COL to report annually on “the number of hours of original, first-run Canadian
programs broadcast by the network during the broadcast year”871 (with a proposed definition of “originalfirst-run”872), excluding news, current affairs, and sports Cancon, on television and video DMB services.
There would be one English-language report and one French-language report.

PIAC/NPF-RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW LICENCE COMMITMENTS (OVERALL)
469.

PIAC/NPF makes the following recommendations for CBC’s new licence commitments (overall).

DO NOT ACCEPT CBC PROPOSAL AS-IS, THEREBY “RUBBER-STAMPING” STRATEGY 2022 AND “BAKING
IN” ITS DEFICIENCIES
470.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should not adopt the CBC Proposal as-is, thereby effectively “rubber-stamping”
Strategy 2022 and “baking in” its deficiencies to CBC’s new licence commitments. This recommendation
should be read jointly with our next recommendation to holistically review all current CBC licence
commitments.
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HOLISTICALLY REVIEW ALL CURRENT LICENCE COMMITMENTS
471.

Consistent with the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework, we submit that CRTC should holistically review the CBC
licences (i.e., review all licence commitments, both programming and operational) to determine whether
and how they should be changed and, by corollary, should not limit its review to the CBC Proposal.

REVIEW ALL COMMITMENTS TO DETERMINE IF REBALANCING IS REQUIRED DUE TO CHANGED MARKET
CONDITIONS
472.

In particular, PIAC/NPF submits the Commission should review all of CBC’s current commitments –
programming and operational – to determine whether they require rebalancing in the context of market
developments (especially movement from linear to on-demand services and from legacy to digital
platforms).

REVIEW PROGRAMMING COMMITMENTS TO DETERMINE IF REVISION IS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE NEW
PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES (PIAC/NPF OR CRTC)
473.

Additionally, PIAC/NPF submits current programming commitments should be reviewed by CRTC to
determine whether they achieve the new cross-platform programming objectives (PIAC/NPF’s, ideally, or
CRTC’s). As noted, we understand these objectives are intended to function as high-level CRTC priorities to
be achieved by the detailed CRTC priorities comprising CBC’s licence commitments.

CBC’S CURRENT COMMITMENTS GET SHORT SHRIFT IN BNC 2019-379
474.

In light of this PIAC/NPF recommendation about the importance of taking a holistic approach to
determining the new CBC licence commitments, we have significant concerns about the extremely short
shrift accorded to the Corporation’s current commitments in BNC 2019-379.

475.

The CBC Proposal is referenced only once in the body text of BNC 2019-379, in paragraph 33, which states:
“The Corporation has proposed certain amendments to, additions of and deletions of conditions of licence
and expectations relating to programming broadcast on its English- and French-language audio-visual and
audio services. Specific details relating to the above are set out in Appendix 2 to this notice.”
Appendix 2, entitled, “Proposed amendments to, additions of and deletions of conditions of licence and
expectations” merely identifies the proposed changes873 (of which all but one pertain to television). No
preliminary CRTC assessment is provided.

476.

Further, BNC 2019-379 does not identify current licence commitments that CRTC considered changing
during the Application phase, as indicated by questions posed by CRTC staff to the Corporation, such as:



Cancon (overall): for television licences, whether to convert Cancon exhibition commitments to
expenditure COLs; and
local programming: for television licences, whether to adopt the updated definitions of “local
programming” and “local news” in the 2016 Local TV Policy.

477.

Additionally, BNC 2019-379 does not identify current programming licence commitments that could or
should be changed in light of the Commission’s proposed new licensing approach, specifically the crossplatform programming objectives. And, it does not provide a summary of CBC’s current licence
commitments for ease of interveners’ reference.

478.

PIAC/NPF emphasizes the foregoing omissions from BNC 2019-379 make it difficult for public/consumer
interest interveners to provide full and informed comments on the proper overall new licence
commitments for CBC.

IMPOSE NEW CANCON LICENCE COMMITMENTS (IF ANY) AS COLS
479.

Consistent with the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework, we submit that if CRTC decide to impose new Cancon
licence commitments on CBC, these should be imposed as COLs.
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PIAC/NPF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW PROGRAMMING LICENCE COMMITMENTS
480.

PIAC/NPF makes the following recommendations for CBC’s new programming commitments.

REVISE CURRENT PROGRAMMING COMMITMENTS TO ENSURE THEY ACHIEVE THE CROSS-PLATFORM
PROGRAMMING OBJECTIVES (PIAC/NPF OR CRTC) (AS NEEDED)
481.

Consistent with our recommendation for CRTC to holistically review all of CBC’s current programming
commitments, PIAC/NPF submits the Commission should revise those commitments, as needed, to ensure
they achieve the PIAC/NPF Programming Objectives (ideally) or CRTC Programming Objectives.

REJECT CBC-PROPOSED DELETION OF EXPECTATION TO EXCEED MINIMAL LEVELS SET OUT IN COLS
482.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should reject the CBC-proposed deletion of its licence expectation to exceed
minimum required Cancon levels. This expectation – whose historical background is detailed in the
PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework – ensures that minimal levels set out in COLs are treated by CBC as a floor,
not a ceiling. Deleting this expectation would be inconsistent with PIAC/NPF Programming Objective #2,
which aims to maximize CBC’s delivery of Cancon in categories that matter most to Canadians as consumercitizens. It would also be inconsistent with the PIAC/NPF Analytical Framework principle that CRTC should
only fix what is broken in the Corporation’s current licences, since CBC has provided no evidence that this
expectation is hampering or could hamper its programming activities.

REJECT CBC-PROPOSED REDUCED COLS TO EXHIBIT PNI, KIDS’, AND LOCAL PROGRAMMING ON
TELEVISION IN FAVOUR OF HIGHER OVERALL EXHIBITION EXPECTATIONS ACROSS TELEVISION AND DMB
SERVICES
483.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should reject outright the CBC proposal to reduce commitments to exhibit PNI,
kids’ and local programming on television in favour of higher overall exhibition requirements across
television and DMB Services. Our key reasons are:









Consistent with our recommendations under Elements #2 and #3 above, CRTC should not implement
cross-platform programming objectives (PIAC/NPF’s or CRTC’s) on a DMB basis in this proceeding (or
any other ongoing proceeding) but rather delay this decision to the above-identified appropriate
venues;
There is insufficient detail about the Strategy 2022 DMB priority for interveners to make an informed
recommendation on this issue. We remind CRTC of our previously stated concerns about the Strategy
2022 DMB priority and agree with the position of Friends of Canadian Broadcasting that: “(C)ontrary to
the Corporation’s assertions, we must remember that every dollar spent on digital is a dollar that
would otherwise be spent on licensed radio and television services. If the Commission accedes to the
Corporation’s request for reduced obligations in these licensed domains, surely it can only do so if it is
suitably assured that those dollars are better spent elsewhere. Interveners cannot meaningfully
comment on the Corporation’s proposals to shift resources to digital, and reduce licensed service
commitments, without basic aggregate data on digital expenditures and revenues.”874
Local news provides an illustrative example. According to Friends of Canadian Broadcasting: “Without a
greater understanding of cross platform news expenditures, including local news, it is simply impossible
to assess whether CBC/Radio-Canada’s plans for news are sufficient in the circumstances, whether its
cross-platform commitment is appropriate, or whether local news expenditure requirements are
warranted, and if so, what those requirements should be….”875 As noted, Friends’ procedural request
for CBC to be required to provide the best data available was effectively denied due to the insufficiency
of the Corporation’s CRTC-ordered disclosure.
CBC has not proposed any – let alone a dependable – way to measure its performance of its proposed
cross-platform commitment (i.e., CBC did not propose a corresponding operational commitment).
Permitting CBC to “compensate for reduced license obligations with enhanced digital activities… would
be monumental, setting a precedent for the future of broadcasting regulation in Canada.”876
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484.

If CRTC decides to consider the CBC proposal, whether on a cross-platform or television-only basis, then
PIAC/NPF submits the Commission should reject any reduced commitment to exhibit PNI, kids’, and local
Cancon on television. Our key reasons include:



Consistent with PIAC/NPF Programming Objective #2, CBC should maximize its delivery of PNI, kids’,
and local Cancon, which implies increased or least maintained (not decreased) exhibition levels for
television services.
Reduced television commitments would:
– harm vulnerable Canadians who continue to primarily if not exclusively rely on CBC’s legacy
services for programming;
– for local Cancon , be inconsistent with the Strategy 2022 local/regional priority; and
– for local news, be inconsistent with Strategy 2022 commitments for CBC to be a beacon for truth
and trust against “fake news”; and, in any event, reducing trusted news in a time of fake news is
not a sensible strategy.





Pursuant to the PIAC/NFP CBC Performance Assessment the available data show reductions over the
last licence term in PNI broadcast levels on television. Unfortunately, due the inadequacy of publicly
available information on CBC’s programming activities, we are unable to determine whether CBC has
failed to meet, met, or exceeded its current licence commitments for PNI, kids’, and local Cancon on
television (and, if exceeded, done so on an upward or downward scale).
PIAC/NPF’s main message to CRTC is “do not sacrifice legacy services (especially OTA) on the altar of
DMB services”.

REQUIRE CBC TO VIGOROUSLY DEFEND ITS POSITION THAT DEFINITIONS FOR “LOCAL PROGRAMMING”
AND “LOCAL NEWS” SHOULD NOT BE UPDATED TO REFLECT THE 2016 LOCAL TV POLICY
485.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should require CBC to vigorously defend its position that the CBC-specific
definition in its current licence for “local programming”877 should not be replaced with the updated
definitions of “local programming” and “local news” in the 2016 Local TV Policy.

486.

As noted in the PIAC/NPF CBC Performance Assessment related to local programming, in its Application,
CBC rejects the application of the Local TV Policy definitions to CBC services, while using its current
definition to justify not historically tracking local programming and refusing to disclose data that it does
collect. In response to CRTC’s ask for CBC to report on historical expenditure and exhibition levels for local
programming and local news, CBC replies that “CBC/Radio-Canada has not tracked expenditures and
exhibition levels based on this (Local TV Policy) breakdown and therefore is unable to provide historical data
in the manner the Commission has requested”. 878

487.

The November 2019 Friends of Canadian Broadcasting Procedural Request responds to this CBC position
with:
“We appreciate that the Corporation would not have historically tracked ‘locally reflective news’, as the
Commission only recently defined it. But that is no reason to refuse disclosure of readily available data on
local and regional news and/or local programming.”
However, as noted, this request for disclosure was denied by CRTC.

488.

PIAC/NPF submits that if CBC seeks to benefit from a cross-platform approach to its licence commitments, it
should be required to disclose to CRTC, and ideally Canadians, the pertinent DMB-related information the
Commission requires to make an informed decision.

REQUIRE CBC TO VIGOROUSLY DEFEND ITS POSITION THAT TELEVISION LICENCE COMMITMENTS FOR
CANCON EXHIBITION SHOULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO COMMITMENTS FOR CANCON EXPENDITURE
489.

PIAC/NPF has no position on whether CRTC should convert CBC’s existing and/or contemplated television
service Cancon exhibition requirements into expenditure requirements.
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490.

However, we note the long-standing position of CBC, reiterated in its Application, that it should be treated
distinctly from private television broadcasters who are primarily subject to expenditure requirements,
prima facie (by virtue of being a public broadcaster) and on grounds that expenditure requirements are too
financially and administratively burdensome for a public broadcaster like CBC to bear. An informed
PIAC/NPF argument for or against this position would require access to data that we do not have and could
not obtain.

491.

For this reason, PIAC/NPF calls on CRTC to ensure that CBC vigorously justifies its position with evidence and
clear public interest policy arguments. This is especially important given the BTLR Final Report
recommendations for DMBUS that are media content curators to be subject to Cancon spending
requirements (provided they meet a specified revenue threshold) and for all “online” media content
curators to be subject to Cancon spending requirements under the new registration regime.

PIAC/NPF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW OPERATIONAL LICENCE COMMITMENTS (SPECIFICALLY,
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT)
REQUIRE COMPLIANCE WITH PM FRAMEWORK, VIA REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, FOR LEGACY SERVICES
(PURSUANT TO OPERATIONAL LICENCE COMMITMENTS) AND DMB SERVICES (PURSUANT TO DMEO
DATA COLLECTION POWER)
492.

Pursuant to Element #3 above, PIAC/NPF recommended that CRTC should require CBC to comply with the
new PM framework, via reporting requirements, for legacy services (pursuant to operational licence
commitments) and for DMB services (pursuant to the DMEO data collection power).

493.

In particular, PIAC/NPF submits that CBC should be required to report to CRTC, annually, on whatever
indicators are ultimately chosen by CRTC.

IMPOSE RIGOROUS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
494.

PIAC/NPF submits that CRTC should impose rigorous reporting requirements on CBC. These reporting
requirements should pertain to the all of the indicators recommended by PIAC/NPF pursuant to Element #3
and in terms of timing, as noted should be bi-annual. These reporting requirements would encompass and
expand on the CBC-proposed operational commitment to report on original Cancon.

495.

Additionally, for CBC’s DMB services, reporting commitments could include879 requiring CBC to keep a
record of Cancon – especially in categories that matter most to Canadians – that is made available on its
DMB services and to make this available to CRTC (on request, annually, etc.).

CONCLUSION
496.

In conclusion, PIAC/NPF strongly supports a renewed licence for CBC, for a five (5) year term, conditional on
the Commission’s adoption of our recommended changes to the CRTC-proposed new licensing approach to
CBC and the CBC-proposed new licence commitments.

497.

PIAC/NPF requests to appear at the hearing.

498.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

**End of Document**
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APPENDIX A: KEY BTLR FINAL REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS ON BROADCASTING AND PIAC
RESPONSE
499.

As noted, key BTLR Final Report recommendations on “broadcasting” pertain to CBC and broader but CBCrelated matters. These recommendations are detailed below, together with PIAC’s high-level concerns,
demarcated using grey text boxes.

500.

PIAC’s overarching concern is that the recommendations, if implemented, would result in a massive
increase in regulation – and government subsidization – that does not have clear and certain reciprocal
benefits for Canadian consumer-citizens or the Canadian “media communications sector” and indeed could
have significant negative impacts including: increased cost of and decreased access to media
communications services (especially foreign); impeded freedom of the press; and copyright.

501.

PIAC would propose an alternative report that addresses the definition of Cancon, especially screen-based
(i.e., the point system), which was assiduously and expressly avoided in the recommendations and which
we believe is a key source of current problems with the “unsustainable” model for Cancon creation,
production, and distribution in a globalized media communications environment.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON CBC
502.

Key BTLR Final Report recommendations on CBC include:



“new” role of CBC; and
strengthened role of CRTC vis-à-vis CBC.

“NEW” ROLE OF CBC
503.

CBC should have “a new role”880 as a relevant and strong “Canadian cultural anchor”881 and “national public
media institution” that is “accountable and distinctive” and “supported by an appropriate funding and
accountability regime”882.

RELEVANT, STRONG “CANADIAN CULTURAL ANCHOR”, TRANSFORMED FROM “CANADA’S PUBLIC
BROADCASTER” INTO “CANADA’S PUBLIC MEDIA INSTITUTION”, WITH AN EXCLUSIVELY PUBLIC
PURPOSE, DISTINCT FEATURES AND HIGH-QUALITY STANDARDS, THAT EXPERIMENTS AND INCREASES
DIVERSITY OF ITS CONTENT
504.

CBC should be “relevant and act as a strong Canadian cultural anchor in the face of technological change,
changing viewing habits and evolving business models in the sector”.883 The Corporation should also be
transformed from “Canada’s public broadcaster” into “Canada’s public media institution”, specifically a
“public media institution with a singular focus on serving a public rather than a commercial purpose; one
prepared to experiment and increase the diversity of its content while remaining committed to high-quality
standards”.884 This would include “experiment(ing) with all means for providing content to Canadians,
including online digital services and any other means that may emerge in the future”.885 The transformation
“may encourage CBC/Radio-Canada to change the way it approaches its role, doing things differently rather
than doing different things” (e.g., “to partner effectively with other public institutions, to take risks with
new voices and ideas, and to support emerging creators”).886

505.

The transformation would be achieved in ways that include statutorily requiring the federal government to
“enter into funding commitments of at least 5 years” with CBC, “ensuring it [sic] it is adequate to meet the
new mandate” and “taking into account inflation and projected revenues from advertising and
subscriptions”; and “gradually eliminat(ing) advertising on all platforms over the next five years, starting
with news content”.887 Eliminating advertising is essential because it “necessarily introduces a commercial
imperative into its decision-making” and “puts it directly on a collision course with private broadcasters and
even print media, as all pursue a dwindling pot of traditional advertising revenues and compete with giant
foreign operators for the online business”.888 However, eliminating advertising “will have clear financial
consequences” and “raises the issue of providing an offsetting increase in the parliamentary
appropriation”.889
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STRENGTHENED STATUTORY MANDATE, OBJECTS, AND POWERS
506.

CBC’s statutory mandate should be strengthened, by:



deleting the specific reference to radio and television, thereby ensuring it can provide media content
that informs, enlightens, and entertains on “multiple platforms and media”890;
adding the following elements:
– reflecting local communities and audiences 891;
– providing national, regional, and local news and reflecting Canadian perspectives on international
news”892;
– reflecting Indigenous Peoples and promoting Indigenous cultures and languages”893;
– “showcasing Cancon to international audiences”894; and
– “taking creative risks”895.

507.

Further, “the Broadcasting Act should explicitly state that CBC/Radio-Canada should “reflect national,
regional and local communities to national, regional and local audiences”.896

508.

With the aforementioned exceptions, the current CBC statutory mandate should be maintained. The report
expressly rejects the recommendations of certain stakeholders that “some constraints should be imposed,
specifically limiting CBC/Radio-Canada to services and content that would not otherwise be provided by the
private sector” (e.g., delete entertainment content).897 In other words, a “market failure” approach to CBC’s
statutory mandate should not be taken. This means that CBC “should continue to provide a full range of
Canadian audio and audiovisual content that informs, enlightens, and entertains”.898 However, “(i)n so
doing, it should be animated by a public purpose not a commercial one, lending several distinct
characteristics to its content choices”899, specifically:





“a diversity of media content to reflect Canada’s own makeup and not focus just on lucrative
mainstream audiences” (aka content “driven by the need to attract advertising revenues”), including “a
mix of genres” that encapsulates “entertainment content, in which CBC/Radio-Canada can make a
significant contribution to the expression of Canada’s national identity by connecting Canadians and
enabling them to tell their stories to each other and to the world”900;
“high-quality content, providing a depth of analysis and content that may require extensive financial
resources”901; and
“in meeting these goals… explore fresh approaches, experiment, and take risks, even if all attempts are
not met with success” (aka “concept of innovation”)902.

(collectively, “distinct features”903 that give CBC “greater distinctiveness”904 from private broadcasters)
509.

Finally, the Act should be amended to ensure that CBC “has the objects and powers it needs to deliver on its
updated mandate”905 and to “enshrine an open, transparent, and competency-based appointment process
for GiC appointments of CBC’s Chair, President, and Board of Directors906.

510.

PIAC in principle agrees with the BTLR Final Report’s recommended new role for CBC and policy supports to
achieve it, with the following considerations, concerns and provisos.

511.

CBC’s mandate is strengthened by: expressly permitting multi-platform delivery of programming; requiring
news Cancon (all levels), Indigenous Cancon, and local Cancon; and requiring “creative risks” and Cancon
export. However, PIAC is concerned that the new mandate does not require CBC’s Cancon choices to be
original (to any degree) or to have an exclusively public purpose (and, by corollary, does not require CBC
Cancon to have distinct features that give CBC greater distinctiveness from private broadcasters). It appears
these critical elements of the Corporation’s new role would be TBD pending articulation (if any) in its new
governance framework (see details below).

512.

PIAC also believes that CBC can and should strive to achieve certain of the recommended objectives for CBC
services (notably experimentation) and Cancon (notably high-quality and innovative [overall], increased
news, local, and Canadian diversity programming, and showcasing to international audiences) pursuant to
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its current mandate and within existing monetary constraints. In recognition of these constraints, we
recommend that over the new licence term, rather than increasing the diversity of its content, CBC should
maximize its contribution to Cancon in certain categories that are of the greatest interest to Canadians as
consumer-citizens: original, high-quality, independent, distinctively Canadian, and distinct from private
Canadian broadcasters (i.e., across all genres); and genres that are valued by Canadians and/or underserved, specifically news (all levels), local, PNI; kids’; and Canadian diversity.
513.

Further, PIAC believes that pursuant to its current or new mandate, CBC’s experimentation and Cancon
export should be subject to certain provisos. Regarding experimentation, we agree with the BTLR Panel
Report’s recommendation that “any reduction in CBC/Radio-Canada’s current level of radio and television
should only take place after the CRTC has carefully examined the impact it may have on Canadians who
cannot access or afford content on digital platforms. At a minimum, there must be some level of free
content, both news and entertainment, on CBC/Radio-Canada’s digital platforms.”907 Further, CBC should
not be permitted to replace its free-to-air legacy services (radio or television) with DMB services. Regarding
exporting Cancon, we believe that CBC’s priority should be to deliver Cancon to Canadians. (See details in
up-front section of this intervention.)

STRENGTHENED ROLE OF CRTC VIS-À-VIS CBC
514.

The role of CRTC and DCH should be strengthened vis-à-vis CBC.

515.

CRTC’s role should be statutorily changed from “licensing individual services” of CBC to “overseeing all its
content-related activities”.908 Further, CRTC should be required to report to the Minister of Canadian
Heritage annually on the status of CBC’s performance of its mandate (via its legacy and DMB services).909

516.

The role of DCH should be strengthened through an agreement between CBC and DCH that: stipulates the
terms and conditions under which CBC receives stable, multi-year funding; states how CBC plans to attain
its statutory mandate (aka “goals set out in the Broadcasting Act”); and describe a mechanism for CBC-CRTC
development of performance measures for assessing CBC’s performance across all platforms.910 This
agreement would be modeled on the “renewed framework for the BBC’s operations”911, specifically the
BBC’s agreement with the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport that sets out a range of
requirements, including the terms and conditions of the provision of public funds over a 5-year period, and
provides details on the powers to be exercised by Ofcom, the BBC’s external regulator912.

517.

PIAC welcomes the aforementioned recommendations to strengthen the oversight roles of CRTC and DCH,
especially the requirement for CRTC to report annually to the Canadian Heritage Minister on CBC’s
performance of its statutory mandate and the proposed CBC-DCH agreement, which appears to formalize
the CBC Strategic Plan process and outcomes. However, we note that a comprehensive report by CRTC to
DCH on CBC’s performance of its statutory mandate would be contingent on the outcomes of the
Commission’s assessment of CBC’s performance pursuant to the performance management framework that
is at issue in this CBC licence renewal proceeding. (See details in up-front section of this intervention.)

518.

PIAC understands – based on its analysis of the CBC-related BTLR Final Report recommendations detailed
below – that CRTC’s new role overseeing all of CBC’s content-related activities would include:




the new registration regime for “online media content undertakings” would be applied to CBC’s DMB
services and, by extension, these services – which meet the definition of “media curation undertakings”
– would prima facie be required to make Cancon contributions, both financial (in the form of spending
requirements) and non-financial (in the form of discoverability requirements); and
pursuant to the existing licensing regime, CBC’s legacy broadcasting services – which also meet the
definition of “media curation undertakings” – would prima facie be required to make Cancon financial
contributions (in the form of spending requirements) in addition to current non-financial contributions
(e.g., exhibition requirements).

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO CBC
519.

Key BTLR Final Report recommendations related to CBC pertain to:
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new legislative and regulatory framework for “media communications” (from “broadcasting”);
re-imagined role of CRTC; and
call for urgent and immediate action.

“NEW” FRAMEWORK (LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY)
520.

“Our work is firmly rooted in an overarching vision for the (communications) legislative framework: one
that reaffirms Canada’s sovereignty, supports our democratic values and inclusivity, and aims to realize the
promise of advanced technologies for the benefit of Canada’s economy and future prosperity, and
Canadians as citizens, users, and creators. All Canadians deserve to live a connected life: to connect with
ideas, opinions, content, news and information, people, cultures, services and economic opportunities
locally, nationally and globally. And to do so in a trusted environment.”913 Overall, the new framework is
“resilient, flexible, and adaptable to the unforeseen but inescapable changes of tomorrow”914.

521.

Key recommendations for the new broadcasting framework include (see details below):





platform agnostic and technology neutral;
covers all “media communications entities”;
licensing regime plus new registration regime; and
to reflect the Act’s broader scope, a new name.

PLATFORM AGNOSTIC AND TECHNOLOGY NEUTRAL
522.

The broadcasting framework is “platform agnostic and technology neutral”915 meaning it “focuses on the
activities being carried out and establishes consistent obligations to support Canadian cultural policy for all
media content undertakings involved in similar activities.”916

COVERS ALL “MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS ENTITIES”
523.

The new framework should bring “all media communications entitles into the Act” and “under the
jurisdiction of the CRTC”, specifically “all those providing media content services to Canadians” (i.e., “media
content undertakings”), “whether online or through conventional means, whether foreign or domestic,
whether or not they have a place of business in Canada”.917 The term “media content undertaking”, which
would replace the term “broadcasting undertaking” in the Act, would be categorized based on the activity
conducted (“curation”, “aggregation”, and “sharing”) as follows:






524.

“Media curation undertaking” (aka “media content curator”)918: “primary purpose” is to provide a
service for the dissemination of media content over which it exercises “editorial control” (defined as
effective control over the creation or selection of media content, including through agreements with
rights holders with respect to its creation or dissemination). Examples are legacy Canadian
broadcasters and “online streaming services” (e.g., Amazon Prime, Crave, Netflix, Spotify and
illico.tv919).
“Media aggregation undertaking” (aka “media content aggregator”)920: “in whole or in part” provides a
service that aggregates and disseminates media content offerings from curators. Examples are legacy
BDUs “as well as their online offerings”, “new virtual BDUs that package a number of online streaming
services, such as StackTV”, and “news aggregators such as MSN News and Yahoo! News”.
“Media sharing undertaking” (aka “media content sharers”)921: “in whole or in part” provides a service
that “enables users to share amateur or professional media content”. Examples are YouTube and
Facebook.

“Media content” would be defined as “audio or audiovisual content or alphanumeric news content” (i.e.,
news content in text format922) made available to the public by means of telecommunications.923
Additionally, the definition of “program” in the Act should be replaced by the following924:



Media content: means audio or audiovisual content or alphanumeric news content;
Audio or audiovisual content: means sounds or moving images, or a combination of sounds and moving
images, interactive or not, that are intended to inform, enlighten, or entertain and are made available to
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525.

Further, the reference in the Act to the broadcasting sector “as a single system that shall be owned and
controlled by Canadians” should be removed925 and s. 3 of the Act should be amended to create a new
“declaration” that926:



526.

the public by means of telecommunications. However, this definition does not include such
transmission when made solely for performance or display in a physical public place, or images that
consist predominantly of alphanumeric text and are not accompanied by sounds;
Alphanumeric news content: means news about current events that predominantly consists of
alphanumeric text that is made available to the public by means of telecommunications.

the Canadian media communications sector, operating primarily in the English and French languages
and comprising public, private, and community elements, uses interprovincial and international
undertakings and facilities and provides, through its media content, a public service essential to the
maintenance and enhancement of national identity, cultural sovereignty, and Canada’s democracy;
the media communications sector serves to safeguard, enrich, and strengthen the cultural, political,
social, and economic fabric of Canada.

Moreover, the policy objectives in section 3 of the Act should be replaced by the following927:






Canadians should have access to trusted, accurate, and reliable sources of news reflecting national,
regional, and local perspectives from diverse sources and across all platforms.928
Canadians should be able to find and access a wide range of media content choices, including Canadian
choices, that are affordable929 and reflect a diversity of voices.
Canadians should be able to access and consume media content safely and securely and be assured that
their data and privacy are respected and protected.930
Media content undertakings should have a responsibility for the media content they provide.931
The media communications sector should:
– invest in the development, creation, and distribution of high-quality932 Canadian content933 that
competes at home and abroad and reflects Canadian diversity934, with each undertaking making
maximum use of Canadian creative and other resources in the creation and presentation of media
content, taking into account its circumstances;
– ensure the creation of and access to content by and for Indigenous Peoples, including Indigenous
languages content;
– ensure the creation of and access to content by and for official language minority communities;
– meet the needs of Canadians with disabilities and ensure creation of and access to content by and
for Canadians with disabilities935;
– consist of Canadian-owned and -controlled companies alongside foreign companies936; and
– promote the development of a strong Canadian production sector, including a robust independent
production community937.

527.

The policy objectives “should not be prioritized” because CRTC “should have the flexibility to ensure that
through its regulatory framework the media communications sector achieves all of them on behalf of
Canadians”.938

528.

PIAC is concerned about the increased degree of government intrusion – by way of expanding the scope of
the Act and CRTC jurisdiction – into the “media communications” industry, particularly with respect to text
format news content (which “would include online versions of newspapers”939) that was historically outside
the scope of the broadcasting framework because it is excluded from the current statutory definition of a
“program” (which is limited to audio and audiovisual content)940. This concern is exacerbated by uncertainty
over the definition of “news”, with the report stating: “Only news content (i.e., information about current
events) should be included in the expanded scope of the legislation. The CRTC should continue to have the
flexibility to define what constitutes news content over time, as lines blur between what is thought of as
news and information.”941 This uncertainty is especially problematic since many services provide a
combination of news and information.942 PIAC believes the (intended) extension of the Act to news in text
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format – never mind its potential (unintended) extension to non-news information in text format – would
constitute grave constitutional overreach (violating freedom of expression). This concern is not mitigated
by the separate BTLR Final Report recommendation that “CRTC should not be able to impose the same
obligations on providers of primarily alphanumeric news content that it does on audio or audiovisual
content providers”943 (see details below).
REGULATORY MECHANISM: LICENSING REGIME (RADIO/TV ENTITIES) PLUS NEW REGISTRATION REGIME
(DIGITAL MEDIA/“ONLINE” ENTITIES)
529.

The “current regulatory model under the Act is based on licensing”944:
“In it, the CRTC acts as a gatekeeper, issuing licences that then allow the holder to broadcast content in
Canada. The licences include obligations designed to support the production and distribution of Canadian
content, including expenditure requirements, exhibition requirements, and levies. The regulatory obligations
vary according to the licence categories or classes set by the CRTC. Certain undertakings or classes of
undertakings are exempt from these requirements. This occurs when the CRTC is satisfied that compliance
with those requirements would not contribute in a material manner to the implementation of the Act’s
policy objectives. Online media content services accessed over the Internet or delivered using point-to-point
technology and received by way of mobile devices are currently exempted pursuant to the Digital Media
Exemption Order or DMEO.”

530.

The existing CRTC-administered licensing regime in the Broadcasting Act for legacy broadcasting
undertakings should be maintained but “increasingly flexible”945 and coupled with a “new registration
regime” for “online media content undertakings”946 (both “foreign and domestic”) “with significant
Canadian revenues”.947 The licensing and registration regimes would require all media content undertakings
to obtain a licence or register unless otherwise exempt.948 CRTC would have the power to exempt any
individual or class of online media content undertaking from registration “in instances in which – by virtue
of its specialized content or format, revenues, or otherwise — regulation is neither necessary nor
appropriate to achieve media content policy objectives”.949

531.

To implement the new registration regime, “certain” statutory powers of the CRTC with respect to licensing
should also apply to registration, including the power “to establish classes of registrants, to amend
registrations, and impose requirements — whether through conditions of registration or through
regulations — on registrants, including the payment of registration fees”.950

532.

To strengthen the compliance regime for both licences and registrations, the Act should be amended to
include Administrative Monetary Penalties (“AMPs”), with “maximum thresholds set at a level high enough
to create a deterrent for foreign undertakings”.951

533.

Further, s. 5(2) of the Act should be amended to provide further guidance to CRTC to ensure it regulates
and supervises “the system” in a flexible manner that952:





534.

ensures that regulation is equitable, reasonable, and proportional to the objective or outcome sought;
ensures that undertakings contribute in an appropriate manner to the creation, production, and
discoverability of Canadian media content;
promotes transparency, responsibility, and accountability in the way undertakings operate; and
promotes public participation in regulatory proceedings.

PIAC is concerned about the increased degree of government intrusion into the media industry, particularly
with respect to the new registration regime for “online” (i.e., digital) media content undertakings, especially
news undertakings, which is extremely broad in scope (e.g., foreign and Canadian, public and private,
curators, aggregators, and sharers of content that is professional- and user-generated, interactive and noninteractive – potentially including app stores, operating systems, and device manufacturers953). This concern
is only partly mitigated by the Canadian Heritage Minister’s February 3, 2020 statements that the federal
government does not intend to mandate registration (or licences) for certain news undertakings, specifically
“news agencies”, a term that is not used in the report954 (see details in up-front section).
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SUPPORT FOR CANCON AND CANADIAN PRODUCTION
535.

As noted above, the BTLR Final Report recommendations expressly propose fixing the “at risk” Cancon
support model, putting forward “a new equitable model that is intended to stimulate investment in quality
Canadian content that is competitive here and abroad, while ensuring the expression of a diversity of
voices”955, without addressing the definition of Cancon: “it is time to review the model for supporting
Canadian content, but not the definition of Canadian content”956.

536.

In particular, the new framework and related initiatives should be “platform- and producer-agnostic”957 and
ensure support for Cancon (creation, production, and discoverability) and Canadian production
(independent, affiliated, and in-house), including:



537.

mandated Cancon contributions, expanded to “all media content undertakings that benefit from the
Canadian media communications sector”958; and
new funding/financing model and other initiatives to support Cancon and a strong Canadian production
sector.

PIAC is concerned about the outright dismissal of the critical issue of how Cancon is defined for purposes of
Cancon policy supports, especially financial (regulatory, subsidies, and incentives). In the words of Michael
Geist, the BTLR Final Report “is prepared to overhaul the regulatory rules for creating and delivering
Canadian content, but not even consider the rules that determine what qualifies as Canadian content.”959

MANDATED CANCON CONTRIBUTIONS
MANDATED CANCON CONTRIBUTIONS (OVERALL)
538.

Overall, “all media content undertakings that benefit from the Canadian media communications sector”
should “contribute to it in an equitable manner”, meaning “(u)ndertakings that carry out like activities
should have like obligations, regardless of where they are located”960 and “be designed to stimulate
investment across the content value chain from development to discovery”961.

539.

In particular, “(c)ulturally, the framework must ensure that Canada’s creators continue to have the means
for Canadian stories to be told and discovered in a world of so many choices – at home and on the world
stage”962. For this reason, “(a)ll licensees and registrants would be obligated to contribute to Canadian
content in a transparent fashion”963. Put differently, all licensees and registrants would be mandated to
contribute to Cancon. However, “(s)pecific requirements would vary depending on the activity being
conducted”964 and the corresponding category of media content undertaking.

540.

With respect to mandated Cancon contributions, the Act should be amended to ensure that CRTC can – by
regulation, condition of licence, or condition of registration965 – mandate Cancon financial contributions966
(either “spending requirements” [i.e., spending quotas] or “levies” [i.e., funding quotas[) and non-financial
contributions (specifically “discoverability requirements”) on all media content undertakings except those
who are primarily alphanumeric news curators967 (i.e., “online versions of newspapers”968).

541.

From PIAC’s perspective, there is no functional difference between a “condition of licence” and “condition
of registration”. When conditions are added to registrations, they become a licence.

MANDATED CANCON FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
542.

As noted above, CRTC would have the power to mandate all media content undertakings except those who
are primarily alphanumeric news curators to make Cancon financial contributions. CRTC should exercise this
power, however, the type of contribution would vary depending on the category of undertaking:


Media curation undertakings969: spending requirements (i.e., “would be required to devote a portion of
their program budgets to Canadian programs”) unless “inappropriate” in the circumstances, in which
case levies would apply970 (e.g., for audio curators971). Requiring “online streaming services that benefit
from operating in Canada to invest in Canadian programming that they believe will attract and appeal
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to Canadians” would “ensure a meaningful contribution to Canadian cultural policy objectives and the
production sector” and “need not result in higher prices for consumers”.
Media aggregation and sharing undertakings972: levies.
Recommended Financial ObligationsA
Activity
Curation
Provision of a service for
dissemination of media content
over which it has editorial control
Aggregation

Undertaking
Audio or audiovisual media curation
undertaking

Financial Obligations
Primary obligation: Spending
requirements
Alternative obligation (where
spending requirements are not
appropriate): Levy

Media aggregation undertaking

Primary obligation: Levy

Media sharing undertaking

Primary obligation: Levy

Provision of a service for
aggregation and dissemination of
media content from media
curators
Sharing
Provision of a service enabling
users to share amateur or
professional media content
A

BTLR Final Report, p. 146, Figure 3-7 (emphasis added)

543.

“All these financial contributions would be based on a simple calculation of the percentage of Canadianderived revenues.” 973 CRTC “would determine the specifics – i.e. who contributes how much, based on
which activities”974 and “oversee administration and compliance”, such that “entities with multiple lines of
business would have varying obligations, depending on the nature of their activities”975.

544.

Media curation undertaking spending requirements. For all media curation undertakings: credit for the
acquisition of rights to distribute Cancon outside Canada “should count toward spending obligations in the
year in which the payments are actually made”976; CRTC should set expectations for a “significant amount”
of spending on PNI to be directed to independent producers (noting CRTC currently requires at least 75% of
PNI expenditures of major television broadcasters to be directed to independent producers but going
forward it “should be more flexible in this area”)977; and where undertakings count new Cancon dramas and
long-form documentaries toward their obligations, CRTC should “set an expectation that all key creative
positions be occupied by Canadians on a reasonable percentage of those programs” and if it is “not met
over time” then CRTC should “consider converting it to a requirement”.978 Additionally, for online media
curation undertakings, CRTC should “set an expectation” that they “offer a certain amount of content in
English and French, as appropriate”.979

545.

Media sharing undertaking levies. “Copyright payments” made by media sharing undertakings to Cancon
producers for Cancon “should count toward any levy applicable to such services”.980

546.

PIAC is concerned that the imposition of spending requirements (versus levies) on foreign OTTs, especially
OTT/SVODs whose business model is primarily or exclusively to provide foreign content to Canadians (e.g.,
Disney+ or BritBox), would require these undertakings to decide between changing their business models to
invest in Cancon for delivery to Canadians (but not necessarily to global audiences) or retaining their
business models and either: paying the corresponding penalty for not meeting their spending requirements
or abandoning the Canadian market. This could result in increased costs to Canadian consumers (if passedthrough) or to decreased legal access by Canadian consumers to media communications services (and by
corollary, to increased illegal access, e.g., via VPN).
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MANDATED CANCON NON-FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
547.

As noted above, CRTC would have the power to mandate all media content undertakings except those who
are primarily alphanumeric news curators to make Cancon non-financial contributions, specifically to
impose discoverability requirements. CRTC should exercise this power by “impos(ing) discoverability
obligations on all audio or audiovisual entertainment media content undertakings, as it deems appropriate,”
including981:





548.

obligation to offer Cancon choices;
“catalogue or exhibition requirements”
“prominence obligations”; and
“transparency requirements”, notably that companies be transparent with CRTC “regarding how their
algorithms operate, including audit requirements”.

Further, to promote the discoverability of news Cancon, CRTC should impose the following requirements, as
appropriate, on “media aggregation and media sharing undertakings”982:


“links to the websites of Canadian sources of accurate, trusted, and reliable sources of news with a
view to ensuring a diversity of voices”; and
• “prominence rules to ensure visibility and access to such sources of news”.
549.

Additionally, regarding “online media content undertakings”, CRTC should “use its power to collect
information and obtain consumption data… and publish them in aggregated form”.983

550.

Finally, CRTC should “monitor” the “role of app stores and devices and related software link providers, in
influencing how Canadian media content is discovered”.984

551.

PIAC agrees with the BTLR Final Report’s focus on the importance of trusted information, especially news.
“Like governments and citizens around the world, Canada must address the way in which communications
technologies and online platforms may threaten democracy and civic participation. More than ever,
Canadians need independent, trusted, accurate and diverse Canadian sources of news”.985 However, PIAC
has significant concerns about the imposition of news Cancon discoverability requirements on all media
aggregation and sharing undertakings, particularly with respect to CRTC’s role in identifying “Canadian
sources of accurate, trusted, and reliable sources of news” and determining how links would appear.

NEW FUNDING/FINANCING MODEL AND OTHER INITIATIVES TO SUPPORT CANCON AND STRONG
CANADIAN PRODUCTION SECTOR
552.

There should be a new funding/financing model986 and other initiatives to support Cancon (creation,
production, and discoverability) and a strong Canadian production sector (independent, affiliated, inhouse), including (see details below):




strengthen Canadian producers’ ability to negotiate terms of trade with purchasers of their content so
that they may retain commercial rights987;
make it easier for “broadcasters” to adapt their business models to create and produce Cancon988; and
merge Telefilm Canada and the Canada Media Fund (“CMF”) to create a new 100% government-funded
institution that supports screen-based content (“Cancon superfund”).989

STRENGTHEN CANADIAN PRODUCERS’ ABILITY TO NEGOTIATE TERMS OF TRADE WITH CANCON
PURCHASERS
553.

Canadian producers’ ability to negotiate fair terms of trade with purchasers of their content should be
strengthened, so that producers are able to retain commercial rights.990 This would be achieved by
empowering CRTC to – by regulation, condition of licence, or condition of registration — “regulate
economic relationships between media content undertakings and content producers, including terms of
trade”991. This would include relationships between:


screen-based “independent Canadian producers” and “broadcasters”992; and
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“news producers” and media content undertakings (including “undertakings that make alphanumeric
news content available to the public”), in particular “regulatory intervention to ensure that creators of
news are compensated for the use of their original content by online platform providers” (e.g., “social
media platforms that share news content”)993.

554.

These terms of trade “could include much more than the ambit of the rights granted or the basis for
compensation” such as “requirements to make audience data available to content producers” because
“(t)his information is key to helping Canadian producers create compelling and competitive content for
audiences at home and abroad”.994

555.

“Content piracy” (aka “copyright piracy”), especially “on the Internet”, is a “significant problem”.995
However, “an administrative regime to address the issue” should not be developed.996 There are two
potential approaches, “copyright reform” and “prohibiting unlawful actions that facilitate the reception of
programs from Internet sites”.997 Regarding the first approach, “the courts appear to have the necessary
toolkit to address instances of copyright infringement on the Internet” and the report “defer(s) to other
fora on whether the Copyright Act needs to be amended to develop other processes for obtaining blocking
orders”.998 Regarding the second approach, certain provisions from the Radiocommunication Act – which
state that it is an offence to decode, retransmit, or operate devices, equipment, or components to receive
unlawfully decrypted subscription programs – should be moved to the Broadcasting Act and expanded to
include “all forms of media content, whether received through satellites or the Internet”.999

556.

Copyright implications would also flow from the likely rescission or modification of the DMEO, which
captures “new media retransmitters” (aka “Internet-based BDUs”).1000 The compulsory licence regime in
section 31 of the Copyright Act provides that, under certain conditions, legacy BDUs can retransmit local or
distant signals without violating copyright.1001 This exception does not extend to new media retransmitters,
for whom the capture and retransmission of such signals would constitute an infringement of copyright,
meaning they must obtain the permission of copyright owners.1002 Key issues for consideration include “the
implications for the owners of copyright and the current principle that the distribution of program content
on the Internet should be subject to marketplace negotiations, the impacts on consumers and the future
development of new online distribution models.”1003

557.

PIAC is concerned that while the report focuses on Canadian producers’ ownership of their content, it only
refers to “intellectual property” twice1004, which is problematic given our belief that Canadian-owned IP –
both Cancon and non-Cancon – is the “currency of the future”1005.

558.

Further, PIAC is extremely concerned about the report’s recommendations on how Canadian producers can
better protect their content (i.e., enforce their copyright and by corollary prevent it from being stolen)
while competing internationally, specifically by making it an offence to send copyright-infringing content
over any telecommunications platform. This would likely lead to site blocking, direct lawsuits against users,
or three-strikes-no-more Internet laws.

559.

PIAC also has concerns about the recommended movement and expansion of the aforementioned
Radiocommunication Act provisions and/or potential copyright implications for new media retransmitters of
deleting or changing the DMEO for new media retransmitters, specifically the potential for vast chilling of
consumer speech and facial conflict with the carefully tuned remedies for copyright holders under the
Copyright Act in relation to non-commercial copyright violations.

MAKE IT EASIER FOR “BROADCASTERS” TO ADAPT BUSINESS MODELS TO CREATE AND PRODUCE
CANCON
560.

It should be made easier for “broadcasters” (which appears to mean legacy broadcasters) to adapt their
business models to create and produce Cancon.1006 No details are provided, beyond the recommendation
that the licensing regime for legacy broadcasters should be maintained but “increasingly flexible”1007 (see
above) and that funding/financing mechanisms for Cancon should generally be producer-agnostic thereby
capturing broadcaster-affiliated and in-house producers (see below).
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561.

CRTC should also be empowered to – by regulation, condition of licence, or condition of registration — to
resolve disputes between “media content undertakings”1008 (i.e., including but not limited to legacy
broadcasters).

562.

PIAC is concerned about the lack of details on how the licensing regime for legacy broadcasters – which
include CBC in its capacity as a radio/television broadcaster – would be made “increasingly flexible”. Does
this mean that CRTC would prima facie reduce their Cancon obligations at their next licence renewals?

MERGE TELEFILM CANADA AND CANADA MEDIA FUND (“CMF”) TO CREATE SCREEN-BASED CANCON
SUPERFUND AND ADDITIONAL CANCON FUNDING/FINANCING INITIATIVES
563.

Telefilm Canada and CMF should be merged to create “a single public institution that is fully financed with
public funds” (i.e., 100% government funded) that supports screen-based Cancon creation, production, and
discoverability1009 (“Cancon superfund” [our term]). This is intended to ensure innovation and content from
diverse voices, such as official language minority communities and Indigenous Peoples and communities.1010
The Cancon superfund1011:




“should transition from a model based on broadcaster envelopes to one based on supporting activities
ranging from development to creation to production and discoverability, regardless of the distribution
medium” so it “could better target financing where it is needed”;
“should have the flexibility to determine where it is most appropriate to allocate its funds to fulfill
cultural objectives”, including “to fill perceived gaps” for “high-risk productions, such as films, that may
not receive much support from the CIPFs” (see details below); and
should have a “mandate and operational parameters” developed by the federal government in
consultation with stakeholders.

564.

The CRTC-mandated television BDU (“TV BDU”) levy that currently goes to CMF should be redirected to
existing CRTC-Certified Independent Production Funds (“CIPFs”)1012 and to “other existing or new funds or
programs approved by the CRTC”1013. In particular, CRTC should consider directing a portion of the TV BDU
levy and “some or all of the levies on media aggregation and sharing undertakings” to an “independent,
arm’s length CRTC-approved fund for the production of news, including local news on all platforms”.1014

565.

The Cancon superfund would impact “so-called 10-out-of-10 (Cancon) productions, which maximize
Canadian creative input”1015, which are critically important because “there is no question that productions
in which all key creative positions are occupied by Canadians — which have a Canadian writer, a Canadian
director, and Canadian lead actors — are more likely to reflect a Canadian perspective”1016 and
“(m)aximizing the Canadian creative inputs can enhance the Canadian perspective of such programs
without affecting freedom of expression”1017.In particular, protection for 10-out-of-10 Cancon would
disappear with the elimination of the CMF1018:
“Current programs funded in part by the CMF through its broadcast envelopes generally require Canadian
productions to ensure that all key creative positions are occupied by Canadians. Programs that do not
depend on CMF financing can qualify as Canadian content if they meet a minimum of 6 points out of 10. The
protection for 10-out-of-10 Canadian productions would disappear with the elimination of the CMF
broadcast envelopes, to be replaced by Canadian program expenditure requirements that will be applicable
to streaming as well as traditional broadcasters.“1019
Given the importance of 10-out-of-10 Cancon productions, “(i)t is critical to ensure that with the changes in
funding sources there are still a healthy number of (them)”1020. For this reason, the federal government and
CRTC respectively should ensure that “a significant portion of financing” provided through the Cancon
superfund and CIPFs “goes to productions where all key creative positions are occupied by Canadians”1021.
Consistent with this is the above-noted recommendation for CRTC to expect media curation undertakings
that spend on new Cancon dramas and long-form documentaries to ensure that all key creative positions
are occupied by Canadians on a reasonable percentage of those programs (and if this expectation is not met
over time then CRTC should consider converting it to a requirement).1022
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566.

“Public institutions” that support Cancon (e.g., Cancon superfund, National Film Board (“NFB”), and Canada
Council for the Arts) “must benefit from sufficient, stable, and long-term funding”, which at a minimum
must keep pace with inflation.1023 For this reason, the federal government should index to inflation
parliamentary appropriations allocated to these institutions.1024

567.

Finally, the federal government should “remove certain barriers to public funding programs, including tax
credits and financing funds that support private investment in” Cancon, including distinctions between
platforms and types of Canadian producer. This means the federal government should as a general principle
“ensure that tax credits and funds are platform-agnostic and are accessible to all Canadian production
companies, whether independent or broadcaster affiliated”1025 and “exten(d) the labour-based tax credit
for news organizations announced by the federal government in 2018 from print to audio and video news
delivered on all platforms1026.

568.

PIAC notes that CBC would be impacted by the CMF and tax credit-related recommendations. According to
the BTLR Final Report, “CBC/Radio-Canada benefits indirectly from the CMF, which supports broadcasters’
investments in Canadian television programming. In 2017-2018, CBC/Radio-Canada’s performance and
development envelopes totalled about $86 million”.1027 Further, “productions in which CBC/Radio-Canada
invested received $60 million in federal tax credits in 2017-2018”.1028

569.

PIAC is concerned by the absence of any costing projections for the recommended new “sustainable”
Cancon support model, especially given the already huge and likely future-escalating cost to the federal
government, paid by Canadian taxpayers, of the Cancon superfund. We are also concerned about crucial
Cancon superfund details that are TBD, including whether and to what degree foreign online media curation
undertakings (e.g., OTT/SVODs) would directly or indirectly benefit as a “quid pro quo” for their mandated
Cancon spending requirements.

570.

More fundamentally, as noted above, we are concerned about the BTLR Final Report’s abject failure to
acknowledge the need for a new Cancon definition (effectively a new points system), never mind to
consider alternatives or propose a new one. We believe this omission undermines the potential success of
the new “sustainable” Cancon support model.

FOCUS ON “USERS” OF MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
571.

“(U)sers of communications services – whether that be individual consumers, not-for-profit institutions or
private sector organizations”1029 should be better protected with respect to “access to media content,
including diverse, trusted and accurate sources of news content, safeguards against privacy breaches, Big
Data or harmful content”1030.

572.

For this reason, a set of inter-related strategies should be implemented that, in addition to relevant
initiatives identified above, includes1031:





573.

amend the broadcasting policy objectives to address accessibility by persons with disabilities1032 and
include commitments to protecting the privacy and confidentiality of user information1033;
empower CRTC to – by regulation, condition of licence, or condition of registration — “impose codes of
conduct, including provisions with respect to resolution mechanisms, transparency, privacy, and
accessibility regarding all media content undertakings”1034, “impose reporting requirements, including
with respect to financial information, consumption data, and technological processes such as
algorithms, on all media content undertakings”1035, and regulate practices related to the delivery of
news (including algorithms and AI-based processes)1036;
grant CRTC “appropriate powers to intervene with respect to the Big Data practices of all those under
its jurisdiction, to address the interaction between Big Data and media content choices”1037; and
grant CRTC power to “provide partial or additional relief, to issue conditional and interim decisions, and
to issue ex parte decisions where the circumstances of the case justify it”1038.

PIAC’s perspective on strategies related to trusted news is detailed above. Regarding data and privacy, PIAC
shares the concerns of the BTLR Final Report that Canadians rely on “globally dominant online platform
providers” and “are accepting an implicit trade-off: permitting the use of their personal information in
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return for the convenience and personalization of online services.”1039 In particular, “Big Data – the result of
the massive amounts of personal information collected through this exchange – is creating tremendous
value for the online platform providers. Yet, in the current environment, there is little control over the ways
in which this personal information may be manipulated or shared, and little power to derive benefits for
Canadians from this value.”1040 However, PIAC is concerned that broadcasting legislation is not the
appropriate method to attempt to address this area. It would better be addressed using other vehicles (e.g.,
Canadian privacy law, international trade negotiations, international treaties on privacy and data flows,
etc.).
NEW NAME FOR BROADCASTING ACT
574.

To reflect its broader scope, “the title of the Broadcasting Act should be changed to the Media
Communications Act”.1041

“REIMAGINED” ROLE OF CRTC
575.

“Fundamental changes to the role of the CRTC are needed.”1042 Key BTLR Final Report recommendations
related to CBC, regarding the “reimagin(ed)”1043 role of CRTC, include:





“reposition(ed) role” from “gatekeeper to one that provides oversight in a rapidly expanding and
evolving context”1044;
increased participation by public interest groups;
to enable its new role, increased resources; and
to reflect its new role, a new name.

FROM “GATEKEEPER” TO “OVERSIGHT”
576.

CRTC should have a “reposition(ed) role” from “gatekeeper to one that provides oversight in a rapidly
expanding and evolving context”1045, including increased jurisdiction over media communications activities
and actors and an evidence-based orientation with stronger research, analytic, and investigative capacity.

INCREASED JURISDICTION OVER MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES AND ACTORS
577.

As detailed above, CRTC should have increased jurisdiction over “media communications” activities and
actors, expanded from “broadcasting” activities and actors (“broadcasting undertakings”), specifically
“actors responsible for supporting and distributing audio and audiovisual content (e.g. programming
undertakings and distribution undertakings)”1046.

578.

As noted above, PIAC has concerns about overreach by the re-named Broadcasting Act and CRTC, whose
jurisdiction would intentionally include all “Internet platform providers …to the extent that they enable the
dissemination or sharing of audio or audiovisual content, or alphanumeric news content”1047 – justified on
grounds that “(a)dvertisers now view these online companies effectively as media companies that directly
compete for their advertising dollars”1048 – in addition to non-platform providers (e.g., app stores, device
manufacturers, etc.). We are especially concerned about the expanded scope of the Act and CRTC to
“news” content in text format and related activities and actors (curators, aggregators, and sharers). This
said, we are pleased that the recommendations do not take up certain stakeholder calls for further
expansion of the Act’s scope and CRTC’s jurisdiction to “access services” (e.g., ISPs/WSPs), which the BTLR
Final Report correctly recommends “should contribute to carriage, connectivity, and universal access”
pursuant to the re-named Telecommunications Act1049 and notes “(i)ndeed, net neutrality rules prevent
(access) providers, such as ISPs, from interfering with the content they carry through their traffic
management practices”1050.

EVIDENCE-BASED ORIENTATION: STRONGER RESEARCH, ANALYTIC, AND INVESTIGATIVE CAPACITY
579.

“The Commission must have a deep understanding of the markets it regulates and leverage its knowledge
and insights to anticipate change and take action, in a timely and appropriate manner.”1051 “More than an
administrative tribunal, a renewed CRTC would have a proactive evidence based orientation that spots
market distortions and systemic challenges early on, puts consumers in a position to advocate for
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themselves, and conducts monitoring and measurement that minimizes the need for more invasive
intervention”1052, including a stronger research, analytic, and investigative capacity.
580.

CRTC should be statutorily mandated to maintain accurate market data, and to conduct, commission, and
publish reports and evidence-based information on key issues and trends for the benefit of Canadians.1053
The Broadcasting Act should be amended to include CRTC information gathering and investigatory powers
similar to those in the Telecommunications Act1054, power to examine and report on “digital and media
literacy”1055, and power to “share expertise” with the Competition Bureau1056.

581.

CRTC and other relevant regulatory authorities (e.g., Competition Bureau, Office of the Privacy
Commissioner, Statistics Canada) should be “charged by the federal government with examining the use of
Big Data by dominant online platform providers and potential threats to privacy, competition, consumer
protection, cultural sovereignty, democratic institutions, and taxation” and “make recommendations on
legislation that may be appropriate to address these matters”.1057 Further, the Canadian Heritage Minister
should direct CRTC to gather information and audit (and “intervene, if necessary”) regarding how media
content undertakings combine Big Data with algorithms and AI.1058

582.

To better protect consumer interests, and to “entrench and expand the role of the Commission for
Complaints for Telecom-Television Services (“CCTS”), CRTC should be empowered to create an
“independent, industry-funded, communications consumer complaints office” with authority to investigate
and resolve consumer complaints about media content (and telecom) undertakings, require the office to
report publicly, and take action on office-identified consumer issues. 1059 Further, CRTC should periodically
review its consumer protection framework for media content undertakings, taking into account
provincial/territorial consumer protection measures and providing justification when it adopted measures
that provide for less protection than those in another Canadian jurisdiction.1060

583.

PIAC agrees with the BTLR Final Report that “(t)hese resources would provide a clear basis for the
substantive decisions being taken and the impact they are expected to have. They would also be of
tremendous value to public interest groups, including accessibility groups as well as Indigenous Peoples,
and strengthen their capacity to participate in regulatory proceedings and planning processes.”1061
However, we are concerned about CRTC’s ability to deliver on its massive, unwieldy, and over-reaching new
mandate, even with increased resources (see details below).

INCREASED PARTICIPATION BY PUBLIC INTEREST GROUPS
584.

To promote “public interest group” participation in regulatory proceedings, the Broadcasting Act should be
amended to provide CRTC with explicit authority to award costs (including for appeals that flow from CRTC
decisions)1062 and to include public interest participation funding in the operational funding requirements of
the Commission1063.

585.

CRTC should consult on establishing a transparent process for funding public interest participation in
broadcasting1064 and be statutorily mandated to fund a Public Interest Committee1065.

586.

PIAC agrees with the BTLR Final Report that “(g)reater participation by public interest groups is vital if
Canadians are to have confidence that the institutions are working in their best interest”1066 and would
welcome the opportunity to consult with CRTC on stable, predictable, and adequate funding for
public/consumer interest group participation in broadcasting/media communications proceedings, on an
urgent basis. The Broadcasting Participation Fund (“BPF”) and Broadcasting Accessibility Fund (“BAF”) are
designed to help promote public participation in, and access to, the Canadian broadcasting system,
including the regulatory process. These funds, which are financed by “tangible benefits” that flow from
broadcasting ownership transactions, are being rapidly depleted and insufficiently “refilled” due to the
already concentrated state of the Canadian radio and television market.
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INCREASED RESOURCES FOR CRTC
587.

“We recognize that more resources would be required to support a more proactive regulator, and expect
those to be generated through fees paid by all those to whom the Broadcasting Act and
Telecommunications Act apply.”1067

NEW NAME FOR CRTC
588.

To reflect the foregoing changes in role and scope, CRTC’s name should be changed to the Canadian
Communications Commission (“CCC”)1068 with a corresponding change to the name of its granting
legislation, the CRTC Act, to the CCC Act.

CALL FOR URGENT AND IMMEDIATE ACTION
589.

The BTLR Final Report recommends urgent GoC legislative action on broadcasting coupled with immediate
CRTC and GoC steps.

URGENT GOC LEGISLATIVE ACTION ON BROADCASTING
590.

There is “urgency” for GoC to consider all of the BTLR Final Report recommendations and to “engage with
Canadians to implement the necessary changes to ensure that Canada is positioned for success”1069.
“Canada and its leaders need to get this right – the nation’s cultural and national sovereignty, economic
prosperity and democratic values are at stake.”1070

IMMEDIATE CRTC AND GOC STEPS
591.

Pending development and enactment of the new Media Communications Act, certain immediate steps
should be taken by CRTC and GoC to address “the most pressing and urgent issues”1071, including (see
details below):



CRTC: require exempt DMBUs that are “media content curators” to contribute to Cancon1072; and
GoC: apply sales tax (i.e., GST/HST) to “foreign media content undertakings”1073.

REQUIRE EXEMPT DMBUS THAT ARE MEDIA *CURATOR* UNDERTAKINGS TO CONTRIBUTE TO CANCON
592.

The federal government should “urgently issue directives” to CRTC “requiring that it hold a hearing and
issue a new exemption order to impose obligations on Internet programming undertakings that generate a
certain minimum revenue in Canada”1074 or put differently, “so that those media content curators that
derive revenue from Canada and are now exempt from licensing, such as Netflix, are required to contribute
to Canadian content through spending and discoverability requirements, consistent with our recommended
legislative framework”1075. A draft order is also proposed, entitled “Direction to the CRTC (Equitable
Contributions) Order”.1076 It defines “Internet programming undertakings” as not primarily providing usergenerated programs and having more than $10M in Canadian programming revenue (advertising and
subscription) during the previous year.

593.

PIAC understands this recommendation effectively calls on GoC to direct CRTC to review the DMEO and
revise it by imposing exemption conditions that mandate DMBUs that are media curation undertakings –
including CBC’s DMB services – to contribute to Cancon, financially (via spending quotas) and nonfinancially (via discoverability requirements). PIAC questions whether CBC’s DMB services would meet the
draft Order’s definition of “Internet programming undertaking” from a revenue threshold perspective.

APPLY SALES TAX TO FOREIGN DMBUS THAT ARE MEDIA *CONTENT* UNDERTAKINGS
594.

The federal government should require “foreign media content undertakings” to collect and remit the
GST/HST1077, to “(e)nd the competitive disadvantage facing Canadian companies”1078.
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